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FOREWORD

The term "absorptive capacity" appears frequently in current
discussions of economic development and foreign aid. It refers to the
total amount of capital, or the amount of foreign capital, or the amount
of foreign aid (capital plus technical assistance) that a developing country
can use productively. Thus it means different things to different people,
who may also have in mind different concepts of productivity and different
time spans.
Clarification of the concept is needed. Policymakers and others
are beginning to take positions on whether the absorptive capacity of the
less developed countries exceeds by a wide margin the resources available
to them, implying a' need for larger foreign aid programs, or whether the
apparent dearth of "good projects" that qualify for foreign financial support implies that the resources already available for development assistance
exceed the absorptive capacity of the developing countries.
As the author of this study says, his purpose is to inquire into
the meaning of the concept of absorptive capacity, to determine its usefulness
for policy purposes, both for the developing countries and the national and
international sources of capital potentially available to them, and to discuss
factors determining the limits of absorptive capacity. The result is the
most searching analysis yet made of an important concept that has been
used rather uncritically in the past.
The study arises out of a request to the Brookings Institution in
the late spring of 1964 to initiate some research on "absorptive capacity."
An informal working group of representatives -of the Agency for International
Development, the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, and
Senior Staffs of the Division of Economic Studies and of Foreign Policy
Studies at Brookings was convened under the Chairmanship of Robert E.
Asher. The first step, it was agreed, would be to have a technically
qualified economist explore the concept and seek to breathe some meaning
into it. Thi s, Dr. John H. Adler, Director of the Economic Development
Institute of the World Bank and author and co-author of various books
and articles in the field of international economics, has now done.
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Dr. Adler's work represents a labor of love. The Brookings
Institution is pleased to include it in the Staff Paper Series as the first
result of the work initiated last spring. Although not a member of the
Brookings Staff, the author has frequently served as a consultant to
Brookings or as a member of one of its advisory committees. The
Institution is deeply grateful to him for volunteering to undertake the
present assignment and to the World Bank for enabling him to add this
task to his many other duties.
The Institution is also grateful to the informal working group
composed of Dragoslav Avramovic of the World Bank, Hollis B. Chenery
and Lester E. Gordon, then of the Agency for International Development,
Jose Epstein and James A. Lynn of the Inter-American Development
Bank, 11arvey Perloff, then of the Alliance-for-Progress Committee of
Nine, and Edward F. Denison, Richard Goode, Joseph Grunwald, H. Field
Haviland, Jr., and Walter S. Salant of the Brookings Institution. The
views expressed in the paper are, of course, those of the author and do
not necessarily reflect those of the officers or staffs of the Brookings
Institution, the World Bank, or the members of the working group.
The author wishes to express his special gratitude to Robert E.
Asher, George Baldwin, Edward S. Mason, and Louis J. Walinsky, as
well as to the members of the working group, for having helped him
to avoid some errors and for suggesting improvements in the paper.
He wishes also to acknowledge with thanks the assistance of
Mr. Muhammad Yaqub of Princeton University.

Robert D. Calkins
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ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY:

THE CONCEPT AND ITS DETERMINANTS

Introduction

The recent literature on economic development and foreign
aid is full of references to absorptive capacity. It is defined by one
source as setting "a limit to the amount of efficient investment physically
possible ... particularly in the short run."I In this quotation--and in
many other references 2 -- it is implied that absorptive capacity is a welldefined concept with an established technical meaning, like "supply,"
"demand, " or "the propensity to import, " and therefore need not be
explained or analyzed any further. This is unfortunately not the case.
The purpose of the paper is to inquire into the meaning of
absorptive capacity, to determine its usefulness for purposes of policy,
for both the developing countries and the national and international
sources of capital potentially available to them and to discuss the factors
which determine the limits of absorptive capacity.
Measurement of Absorptive Capacity
Although references to absorptive capacity occasionally convey
the idea that there is an absolute limit to the amount of capital that can
be used, most economists recognize, explicitly or implicitly, that the
measurement of absorptive capacity must be somehow related to the

1 U.N. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, Programming
Techniques for Economic Development (1960), pp. 8-13. Quoted
Gerald M. Meier, Leading Issues in Development Economics (1964), p. 93.
2 P.

N. Rosenstein-Rodan, "International Aid for Underdeveloped
Countries," The Review of Economics and Statistics (May 1961),
pp. 107-9. A. 0. Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Development,
(1958), pp. 37-8. G. M. Meier, International Trade and Development
(1963), pp. 90-92. F. Benham, Economic Aid to Underdeveloped Countries
(London, 1961), pp. 115-17. B. K. Nehru, "Foreign Aid from the Viewpoint
of Recipient Countries," Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science
(January 1962), p. 59.

. ...
...................
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"productivity" or "effectiveness"

of capital.3

At first glance this is
nothing other than Keynes's "marginal efficiency of capital." Absorptive
capacity thus becomes a schedule relating an amount of capital to be
invested to the expected rate of return. 4 The lower the rate of return
on capital which the "investor"--the economic unit making an investment
decision--is willing to accept as satisfactory, the higher the absorptive
capacity.
In the conceivable but unlikely event that there is an absolute
limit to absorptive capacity, the marginal efficiency of capital function,
with capital measured along the horizontal and the rate of return along
the vertical axis, becomes a vertical line.

(ABX in Chart 1.)

This

shape of the return on capital function is unlikely because it implies
that beyond a certain level of investment (OX) there is not a single
investment opportunity which would yield a positive rate of return.
The more normal shape of the expected return on capital function
is that of lines ABC or A1 BD.

There are reasons to think, however, that

line ABC is more typical for less developed countries than line AlBD,
which may be taken to reflect conditions prevailing in advanced countries.
There is circumstantial and some direct empirical evidence that in less

3

"There may be a limit to how much foreign investment can be
effectively used when the investment must not only cover its cost but
also yield a reasonable increase in income." G. M. Meier, International
Trade and Development (1963), p. 90. "Millikan and Rostow have proposed that the developed countries of the world should make available to
underdeveloped countries as much capital as they can absorb by which
they mean as much as can, with reasonable assurance, be productively
used." C. P. Kindleberger, Economic Development (1958), p. 263.
4

Keynes defines the marginal efficiency of capital as "equal to that
rate of discount which would make the present value of the series of
annuities given by the returns expected from the capital-asset during it s
life just equal to its supply price." J. M. Keynes, The General Theory
of Employment, Interest, and Money (1936), p. 135. This definition is
essentially the same as what has more recently been called the "internal
rate of return" which is the discount rate at which the flow of total cost,
including initial capital cost, replacement and recurrent cost is equal to
the flow of total receipts (plus the terminal value of the capital asset).
See Joel Dean, "Measuring the Productivity of Capital," Harvard Business
120-30; J. G. McLean, "How to
Review (January-February 1954), p.
Evaluate New Capital Investments,' Harvard Business Review, (November-

December 1958), pp. 59-69.
2

developed countries the return on the existing stock of capital.is high
and that it is reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the expected rate
of return on some additional investment also is hi gh. 5 The evidence
is the larger share of profits, rents and interest receipts in the national

Chart I - Absorptive Capacity

Expected
Rate of Return
A

AI

X

Capital

investment
C

5

The presumption that, in view of the high rate of return on existing
capital, the return on some additional investment will also be high is even
more plausible if it refers to gross rather than net investment, since
gross investment includes the replenishment of the high-yielding stock
of capital.
3

product of many less developed countries and the high rates of interest
charged by noninstitutional lenders. 6
On the other hand, the limitations on absorptive capacity, the
scarcity of projects on which a high rate of return can be expected, is
reflected in the steep slope of the return on capital functions. In
developed countries, where absorptive capacity though not unlimited does
not appear to pose a practical problem, the expected return on capital
declines rather gently. Thus the problem for policy which limited
absorptive capacity creates may be presented graphically as the "gap"
between lines BC and BD. The objective of policy can be represented
as an attempt to move the return on capital function from BC to BD.
The gap closes if the supply elasticities of co-operant factors (the
elements complementary to capital, such as a work force with the

6

0n return on the stock of capital, Simon Kuznets writes, !1...whatever
the Y for the developed countries [the yield rate on wealth other than the
equity of unincorporated enterprises] there is little question that in the
underdeveloped countries, at least on assets other than the equity of
unincorporated enterprises, it is much higher....Even if we include, as
we should, the possibly lower rates of yield reflected in the income of
government enterprises and gross corporate savings, it seems reasonable
to assume that the weighted yield rate in underdeveloped countries is at
least twice as high as that in developed countries. If we set the latter at
7 percent, we may set the former at 14 percent." "Quantitative Aspects
of the Economic Growth of Nations: IV. Distribution of National Income
by Factor Shares," Economic Development and Cultural Change
(April 1959), p. 20.
"For India we have a recent effort to approximate a distribution of
the national income between income from assets and other components.
According to Mr. Patel's calculation the share of income from assets
in India is 23.3 percent. Mr. Gulati's revision would bring the share
down to 19.6 percent. Another item of evidence can be found in some
data for Mexico. Of net domestic product at factor cost the share of
profits (after allowance for imputed earnings of the self-employed), rent
and interest rose from 34.5 percent in 1939 to 47.4 percent in 1950."
Ibid., p. 12.
On interest rates charged by noninstitutional lenders, see U Tun Wai,
"Interest Rates Outside the Organized Money Markets of Underdeveloped
Countries," IMF Staff Papers (November 1957), pp. 99-100. Rates of
23 percent to 94 percent are mentioned for India, 10.6 percent to 45.8
percent for Ceylon, and 8.5 percent to 44.7 percent for Thailand.

4

appropriate skills) in less developed countries are increas-ed to the
level prevailing in developed countries.
Absorptive capacity may then be defined as that amount of
investment, or that rate of gross domestic investment expressed as a
proportion of GNP, that can be made at an acceptable rate of return,
with the supply of co-operant factors considered as given. 7 This is not
to say that the investor, or the investing authority, would not attempt to
increase the supply of co-operant factors. But, in the short run, this
increase is either a physical impossibility or is so costly that it increases
sharply the total cost of investment or the total operating cost, and thereby
reduces the return on capital below the acceptable rate.
Alternative Definitions
The preceding definition does not specify the acceptable rate of
return and does not distinguish between the rate of return on domestic
and foreign capital. The suggestion that for every economy there exists
a threshold or cut-off rate which is the border between what is considered
an acceptable and an unacceptable return, may be challenged. It is held
that, given international differences in the supply of capital in relation
to co-operant factors, the acceptable rate of return on foreign-owned
capital may be lower than the acceptable rate of return on domestic
investment. Foreign investors may be willing to invest in a country
because the expected rate of return is better than the rate which they
could earn at home even if it is lower than that considered acceptable
by domestic investors in the capital-receiving country.
The existence of a difference between rates of return which
investors of capital-exporting countries expect in capital-importing
countries and rates which they can expect at home is an essential part
of the theory of international capital movements. But the theory only
stipulates a difference between the rates of return in the capital-exporting

7 E.

"

S. Mason has used the term "socially acceptable discount rate"
for this rate. "On the Appropriate Size of a Development Program,
Occasional Papers in International Affairs, (Center for International
Affairs, Harvard University, 1964), No. 8, p. 1. On the time dimension
of absorptive capacity, see pp. 36-38.

5
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and the capital-importing countries; it says, or implies, nothing about a
difference between the rate of return earned by foreign investors and the
rate obtained by the domestic investors in the capital-importing countries.
On the cdntrary, with appropriate assumptions regarding the fungibility
of funds, freedom of capital movements, appropriate risk premiums, and
so on, the effect of capital inflows would be to reduce the rate of return
on all capital to that prevailing in the capital-exporting country. But
presumably long before this happy state of equilibrium is reached, the
difference between the rate of return on capital of domestic origin and
of foreign ownership would be reduced or eliminated altogether. 8
The difference between rates of return on capital in capitalexporting and in capital-importing countries, as reflected in long-term
rates of interest, is presumably the basis for the proposition that using
foreign capital to finance investment is justified even if the return falls
below the rate acceptable in the capital-importing country. Specifically,
an Operational Manual of the U.S. Agency for International Development
concerned with the selection of projects in aid-receiving countries
proposes that, in the determination of the benefit-cost ratio of a project,
an interest rate of 3-1/2 percent should be applied to the foreign cost.
Local interest rates should be applied to the domestic cost of the project
or, if an accurate rate cannot be determined, a rate of 6 percent should
be used. 9 Apparently the minimum permissible rate of return on domestic

8

In practice, however, it is more likely that a difference between rates
of return on foreign and on domestic investment continues to exist
indefinitely- -because of the selectiveness of foreign capital with regard
to investment opportunities and the extent to which foreign capital can
overcome the scarcity of co-operant factors by importing them. Depending
on the latter and a variety of other factors, the rate of return on foreign
investment may be smaller or larger than that obtained on domestic
investment in the capital-importing country.
9

"For A.I.D. benefit-cost evaluations an interest rate of 3-1/2 percent
is established for amortizing U.S. dollar costs ... the above rate is applicable
only to the U.S. dollar portion of project installation costs. The local cost
of project installation and the cost of future additions or replacements are
to be treated on the basis of the local interest rates....In cases where local
rates are unreasonably high or low or where an accurate rate cannot be
determined the rate of 6 percent per annum will be used." Department of
State, Agency for International Development, Office of Engineering, BenefitCost Evaluations as Applied to Aid Financed Water or Related Land Ue
Projects, Supplement No. 1 to Feasibility Studies, Economic and Technical
Soundness Analysis, Capital Projects, (1964), pp. 4-5.
6

capital is 6 percent but only 3-1/2 percent is required on capital provided
by A.I.D.10
Whatever the political justification for this rule may be, its
economic rationale is doubtful. It presupposes that: (a) a project suitable
for partial financing by foreign aid with a rate of return at or above the
cut-off rate cannot be developed because (b) the supply of co-operant
factors cannot be increased in the short run, but (c) the undertaking of
the project itself will somehow stimulate the supply of the deficient cooperant factors, and (d) that this cannot be brought forth by any other
method, such as import or technical assistance. Only if these four conditions obtain is accepting a lower rate of return on the foreign-financed
portion of an investment justified on economic grounds, as distinct from
political or humanitarian grounds. Grants or loans on concessional terms
may be in oPder if their chief, or sole, purpose is to raise consumption
or curtail unemployment (as one of the causes of an intolerably low level
of consumption); but then the decision is not based upon the most economic
allocation of resources.
It should be emphasized that the possibilities for increasing the
supply of the co-operant factors which will eventually increase the rate of
return may be an adequate reason for accepting a lower rate of return
initially. However, this would follow only if a discounted cash flow analysis
covering the entire life span of the project shows that the internal rate of
return is at or above the cut-off rate. In that event the project is "good,"
and what is bad, or inadequate, is the cost-benefit analysis which does not
permit systematic and rational determination of the rate of return allowing
for the lapse of time. 1

1 0 The text of the Manual, by proposing to apply a discount rate of 6
percent on all "domestic" benefits however comes--presumably inadvertently--to the opposite result of what it intended to do: by applying a lower
interest rate on foreign cost than on benefits it has an adverse effect on
cost-benefit ratios, especially if the foreign cost accounts for a larger
proportion of total cost. It is understood that the Manual is being revised.

1lAlternatively, the project may be promoted on the ground that the
supply of co-operant factors which it stimulates benefits the economy as
a whole. This would constitute an example of heavy, not to say excessive,
reliance on the development of external economies. See pp. 21-22.

7

But leaving aside this rather unlikely possibility, the willingness
to consider that projects with such a low expected rate of return are
qualified foi foreign assistance is based on a pessimistic appraisal
regarding (a) the possibility of identifying projects with a higher rate of
return, or (b) the possibility of improving the supply of co-operant
factors.

The difficulty of finding a better project implies some sort of

disequilibrium between the minimum acceptable rate of return and the
"objective" availability of investment opportunities. And the pessimism
regarding the supply of co-operant factors implies that domestic efforts
or technical assistance to increase the supply are of no or little immediate
avail.

This twofold pessimism may be justified in exceptional circum-

stances; but it certainly goes too far to make it the basis for the general
rule that projects with an expected rate of return below the cut-off rate
-re

justified for foreign financing.
Still another definition.of absorptive capacity is implied in an

attempt to measure absorptive capacity by the observed increase in total
investment "that can be carried out at an acceptable minimum level of
productivity" over a certain period.12 Thus it is claimed that a country's
absorptive capacity may be considered as increasing if gross domestic
investment has grown by, say, 10 percent one year to the next, or by 20
or 25 percent over a five-year period.

Unfortunately, the apparent

simplicity of this method of measuring absorptive capacity is more than
offset by all the uncertainty which afflicts it.

The rate of gross domestic

investment may have increased because the economy managed to generate
more savings for a variety of reasons or because more foreign capital
or foreign aid has become available.
Moreover, the assumption that new investment can be carried
out at an "acceptable" minimum level of productivity is apparently
based on the observed relation of investment and output in the past.

But

this does not necessarily tell us anything about absorptive capacity.
Investment may have been undertaken which was mistaken in the sense
that it resulted in a return below the acceptable rate, while the increase

12

Hollis B. Chenery, Foreign Assistance and Economic Development,
Policy Discussion Paper No. 7, [U.S.J Agency for International Development,

(1964).

8

in output- -the

productivity" in the preceding quotation--was causally
not related to the investment. And the true abs4rptive capacity--the
amount of investment expected to yield an acceptable rate of return-may not have increased at all.
Capital, Return, and Project Defined
Capital, rate of return, and investment projects are necessary
concepts in determining absorptive capacity. To begin, it may be useful
to stress that the capital on which a return is expected is total capital,
not merely equity capital. From the standpoint of the economy there is,
of course, no difference between equity and loan capital. Both types of
capital represent the financial counterpart to real resources which are
to be productively employed. Leaving aside the admittedly bothersome
question of external economies and diseconomies, the expected return on
total investment for the economy as a whole is equal to the sum total of
the expected return on all individual investment projects. The aggregate
rate of return is the ratio of total returns to total investments.
To determine the expected rate of return on capital invested in
a private investment project is a.rather simple accounting exercise--if
one disregards at this point the difficulties of forecasting capital cost,
replacement cost, and prices prevailing in the factor and product market.1 3
The situation does not change materially for a revenue-producing project
in the public sector. Other things being equal, it should not make any
difference whether a steel mill or a railroad is in the public or the
private sector.
The matter becomes somewhat more complicated in the case of
projects that are not self-liquidating or that yield benefits (additional
income) to an economic unit other than the investor. In the case of a
highway for the use of which no toll charges are levied, the construction
cost (and maintenance) are a burden on the government while the benefits
(such as time saved, decrease in wear and tear on vehicles, and increases
in the value of land made more accessible by the highway) accrue in the

13The problem of uncertainty inherent in project evaluation is discussed
later, pp. 17-18.

0
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first instance to the highway users and other beneficiaries. True, the
government may "charge" for the highway investment through gasoline
taxes, motor vehicle licenses, and special assessments on increases in
real estate values; but, as a matter of economic or social policy, it
usually will not want to recover more than the investment cost and some
return on capital (usually reflecting interest charges on public borrowings);
in many instances it may have to settle for less. In almost any case, a
part of the return on capital accrues to the public. But even then, the
return on the highway investment--in that case more appropriately called
the social return--must include the properly evaluated benefits derived
by all beneficiaries.
If the benefits exceed the charges levied on the beneficiaries,
these excess benefits may be considered "external economies." For
practical purposes, however, it may be preferable to reserve the term
external economies for benefits which are so widely diffused that the
beneficiaries cannot be readily identified and treating as part of the return
benefits for which the economic units that "internalize" 1 4 them can be
identified.
The significance of this observation becomes clearer when it is
realized that determining the rate of return (and of absorptive capacity at
a given rate of return) depends very much on the "definition" or
"delineation" of any specific investment project and on the causal
relationship that can be established between a given investment and the
increase in output (or decrease in cost) that is associated with it.
To illustrate the problem of defining a project one may think of
an irrigation project that increases the supply of water to a large number
of farmers on whom water charges giving a rate of return of, say, 6 percent
on the irrigation investment are levied. But the 6 percent rate of return
may have nothing to do with the economic rate of return of the project
if the increased supply of water makes possible a substantial increase in
the farmers' production. In this case the return on the project is not the
increased supply of water (or the water charges levied to produce a
6 percent return) but the value of the increased agricultural production

14
.The term was first used by A. 0. Hirschman in The Strategy of
Economic Development, (1958), p. 57.

minus the cost of the additional inputs, including the value of the farmers'
additional work effort.1 5 Then the project is no longer defined as the
irrigation works producing water but the irrigation work plus all other
agricultural production improvements producing additional crops.
This integrated definition of a project which takes account of

forward linkages (or backward linkages, as the case may be) must not be
carried too far.

There is obviously a difference between an irrigation

project and a steel mill which is to produce intermediate products such
as billets, shapes, and sheets.

If the parallel of the irrigation project

were to apply, the appraisal--and the determination of the rate of return-of the steel mill project would also have to take into account the changes
(of receipts, expenditures, and the rate of return) occurring in the steelusing enterprises such as automobile plants, foundries, and razor blade
factories.

This wbuld make little or no sense.

It is obviously more

appropriate to determine the rate of return on the steel mill investment
on the basis of a comparison of the (properly discounted) revenues and
expenditures, including capital expenditures, of the steel mill itself and
to "cut off" the project at the factor and product markets in which the
inputs are purchased and the outputs are sold.
The difference between the irrigation project and the steel mill
project should now be clear:

the products of the steel mill are sold in

an open market in which prices and the volume of demand are determined
by competitive forces (which however may be restricted by policy intervention and direct controls).

In the case of the irrigation project the

market is not open in any meaningful sense.

It is conceivable, though

not likely, that irrigation water will be sold to the highest bidders; but
in all except the most unusual circumstances the price of water is fixed
by public intervention and frequently individual farmers obtain (and are
charged for) water whether they want it or not.

The presence or absence of a reasonably well-functioning market
is important not only for defining a project but also for determining the
rate of return and thus the absorptive capacity.

This is particularly

important in certain types of public investments where problems of

15Which may, however, be zero if the opportunity cost of this
additional work effort is zero.

11

indivisibilities or complementarities exist. For example, a hydroelectric
power project cannot be easily developed in several small stages for
technical reasons, but a high rate of return can be assured for it only if
a large amount of electric energy is immediately utilized (for example,
the Volta project in Ghana).

In this case, the market demand for electric

energy will have to be supplemented by the demand resulting from investment in power-using industries, such as aluminum; for determining the
rate of return and the absorptive capacity, the project must thus be
redefined to embrace both power generation and aluminum production.
Similarly, with a farm-to-market road designed to open up, or
make more accessible, an agricultural area, it is not enough to appraise
the road project on the basis of the expected volume of traffic and to
estimate the expected return on the capital invested in it.

It is preferable

to incfude also the capital and other outlays required to increase agricultural output in the area to -be served and to relate these outlays to the
expected increases in receipts from increased agricultural production.
The integrated delineation of the project is particularly appropriate if
there are reasons to doubt that the farmers near the road project will
respond to the new economic opportunities of cheaper transportation.
They may wish to respond but not have available the means of financing
capital investment and other expenditures prerequisite to increased
production.

It may be essential, and not just preferable, to consider the

transportation and agricultural production projects as one if the doubts
regarding the automatic responses of the farmers to the new production
opportunities can be resolved only by the public authorities taking on the
responsibility for developing plans for increasing agricultural production
and for supporting it by technical assistance, credit facilities, etc.
The preceding observations indicate that there is a close connection between the validity of the rate of return as an indication of
absorptive capacity on.the one hand and the existence of markets with
a responsiveness by individual economic units to market opportunities
and market incentives on the other.
subject later.

There is more discussion of this

At this point, it may be useful to add that it follows that

a meaningful assessment of absorptive capacity, based on an estimate
of the expected rate of return on specific projects, becomes the more
difficult and complex the more limited the development of markets and
responses to markets.

12

This difficulty may be faced in economies where markets are
deficient and the response to market forces is underdeveloped or impeded
by institutions or controls or in sectors of economies where these
conditions prevail, as in subsistence agriculture.

Absorptive capacity,

based on an appraisal of narrowly defined projects, may appear to be low,
or, at any rate, lower than a more comprehensive assessment of absorptive
capacity may indicate.

In such "primitive" circumstances the interaction

of individual projects with the rest of the economy cannot be left to
imperfectly functioning markets.

It must be brought about consciously

by providing for the coordination and joint implementation of several
projects.

Or, more generally, the pattern of investment is itself a prime

determinant of absorptive capacity.

This is so because the pattern is

brought about by the response of the economy to opportunities and incentives,
or, if these farces are weak or weakened by institutional constraints, by
coordination and plarming.
In the graphic presentation of Chart I, this means that the position
of line ABC is not unique.

It refers only to a particular pattern of invest-

ment, or investment plans, and that with another set of investment plans
the line may shift to the right or left and its slope may be changed.

To

recognize this problem unfortunately does not solve the innumerable
practical difficulties besetting the comprehensive programming approach
which this suggests.

And it does not do away with the limitations of

absorptive capacity.

It is not enough to realize that the success (a

satisfactory return) of project A depends on the simultaneous or subsequent carrying out of project B--if lack of technical knowledge, inadequate
administrative competence, or simply paucity of information threatens
the viability of project B.
Complementarity and Indivisibility
References to complementarity and indivisibility and to the need
for joint appraisals lead to the conclusions that-with these factors present
it may happen that the rates of return on new investment--and therefore
the absorptive capacity of the economy--are smaller for a smaller amount
of proposed investment than for a larger amount.

Chart II may be taken

to illustrate either the power-with-aluminum or the irrigation-withagricultural investment case.

A given volume and pattern of intended

investment including the power project gives a return rl on capital
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function ABIB 2 . Return r1 , corresponding to an aggregate intended
investment of OX 2 may be below the rate which tlhe economy is willing
to accept. If, however, the volume of investment is increased by the
addition of a power-consuming industry which requires capital
expenditures X 2 X 3 , the aggregate rate of return increases to r 2 . This

.

presentation implies that the power investment is at the lower end of
the line of ABIB2. If it had a higher rate of return, then investment
XlX2 would be dropped and replaced by X 2 X 3 , and the line CD would be
spliced onto the line ABlB 2 at the level of r 2 . Total investment would
become OX 3 minus X 1 X 2
In other circumstances the return on capital function may not
be as discontinuous as shown in the chart. If there is a choice between
variows patterns of investment, involving different amounts of investment,
it is conceivable that the return on capital function may move down and
up, intermittently falling below the socially tolerable minimum rate of
return, but re-emerging above it with additions of capital.
The argument and the examples given in the preceding section
indicate that in some cases the expected rate of return on an investment
project is likely to increase if the project is not considered in isolation
but together with a related project or several related projects. The
proposition that a larger amount of investment may under certain
circumstances yield a higher rate of return than a smaller amount is
nothing new. It is basic to the theory of the "big push" and an essential
ingredient of the theory of "balanced growth."1 6 But the discussion
(and the very concept of limited absorptive capacity) suggests also that
in many less developed countries the possibilities of a truly "big push"-beyond the complementarity of a small number of projects--are definitely
limited by the low supply elasticities of co-operant factors.

1 6 See P. N. Rosenstein-Rodan "Note on the Theory of the Bi Push,"
Economic Development for Latin America, H. S. Ellis, editor, (1961),
pp. 57-81; R. Nurkse, Problems of Capital Formation in Underdeveloped
Countries, (1955), pp. 11-17 and pp. 22-23.
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Capital Investment

The Causal Connection Between Capital and Return
Throughout the discussion it has been assumed that there exists
a causal relation between the investment and the activity expected to bring
a return. For most projects this relation may be taken for granted. There
are instances, however, in which it is difficult to decide whether there is
a direct causal connection between the investment and the flow of income.
Two examples may be enough to illustrate the point. In a number
of countries, recent proposals for rehabilitating railway systems envisaged
large capital outlays for the modernization of rolling stock, of repair shops,
and other physical facilities. They also suggested closing down branch
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lines which had become--or always had been--unprofitable and expendable
in view of the growth of motor transportation. In some cases rehabilitation
of the railways also involved the dismissal of railway employees either
because their services had become unnecessary with the introduction of
more modern equipment or because their numbers were excessive to
begin with as a result of mismanagement, political pressures, etc. The
analysts who determined the return on these projects related the financial
results of all recommendations to the recommended volume of investment.
This is correct if for some reason--technical, organizational, or
"institutional"--the various cost-saving parts of the proposal (dismissal
of redundant labor, closing of unprofitable lines) are impossible without
the capital investment in the proposed magnitude. If, however, changes
in current costs (and changes in receipts) can be brought about without
capital expenditures, it is obviously wrong to attribute the resulting changes
in revenue to the proposed investment.
The situation may be similar in a hypothetical irrigation project
which is expected to yield a high return because it involves, among other
things, a- change in the cropping pattern and improvements in marketing
and warehousing of the produce of the affected area. If changes in the
cropping pattern and in other activities could not take place without
additional water, then attributing the total increase in agricultural income
to the irrigation project is justified. If, however, improvements in the
cropping pattern, in warehousing, or in transportation could be accomplished
without irrigation, then it would clearly be inappropriate to attribute the
gains derived from these measures to the irrigation project.
The preceding examples indicate the complexity of the problem
of attribution which must be resolved if an appropriate measure of the
expected rate of return of a project (and of absorptive capacity) is to
be found. In practice the solutions are difficult because the questions
raised frequently cannot be resolved by a decision to include or not to
include increases in income in the return on the proposed investment.
In most cases it may be more appropriate to include only a part, and it
is difficult to decide which part should be and which part should not be
included.
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Uncertainty and Absorptive Capacity
It is a basic characteristic of the appraisal of investment projects
that it involves the assessment of future events and the evaluation of factors
which are uncertain.

The cost of an investment project is not known until

the last machine is in place; the cost of operation depends on many fa'ctors
not fully known at the time when the appralisal is made.

The suitability of

a productive process is uncertain until it has been applied in the specific
circumstances of the project.

Factor costs may suddenly change; the market

for the goods or services to be produced depends on future events beyond
the control of the investor; and so on.
factor limiting absorptive capacity.

Lack of knowledge is an important

So are the constant changes that go with

growth in an underdeveloped economy, the importance of the export sector
with its peculiqrly uncertain outlook, the inexperience of management in
coping with changes.

All are factors which make for more uncertainty

in underdeveloped countries than in advanced countries.
Two types of uncertainties may be distinguished.

One pertains

to a specific project or to a particular aspect of a project--such as the
uncertainty whether a new technical process will work, what price the
products to be produced will fetch, etc.
economy as a whole:
or ten years?

The other uncertainty besets the

What will the growth of income be in the next five

How fast will traffic expand in a particular area?

rate will industrial production increase?

At what

How will changes in the dis-

tribution of income affect consumer demand?
These uncertainties may be congidered another kind of limitation
on absorptive capacity if they serve as a basis for discounting expected
rates by the risks which they entail.

But, more important, these uncertainties

are probably the most important basis for disagreeing about the appraisal
of future returns and the limits of absorptive capacity.

Proponents of a

project may play down some of the uncertainties and take the sanguine view
that in the end everything will turn out all right.

Lenders and sources of

foreign aid, on the other hand, may take a more cautious, perhaps an
overly cautious, attitude about these uncertainties.

Because they may not

be used to dealing with the uncertainties peculiar to underdeveloped
countries, they may be inclined to underrate the future rate of return and
absorptive capacity.
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Uncertainties about the rate of growth of the economy as a
whole may be particularly significant for industries in which the scale
of operations is important. Frequently the expected rate of return on a
power project depends on the time it takes for demand to rise to the full
generating capacity. Similarly, decisions about investment and transportation depend very much on the growth of demand and supply of movable
goods which reflect in turn the growth of the whole economy. The effect
of high aggregate growth rates on expected rates of return is one reason
why such high rates seem to resolve the concern with the adequacy of
particular returns. If Gross National Product (GNP) grows at 7 percent
per year and the industrial and utility sector increases about 10 percent,
many more investment projects appear to be sound than if the projected
rates were, say, 4 percent and 6 percent respectively. 1 7
The importance of uncertainty in determining rates of return
and absorptive capacity brings out the significance of coordination and
plannizig. A well-conceived plan in which investments in various projects
are interrelated can go a long way toward eliminating uncertainties.
Thus it can also raise absorptive capacity.
The Price System and Absorptive Capacity
So far the rate of return as a measure of absorptive capacity has
been discussed without relating it to prices of factors of production or to
comparisons of prices prevailing in the economy with those in the rest of
the world. There would be no need to bring factor prices and international
price relations into the argument if they reflected relative economic
scarcities. But it is generally recognized that in less developed countries
prices reflect resource scarcities much less adequately than in more
advanced market economies and thus do not lead to an optimum resource
allocation. 1 8 The concept of shadow prices which reflect more accurately
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The high growth rates have still another important effect: a high
growth rate promises a rapidly rising rate of saving which in turn permits
a high rate of investment and so on.
1 8 Jan

Tinbergen, The Design of Development (1958), pp. 39-41, 76-78.
This was the first systematic exposition of the inappropriateness of market
prices and of the use of shadow or accounting prices instead.
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the relative scarcity of resources has become generally accepted;
however, many problems of practical application remain unsolved.
There is no need to discuss in detail the conceptual and
practical problems arising with the use of shadow prices in this context.
For the purpose on hand it is sufficient to point out that, in the opinion
of most exponents of the use of shadow prices: (a) the shadow price of
capital is usually higher than the market price; (b) the shadow price of
unskilled labor is generally lower, and frequently much lower, than the
market price; and (c) the shadow price of imports and exports is frequently
higher than their market price, reflecting either an overvalued domestic
currency or the need to achieve a "structural" balance-of-payments
equilibrium through e'xport promotion and import substitution. (a) and (b)
will be discussed in this section and (c) in the next (see page 26).
Proposition (a) rests on two contentions. One is that in many
countries the interest rates charged by financial institutions, or paid by
government, and the rediscount rates of central banks do not adequately
reflect the scarcity of transferable capital and the return on capital which
private entrepreneurs expect and obtain. The second contention is that
the expected rate of return on (public or private) investment projects is
low because it is adversely affected by an inadequate supply of such
complementary elements as management and skills, by the high cost of
other inputs (such as transport cost) or by the diseconomies of small-scale
operations. In other words, absorptive capacity is limited unless the
supply of co-operant factors is increased or made cheaper or the technique
of production is modified, or demand is increased to overcome diseconomies
of small scale on the supply and on the demand side. However, this does
not show whether the market or a higher shadow rate of interest should be
used to determine what constitutes a reasonable rate of return that can be
used to establish a cut-off rate and absorptive capacity.
The level of institutional interest rates is only indirectly relevant
for the purposes of our inquiry. It determines only the distribution of the
return on capital between equity holders and lenders. This rate (as distinct
from the rate on total capital invested in a project) is important only if
the supply of risk takers and other entrepreneurial talents is increased
by low institutional lending rates and, as a consequence, absorptive
capacity is increased.
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Institutional interest rates that are "too low" are also important
if they are used as a basis for price setting (rate making) in such quasimonopolistic industries as electric energy or transportation particularly
in the public sector or if the prices charged by privately owned enterprises
are controlled. Low power or transportation rates resulting from low
interest charges may have adverse effects on total savings and on the
economic allocation of resources because they may induce the excessive
use of electricity or transport services and reduce that of other factors.
They may also lead to the wrong location of productive facilities that
depend on power and transportation services and the wrong utilization of
investable resources. In other words, "wrong" industries may be started.
As a consequence wrong (more capital intensive) techniques of production
may be chosen, and other factors of production (such as labor) will be underutilized. this situation may adversely affect the level of investment and
the growth of output.
But the price of capital and the difference between its market and
its shadow price cannot be considered in isolation. They must be related
to the prices of other inputs. In economies in which the shadow price of
unskilled labor is significantly lower than the market price, 1 9 part of the
labor force will remain unemployed, and the return on capital will be
smaller than it would be if lower wages were paid. In underdeveloped
countries widespread unemployment in industrial centers and underemployment in rural areas offer indirect but strong evidence of the
existence of a spread between market and equilibrium prices of unskilled
labor; however, it must be noted that this proposition pertains only to
unskilled labor and not to labor in general. In fact, there is considerable
evidence that technical skills are scarce--frequently scarcer than the
wages for foremen, craftsmen, and managerial employees indicate. Thus
the di screpancy between the shadow and the market price of all labor may
have less effect on the return on capital than is suggested by the argument
that the market price of unskilled labor is too high.
Some economists have used this argument not only as an explanation
for the existence of unemployment and underemployment and for the low

.1 9 For an at least partial explanation of the rationale of paying higher
than equilibrium wages to unskilled workers, see H. Leibenstein,
"Underemployment in Backward Economies," Journal of Political
Economy (April 1957), pp. 91-103.
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return on capital investment projects but also as the basis for proposing
that entrepreneurs be somehow compensated for this difference, presumably
20
Proposals of this sort in essence convert the
by a government subsidy.
investment problem into a fiscal problem. The taxable capacity of underdeveloped countries is so limited, and the claims on the public treasury
to finance other developmental activities are so many and varied that it
is not surprising to find that schemes of this sort have not been put into
effect.
The difference between market and shadow prices for unskilled
labor is frequently used as justification for the low rate on publicly owned
enterprises. This justification overlooks the simple fact that low earnings
of state enterprises pose exactly the same fiscal problem as subsidies
which would be paid to private enterprises; in some ways they are even
worse. The onsequence of low returns on state enterprises, aside from
the distortion effects already mentioned, is either the need to increase
public revenues or to curtail public expenditures elsewhere. They are
worse than public subsidies paid for low earnings on private investment
(justitied by differences between the market and the shadow price for
unskilled labor) because the payments to private entrepreneurs may be
saved for them and augment the flow of investable resources. Low earnings
of public enterprises are revenues foregone and are more likely to result
in more consumption rather than in more investment.
Another justification that is frequently used for accepting low
returns on investment in publicly owned enterprises (and thereby apparently
stretching absorptive capacity) is the argument that addi tional returns
benefit the rest of the economy in the form of external economies which
lower cost and/or increase returns to their beneficiaries and thus contribute
to capital formation and growth. There is no need to deny the importance
of external economies in the growth process, although by their nature their
quantification is difficult; and there is no need in this context to become
involved in arguments about external economies and the extent to which
they are offset by diseconomies. Only one aspect is relevant. It is clearly
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Jan Tinbergen, of. cit., p. 53.
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a misuse of the concept of external economies to use it to justify a low
"internalized" return on capital.21
The practical effect of using the discrepancy between market and
shadow prices of unskilled labor (and of other inputs) as a reason for
accepting low returns on capital as an indication of absorptive capacity
is a lowering, immediately or gradually, of the rate of savings in the
economy. More exactly, since private entrepreneurs are not likely to
be willing to accept low rates of return in the first place, it would tend
to lower public capital formation. This in turn may affect tax policies
and lead to an increased tax burden on income which would be available for
private capital formation. To accept a low return on capital, therefore,
would increase the scope for public investment (and absorptive capacity),
but at the same time it would curtail the rate of capital formation and impose
on the economy the constraint of inadequate savings instead of the limitations
of absorptive capacity.
Closely related to the argument that low returns on capital are not
an indication that the limits of absorptive capacity have been reached is the
argument that investment expenditures are justified as long as the economy
shows a rate of growth, that is, as long as there is a positive capital output
ratio. 2 2 Although this proposition appears plausible at first glance, its
implication is that the rate of return somehow reflects only the appropriateness or optimization of the allocation of capital. The implication is
particularly plain if it is related to the market-prices-versus-equilibriumprices argument. This is, of course, a misreading of the essence of
economic theory. The maximization of the return on capital is also a
measure, or proof, of the rationality of the allocation of all resources.
In other words, a low rate of return does not prove per se that capital
is plentiful compared to other factors. In underdeveloped countries where

2 1 It

would be equally reasonable to argue that capital formation in any
economy would be enhanced if somebody took money out of his savings
account and used it for making bets on horses because even if he did not
win some other bettor would benefit from them. E. S. Mason writes,
"So frequently does it happen that low-yield projects are accepted with
an airy reference to undemonstrated and undemonstrable 'external'
economies that I am tempted to observe, paraphrasing Dr. Johnson, that
an external economy is the last refuge of a scoundrel."
p. cit., p. 18.
2 2 Jorge

Ahumada, "Investment Priorities," Economic Development for
Latin America, edited by H. S. Ellis (1961), pp. 366-396.
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the presumption that capital is scarce seems amply justified by the low
rate of capital formation, a low rate of return on any particular project
is evidence that the allocation of capital and other resources is deficient
and could be and should be improved. A low rate of return on investment
is an indication that absorptive capacity has been reached and that the
growth rate of the national product can be increased by devoting resources
to increase the supply of co-operant factors rather than capital formation.
Foreign Exchange Supply, Exchange Rates, and Absorptive Capacity
There is also a relation between an economy's absorptive capacity
and its balance of payments. The effects of the international transactions
of an economy on its development effort are rather obvious. Exports
provide the foreign exchange to purchase goods and services from abroad
to supplement the goods and services available from domestic sources.
Since the international range of goods and services is infinitely wider than
that of domestic products, access to foreign resources through foreign
exchange earnings, foreign capital, and foreign assistance greatly extends
the possibilities of factor combinations.
The lower an economy's level of development the smaller is the
range of goods and services which it produces. One of the characteristics
of most underdeveloped countries is the absence, or virtual absence, of
capital goods industries. So investment activities require a certain amount
of imported goods which may have to be supplemented by imported technical
and managerial services. Moreover, as was pointed out by Felipe Pazos, 2 3
the import content of consumption is frequently much lower than the import
content of investment. Therefo.re, a policy aiming at a curtailment of
consumption and an increase in savings and investment may lead to a
balance-of-payments deficit, unless the flow of foreign exchange can be
increased.
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"Desarrollo Economico y Estabilidad Financiera," Tercera Reunion
de Tecnicos de los Bancos Centrales del Continente Americano (Havana,
1952), pp. 365-406. See also Celso Furtado, "Capital Formation and
Economic Development," International Economic Papers, Vol. 4 (1954),
pp. 124-144.
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What matters for the development effort, however, is not the
total availability of foreign exchange but only that part which can be used
for investment purposes. A country may have large foreign exchange
earnings relative to its national product and still be unable to mount a
major development effort. It may suffer from inadequate foreign exchange
because it has to use all its foreign exchange earnings to import food, fuel,
and raw materials, or it may feel compelled to use a large part of foreign
exchange earnings to purchase military equipment. This unde'rlines the
importance of foreign capital and foreign grants. Foreign capital and
foreign aid supplement the flow of domestic capital formation, and because
of the unlimited variety of goods and services which can be provided by
them, they are worth more than their nominal amount. 2 4 As Chenery has
pointed out countries supplementing their domestic capital formation
through foreign capital and foreign assistance generally experienced a
significantly lower marginal capital/output ratio than countries which
choose to, or must, "go it alone." Similarly, the availability of foreign
exchange to purchase any capital (or current) input not available from
domestic sources, or available only at a high cost, is bound to permit a
higher return on capital.
Given the positive effect on the rate of return and thus on absorptive
capacity of having foreign resources available to supplement domestic
resources, it is surprising at first to find that the concept of absorptive
capacity has frequently been applied chiefly and sometimes exclusively
to foreign capital and foreign aid. This is in clear contradiction to the
proposition that limits on the availability of foreign exchange themselves
are liable to restrict absorptive capacity.
On second thought, however, applying the concept of absorptive
capacity to foreign capital and foreign aid is meaningful. If foreign
capital and foreign aid are considered in strict national accounting terms

24"... the fact that external resources can be provided in whatever form
is needed to break a particular bottleneck is likely to give them a value of
several times their market price in the country from which they are
supplied." Hollis Chenery, "Foreign Assistance and Economic Development, " paper presented at the Boston meeting of the Econometric
Society (December, 1963).
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as supplementing resources available for investment, the limit of
absorptive capacity is determined by the inflow of foreign capital since
it represents the marginal amount of total capital.
In practical terms, the idea that the absorptive capacity for
foreign capital is limited makes more sense if the use of foreign capital
is restricted for specific purposes either by the sources of foreign aid
or by the recipient country than it would if foreign funds were obtained
for unlimited uses. The absorptive capacity for funds which can be used
only to finance foreign capital equipment may be limited by the ability
of the recipient to mobilize domestic resources to finance domestic
investment expenditures for the same project. This is not necessarily
a problem of increasing total domestic capital formation, but rather one
of channeling domestic savings into the specific sector or project for
which foreign fivancing is available. This kind of limitation on absorptive
capacity is usually significant.in countries where governments are unable
to increase fiscal revenues or to borrow savings from the private sector.
In such a situation the availability of foreign financing for public investment
and the limited availability of domestic financial resources may lead to
a warping of the investment pattern because projects with a large foreign
exchange content get preference over projects for which large amounts of
domestic resources are required. 25
The situation is similar when, for some reason, a country which
capital exporters consider as a promising place for investment does not
permit the importation of co-operant factors in the form of managerial,
technical, or supervisory personnel and these personnel are locally in
short supply. The absence or inadequate supply of these factors lowers
the rate of return and absorptive capacity. Import restrictions of this
sort presumably limit the flow of private direct investment in a number
of Latin American and Asian countries. Arguments advanced in defense
of these restrictive measures are either that they will accelerate the

25

The situation is exactly the opposite when foreign exchange resources
are insufficient. In that case the investment pattern will be warped in
favor of a pattern of investment relying as much as possible on domestic
,resources.
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training of local personnel or that they save foreign exchange. By
contrast, the absorptive capacity for petroleum investment in uninhabited
parts of the Sahara or of the Arabian peninsula may be unlimited as long
as oil companies are allowed to bring in not only capital equipment but
all other factors necessary to exploit the oil resources.
One other aspect of the relation of the absorptive capacity of an
economy to its international transactions remains to be explored. As
26.
indicated before,
it is frequently argued that, in determining the rate
of return, shadow exchange rates should be used instead of the existing
&&market" rates either because the balance of payments is in actual
disequilibrium or because it is liable to get out of equilibrium on account
of an expected adverse development of export earnings. This argument
is valid insofar as balance-of-payments difficulties are unavoidable; but
when they are the consequence of mistaken policies, the discrepancy
between actual and shadow prices of imports and exports are but the
reflection of these policies. The use of shadow prices is not a substitute
for proper corrective action.
On theoretical and empirical grounds the argument that an
economy mounting a determined development effort is liable to experience
pressures on its balance of payments may be readily accepted. To accept
the possibility or even the probability of balance-of-payments difficulties
is but another way of emphasizing the important role which foreign
exchange resources play in the development process. But in practice
this line of reasoning frequently disregards two problems. One is a
question as to the appropriateness of the existing exchange rates. In
many developing countries the exchange rate is not a market price but
an administered price which is maintained by exchange controls at a
level that overvalues the domestic currency. The effects of an overvalued
currency on the balance of payments of a developing country are well
known and need not be elaborated at length here. An overvalued currency
adversely affects activities and investment in the "traditional" export
sectors and prevents the development of new export products; thus it
aggravates the balance of payments disequilibrium. On the import side
it raises the demand for imports of all kinds and makes the efficient
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See p. 19 above.
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allocation of exchange earnings more difficult. If it is accompanied by
policies aiming at the development of import-substitution industries, it
may draw resources away from the export sector and thus aggravate,
and not cure, the balance-of-payments problem. The indiscriminate
protection of import-substitution industries by the prohibition of competing
imports will probably lead to an increase in the domestic price and cost
structure and thus further accentuate the balance-of-paynents difficulties.
What is required under those conditions is not a resort to shadow
prices in the evaluation and selection of investment projects, but, in the
first instance, an adjustment in the rate of exchange to reflect more
adequately the prevailing balance-of-payments conditions. This is not
to say that an adjustment in the exchange rate will cure all balance-ofpayments difficulties; some form of direct controls over international
transactions may be unavoidable. But there is no doubt that the rational
allocation of resources can be greatly enhanced by exchange rate policies
which more accurately reflect the scarcity of foreign exchange than
exchange rates now prevailing in many underdeveloped countries.
If overvalued exchange rates are adjusted, the case for using
shadow rates in the evaluation of projects becomes much weaker, although
it would not be entirely eliminated. Whether or not shadow rates should
be used in the determination of the social rate of return on investment
depends largely on what measures can be devised to make the shadow
rates effective. Devaluation itself may go a long way toward increasing
the profitability of investment in import substitution and in export promotion
industries, even if the cost of imported equipment increases as a result
of the devaluation. It may also enhance investment opportunities in the
production of raw materials and semi-manufactured goods which are
inputs in import-substitution industries. But beyond that, the shadow
prices of imports and exports may have to be made effective by fiscal
and other measures which permit rates of return in export and importsubstitution industries to be at or above the socially tolerable cut-off
rate.
The preceding discussion of the shadow exchange rate indicates
the true relevance of the concept of shadow prices. If it is found that the
actual prices in an economy do not even approximately reflect the relative
scarcities of factors and thereby distort the allocation of resources, then
efforts must be made to correct the inappropriate market prices by
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changes in policies and controls. Shadow prices are not a reason for
engaging in investment activities in which the effective rate of return
on capital is low; they are an indication that causes of the distortions
must be eliminated insofar as possible. This applies not only to exchange
rates but also to institutional rates of interest, to the prices charged by
utilities, and to the whole range of administered prices of goods and
services. In many countries the discrepancies between market and shadow
prices are not so much a phenomenon of underdevelopment as the result
of restrictions imposed on the price system. If these restrictions are
eliminated, the market rates of return may well be taken as a reasonably
accurate indication of a rational allocation of resources and of absorptive
capacity.
Time DimeAsion of Absorptive Capacity
The absorpiive capa.city of an economy depends on the time that
is allowed for adjustments in the factors determining its limits. The more
time is allowed to overcome the lack, or inadequate supply, of the co-operant
factors, the greater absorptive capacity becomes. 2 7 Like the price
elasticity of supply, the short-run absorptive capacity is smaller than the
absorptive capacity in the medium- and the long-run. The short-run
absorptive capacity is determined by the extent to which co-operant
factors are underutilized, or in excess supply, and can be combined
immediately with additional capital; the medium-run absorptive capacity
would be determined by the extent to which the co-operant factors which
are initially deficient can be mobilized and applied in the course of, say,
three or four years; and the long-run absorptive capacity may -be defined
as that absorptive capacity which prevails after the supply of the limiting
co-operant factors has been further increased.
Though conceptually unassailable, this distinction suffers from
one serious flaw. It disregards the fact that the process of absorption,

2 7 0n

occasion, absorptive capacity may also deteriorate--as a result
of a decline in administrative efficiency or political disturbances. For
example, in some former French-controlled parts of Africa, absorptive
capacity may have declined.
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the investment activity itself, has a time dimension and that within the
investment process itself various phases can and must be distinguished.
In practice, short-run or instantaneous absorptive capacity may, therefore,
be more appropriately defined as the ability to undertake investment
projects which are "ready to go," projects which have been completely
engineered and appraised and reported to be viable. Medium-term
absorptive capacity then refers to the availability of investment projects
which have been determined to be "feasible;" it has been found that their
return is likely to be above the cut-off point, but their engineering has not
yet reached the blueprint stage. An important variant of the same concept
of medium-run absorptive capacity (which is, in practice, of considerable
importance and has on occasion given cause for concern) is the availability
of projects which have been found to be technically feasible but which have
not yet been investigated as to their economic and financial viability. 2 8
It is somewhat more difficult to give practical meaning to the
concept of long-run absorptive capacity because the ability to make
effective use of additional capital in the long run depends primarily on
the progress of economic development itself. The inadequate supply of
co-operant factors such as the ability to appraise and engineer investment
projects and to manage enterprises is itself an aspect of underdevelopment
and the growing supply of co-operant factors is part and parcel of the
development process itself.
Sectoral Versus Aggregate Absorptive Capacity
Since the limit of absorptive capacity is reached in each specific
case by a lack of specific co-operant factors, the absorptive capacity of a
particular sector of the economy may be smaller than in other sectors or
in the economy as a whole. That is to say, a rate of return below the
cut-off rate is reached when the ratio of gross investment to the value
added of the sector is smaller either than the ratio in other sectors or
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The distinction between technical feasibility on the one hand and
economic and financial feasibility on the other is much less clear in
practice than in theory since the engineering, the choice of technology,
the scale of the project, etc. depend on economic considerations.
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the rate of gross investment to the gross national product. . This is not
simply a reflection of the principle of diminishing marginal productivity
of factors in any specific use; it is also the result of the limitations of
factor mobility. The absorptive capacity for investment in, say, highways
is likely to be limited by the number of engineers in the planning office
of the highway department, by the amount of information available about
present and future traffic in particular locations, etc. But when the
absorptive capacity for highway construction is reached, the absorptive
capacity for irrigation projects or for investment in industry or for
housing may still exceed the volume of investment taking place in these
sectors. Similarly, within a particular sector the absorptive capacity
for small projects which do not require elaborate engineering and other
preparations may be greater than the absorptive capacity for major
projects.
This rather obvious proposition is of considerable practical
significance when decisions have to be made as to the allocation of total
investable resources between the public and the private sectors. Investment in the public sector may be impeded by the difficulties of transferring
co-operant factors from the private to the public sectors--because of
inadequate salary scales, the bad reputation of the government or government agencies as employers, etc. The flow of investment in the private
sector on the other hand may be limited by the inability to provide technical
assistance and advice from public sources to private investors. This is
probably one of the most important limitations of international technical
assistance activities since much of technical assistance inevitably takes
place on a government-to-government basis and the benefits of such
assistance accrue in the first instance to public authorities. Public
authorities in turn may find it impossible or may not be inclined to
transmit technical assistance to the private sector. The result, quite
common in underdeveloped countries, is that investment in new industries
takes place in the public sector although the private sector may well be

2 9 Since
the limits of absorptive capacity pertain to replacement investment as well as new investment, it is the ratio of gross investment to value
added (or, in the aggregate, to gross national product) that is relevant,
not net investment.
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better equipped to undertake such investment if it had ready access to
foreign technical assistance.
The difference between sectoral and aggregate absorptive capacity
points up once more the interdependence of projects in aggregate investment.
Coordination, or the joint preparation and evaluation of projects in two or
more sectors, raises the limits of absorptive capacity. In the formulation
of a development program, the limitations of absorptive capacity in the
various sectors must be taken into account in order to achieve "balance"
and thus maximize aggregate absorptive capacity.
Specific Limitations
The preceding sections have shown that absorptive capacity is a
rather simple and straightforward concept. They have also shown, however,
that the limitations on absorptive capacity can take so many forms that it
is not very meaningful in practice to propose policies to increase absorptive
capacity in general. The only way to come to grips with the practical
limitations of absorptive capacity is to devise specific measures to raise
specific limitations.
The following comments may be considered a rudimentary (and
presumably incomplete) typology of the limitations on absorptive capacity.
Such a typology could be based on a variety of criteria. It would be
possible, for example, to distinguish limitations on pre-investment
activities, on investment activities, and on the management of the newly
established facilities; alternatively, distinctions could be made among
limitations that can be easily removed, those that can be overcome with
some difficulty, and those that are likely to prove obstinate; or it may be
useful to distinguish between those limitations that are susceptible to
foreign assistance and those that are not.
In the list that follows the various factors limiting absorptive
capacity have been grouped under headings reflecting the distinctions
normally made among the various co-operant factors of production.
(a) Lack of Knowledge. Lack of knowledge limits absorptive
capacity particularly if it pertains to natural resources and to the
availability of technology. Information about mineral resources, the
composition of soils, rainfall, river flows, temperatures, etc. are pre.requisites for most projects in agriculture, mining, and power. It is
useful, though perhaps not essential, for projects in other sectors.
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In many cases, the lack of data cannot be immediately overcome since it
takes time and effort to organize the gathering of data and to analyze
them.
Lack of knowledge of the best technology may well be one of the
limiting factors most difficult to overcome--since it takes time and effort
and expense to devise a new technology or to modify an existing one.

The

difficulties which have been encountered and continue to be encountered
in attempts to make effective use of tropical woods for the production of
newsprint are a good example of the problem of inadequate knowledge of
technology.
(b)

Lack of Skills.

Lack of skill or expertise is generally

recognized as one of the more important characteristics of underdeveloped
economies,

In relation to absorptive capacity it may be convenient to

distinguish among (i) the skills necessary to prepare investment projects,
to do the engineering and economic and financial appraisals; (ii) the skills
necessary to carry out investment projects once they have been found to
be feasible; and (iii) the skills necessary to perform the manufacturing
and clerical tasks of new enterprises.
For many years the lack of skills in the preparation of projects
has been a major concern to national and international lending agencies
and other sources of financial assistance.

It has been considered one of

the prime limitations on absorptive capacity.

The difficulties of preparing

and appraising investment projects are compounded by the fact that there
is no generally accepted methodology for these tasks.

Numerous requests

for assistance in project preparation and appraisal have been addressed
to national and international institutions, but these skills are in short
supply in advanced countries as well.

In order to overcome this limitation

on absorptive capacity, it may be necessary to train personnel both in
underdeveloped and advanced countries.
The skills required to carry out investment projects, the
engineering and organizational efforts required in the physical investment
process, are also scarce in most if not all underdeveloped countries.

But

in this field the supply of engineering firms, technical consultants, and
advisors from abroad is more ample.
practice be overcome.

Therefore this limitation can in

Finding foreign personnel skilled in the execution

of investment may be an inappropriate solution, however, for small
projects which cannot stand the cost of foreign technicians.
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The lack of skills in the preparation and execution of projects is
likely to increase the cost of investment; the lack of skills to operate new
enterprises is bound to affect adversely the cost of operation and thus the
rate of return. To overcome this absence of skills, training facilities for
foremen and workers must be provided. This is an expensive and timeconsuming task in which foreign assistance may be of some help.
(c) Lack of Management Experience. The reason for distinguishing
between the lack of skills and the lack of managerial talent and experience
is that skills can be acquired by training, but it is doubtful whether
"management" can be made the subject of systematic training. Effective
management requires a basic understanding of the techniques of production
and the skills required, the elements of business finance, and the social
environment in which an enterprise operates--plus ingenuity and competence
to deal with unforeseen problems which arise in any business enterprise.
The task of management can be entrusted to foreign managers
but only enterprises over a certain size can afford the high cost of foreign
management. Foreign management is not a solution for the numerous
smaller enterprises which are poorly managed and therefore show small
returns.
The absence of efficient management is of particular importance
in the case of state enterprises which for political reasons find it difficult
to accept foreign management. By experience, training, emotional
inclination, and aversion to taking risks, successful civil servants who
frequently are entrusted with the management of state economic enterprises
are not good business managers, notwithstanding the fact that many of
them have much technical competence. The confusion between technical
skills and managerial competence, frequently observed in les's developed
countries, is one of the prime causes of the low rate of return from state
economic enterprises and thus limits absorptive capacity.
(d) Institutional Limitations. Limitations at the enterprise level
can be overcome by action at the enterprise level. There are, however,
limitations of absorptive capacity which cannot be eliminated by improvements of any particular investment project, since by their nature they
affect the economy as a whole and make it difficult for all economic units
to operate with the prospects of an adequate rate of return on capital.
Inadequate measures to maintain law and order are an example of such
institutional limitations. The threat of riots, disorder, banditry, or other
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forms of lawlessness not only limits the absorptive capacity for foreign
private direct investment; it also makes it difficult or impossible for
domestic investment to proceed.
There are many underdeveloped countries in which law and order
are well maintained but institutional constraints. of another kind limit
absorptive capacity.

The administrative procedures of government may

be so cumbersome and so time-consuming that they make it difficult for
investors, foreign or domestic, to carry out projects which they consider
promising and profitable.

In the public sector the slowness of the decision-

making process, the difficulties of achieving coordination between various
parts of the government, or the lack of communication between government
departments adversely affect the rate of return on public investment
because they all increase the cost of investment and the length of the
physical investment process.
The adverse effects of administrative inefficiency become the
more serious the greater the extent of direct controls.

If private and

public investment decisions and the management of public enterprises are
constantly subject to government sanction through licenses, allocations,
etc. and if the licenses, allocations, and permits of one kind or another
are not readily forthcoming, the rate of return on new investment is bound
to be smaller and absorptive capacity limited.
(e)

Cultural and Social Constraints.

The various types of

limitations on absorptive capacity commented on in the preceding paragraphs are only the specific forms in which both cultural and social
constraints assert themselves in underdeveloped countries.

The lack of

skills reveals frequently not just the underdevelopment of the educational
system but, beyond that, the reluctance to acquire new skills.

Even where

optimum techniques have been devised for some kind of production, their
introduction may run into opposition because of cultural factors, the
unwillingness to accept the discipline of controlled working hours,
supervision, etc. of an industrial society.
There is no point here in elaborating the differences in social
structure and cultural values between advanced and underdeveloped
countries.

It is enough to stress that, unlike the other limiting factors,

cultural and social factors are not directly amenable to technical assistance
or concerted action.

They can be overcome only by the process of develop-

ment itself.
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The Role of Technical Assistance
Throughout this paper references have been made to the
possibility that technical assistance could be instrumental in increasing
the supply of those co-operant factors whose shortages impede the
effective utilization of capital.
intentionally used ambiguously.

The term "technical assistance" has been
In some instances technical assistance

itself constitutes the co-operant factor in short supply.

For example,

foreign consulting firms engaged to make feasibility studies or prepare
the economic or financial appraisal of a project may be said to provide
technical assistance. So may a foreign firm taking on the technical or
commercial management of an enterprise under a management contract.
But frequently technical assistance itself does not constitute the missing
or inadequate co-operant factor but is designed merely to increase the
supply of these factors from domestic sources.

Training of personnel,

either abroad or in the country; and advice given on how training is to be
organized and conducted; and, more generally, how shortages of co-operant
factors can be overcome fall into this category of technical assistance.
Little would be gained by attempting to draw a sharp distinction
between these two types of technical assistance.

In practice all arrange-

ments which would fall under the first "direct supply" type inevitably
include an element of the second type.

Conversely, technical assistance

personnel employed to provide education, training, and advice are
frequently called upon to help with some specific tasks; or they may
choose to give a demonstration of the skills and expertise which they are
expected to teach.
There is, however, an important difference in the availability of
technical assistance between the factors limiting absorptive capacity which
fall into categories (a), (b) and (c) and those included under (d) and (e).
Broadly speaking, the factors listed under the first three headings are
replaceable by, or in various degrees amenable to, technical assistance.
But deficiencies in factors limiting absorptive capacity enumerated under
(d) and (e) cannot be made good by technical assistance, at least in the
short run.

True, technical assistance to help overcome institutional

limitations can be provided, but it inevitably takes a long time for
technical assistance in this field to become effective.

Moreover, it cannot

-be brought to bear at the project level but only for the economy as a whole,
or at least for an entire sector.

Technical assistance is. of no avail to
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alleviate the cultural and social constraints limiting the supply of
co-operant factors.
It is for that reason (and because of the time it takes for technical
assistance to overcome the lack of knowledge, the lack of skills, and the
lack of managerial experience) that one may speak of the limited absorptive
capacity for technical assistance itself. It is the variety of limitations on
absorptive capacity which makes the limitations on the capacity to utilize
capital resources effectively the more real and important.
Summary and Conclusions
Since this paper has dealt with a variety of aspects of the concept
of absorptive capacity and touched upon many issues arising in the course
of economictdevelopment, it may be useful to list the most important
conclusions that have emerged from the discussions.
1. Absorptive capacity is a meaningful concept if it is related
to the rate of return on capital which an economy finds
socially acceptable. Because one of the major characteristics of underdeveloped economies is the lower rate of
capital formation (and the smaller size of the capital stock)
the socially tolerable rate of return may be well above the
rate which is acceptable in more advanced countries.
2. The array of rates of return and absorptive capacity can
be increased by the coordination and orderly programming
of investment projects.
3. Absorptive capacity must pertain to total capital, not just
to foreign capital. The availability of foreign capital itself
is likely to be an important factor increasing absorptive
capacity.
4. The evaluation of absorptive capacity is beset by much
uncertainty. It is the uncertainty of the expected rate of
return on capital which is probably the most important
reason for the wide differences in the appraisal of
absorptive capacity of underdeveloped economies.
5. Because the rate of return on investment is limited in
each specific project by specific factors, general prescriptions for raising absorptive capacity are not likely
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to be meaningful. It is possible, however, through
the proper identification of the factor or factors
limiting the rate of return and absorptive capacity
in each particular case to raise these limitations;
in this connection technical assistance can play a
major role.
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ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY:

THE CONCEPT AND ITS DETERiINANTS

The recent literature on economic development and foreign aid to
economic developinent is full of references to the concept of absorptive
capacity.

It is defined by one source as setting "a limit to the amount

of efficient investment physically possible ...
run."2

particularly in the short

In the context of this quotation--and in many other referencesZ2

--it is implied that absorptive capacity is a well-defined concept, with
an establish'ed technical meaning, like supply, or demand, or the propensity
to import, and therefore need not be explained, or analytically explored
any further.

This is unfortunately not the case.

The purpose of the paper is to inquire into the meaning of the
concept, to determine its usefulness for policy purposes, both from the
point of view of the developing countries and of the national and international sources of capital potentially available to thei, and discuss the
factors determining the limits of absorptive capacity.

/1 U.N. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, Proaramming
Techniques for Economic Develoment, 1960, pp 8-13, quoted in
Gerald N. Meier, Leading Issues in Develoment Economics, New York,
1964, p 93.
/2 P.N. Rosenstein-Rodan, "International Aid for Underdeveloped
Countries" The Review of Economies and Statistics, klay, 1961,
pp 107-9. A. 0. Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Develowent,
New Haven, 1958, pp 37-8. G. M. Meier, international Trade and
Develoment, New York, 1963, pp 90-92. F. Benham, Economic Aid to
Underdeveloped Countries, London, 1961, pp 115-117. B. K. Nehru,
"Foreign Aid from the Viewpoint of Recipient Countries" Proceedings
of the Academy of Political Science, New York, January, 1962, p 59.

-2-

Measurement of Absorptive- Capacity
Although references to absorptive capacity occasionally convey the
idea that there is an absolute limit to the amount of capital that can be
used, most economists recognize, explicitly or by implication, that the
measurement of absorptive capacity must be somehow related to its "productivity," or its "effectiveness."/-

This "productivity," or "effectiveness"

is at the first glance nothing else than Keynes' marginal efficiency of
capital, and'absorptive capacity thus becomes a schedule relating an amount
of capital to be invested to the expected rate of return.L-

The lower the

rate of return on capital which the "investor"--the economic unit making an

investment decision--is willing to accept as satisfactory, the higher the
absorptive capacity.
In the conceivable but on general grounds unlikely event that there

is an absolute limit to the absorptive capacity, the marginal efficiency of

/1

Cf."... There may be a limit to how much foreign investment can be effectively used when the investment must not only cover its cost but also

yield a reasonable increase in income." G. 1. Meier, International Trade
and Development, New York, 1963, p 90. "Millikan and Rostow have proposed that the developed countries of the world should make available to
underdeveloped countries as much capital as they can absorb by which they
mean as much as can, with reasonable assurance, be productively used."

C. P. Kindleberger, Economic Development, New York, 1958, p 263.
/2

Keynes defines the marginal efficiency of capital as "equal to that rate

of discount which would make the present value of the series of annuities
given by the returns expected from the capital-asset during its life just

equal to its supply price." J. I. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money, New York, 1936, p 135. This definition is
essentially the same as what has more recently been called the "internal
rate of return" which is the discount rate at which the flow of total
cost, including initial
capital cost, replacement and recurrent cost is

equal to the flow of total receipts (plus the terminal value of the
capital asset). Cf. Joel Dean, "IMeasuring the Productivity of Capital,"
Harvard Business Review, January-February, 1954, pp 120-130; J. G. McLean,
"How to Evaluate New Capital Investments," Harvard Business Review,
November-December, 1958, pp 59-69.

-3capital function, with capital measured along the horizontal, and the rate of

return along the vertical axis, becomes a vertical line.

(AB( in Chart I.)

This shape of the return on capital function is unlikely becavse it implies
that beyond a certain level of investment (Mx)

there is not a single invest-

ment opportunity which would yield a positive rate of return.
The more normal shape of the expected return on capital function

is that of lines ABC or AjBD.

There are reasons to think, however, that

line ABC is more typical for less developed countries than line A1 BD, which
may be taken to reflect conditions prevailing in advanced countries.

There

is circumstantial and some direct empirical evidence that in less developed
countries the return on the existing stock of capital is high and that

therefore it is reasonable to conclude that the expected rate of return on
some additional investment also is high.Zi

The evidence is the larger

share of profits, rents and interest receipts in the national product of

/

The presumption that in view of the high rate of return on existing

capital the return on investment also will be high is even more
plausible if it refers to gross rather than net investment, since
gross investment includes the replenishmnent of the high-yielding

stock of capital.

CHART I
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-5many less developed countries and the high rates of interest charged by
non-institutional lenders.i2
The limitations on absorptive capacity on the other hand, the
scarcity of projects on which a high rate of return can be expected, is
reflected in the steep slope of the return on capital functions.

While in

developed countries, where absorptive capacity though not unlimited does
not appear to pose a practical problem, the expected return on capital declines rather gently.

Thus the policy problem of limited absorptive capacity

may be presented graphically as the "gap" between lines BC and BD and the
policy objective of raising absorptive capacity as an attelapt to move the
return on capital function from BC to BD.

The gap closes if the supply

elasticities of co-operant factors in less developed countries are increased
to the level prevailing in developed economies.

/1

Cf. on return on the stock of capital S. Kuznets, ".. Wbatmver the Y for
the developed countries Lthe yield rate on wealth other than the equity
of unincorporated enterprise
there is little question that in the underdeveloped countries, at least on assets other than the equity of unincorporated enterprises, it is much higher ... Even if we include, as we
should, the possibly lower rates of yield reflected in the income of
government enterprises and gross corporate savings it seems reasonable to
assume that the weighted yield rate in underdeveloped countries is at
least twice as high as that in developed countries. If we set the latter
at 7%, we may set the former at 14%." "Quantitative Aspects of the
Economic Growth of Nations: IV Distribution of National Income by Factor
Shares" in Economic Development and Cultural Change, April, 1959, p 20.
"For India we have a recent effort to approximate a distribution of the
national income between income from assets and other components. According
to Mr. Patel's calculation the share of income from assets in India is
23.3%. Mr. Gulati's revision would bring the share down to 19.6%. Another item of evidence can be found in so;e data for Mexico. Of net
domestic product at factor cost the share of profits (after allowance for
imputed earnings of the self-employed), rent and interest rose from 34.5%
in 1939 to 47.4% in 1950." ibid. p 12. On interest rates charged by noninstitutional lenders cf. U Tun Wai, "Interest rates outside the organized
money markets of underdeveloped countries" IF' Staff Papers, November,
1957, pp 99-100. Rates of 23% to 94% are mentioned for India, 10.6% to
45.8% for Ceylon, and 8.5" to 44.7% for Thailand.

Y

-6Absorptive capacity may then be defined as that amount of investment,
or that rate of (gross) doiiestic investment--expressed as a proportion of
GNP--that can be made at an acceptable rate of return, with the supply of
co-operant factors considered as given.

This is not to say that the "in-

vestor," or the investing authority, would not attempt to increase the supply
of co-operant factors.

But this increase is in the short run either a

physical impossibility, or can be secured only at such a cost as to increase
sharply the total cost of investment, or total operating cost, and to reduce
thereby the return on capital below the acceptable rate.
Alternative Definitions
The preceding definition does not specify the acceptable rate of
return and does not distinguish between the rate of return on domestic and
foreign capital.

The suggestion that for every economy there exists a

single threshold or cut-off rate which is the border between what is considered an acceptable and an unacceptable return, may be challenged on the
ground that, given international differences in the supply of capital
relative to co-operant factors, the acceptable rate of return on foreignowned capital may be lower than the acceptable rate of return on domestic
investment.

Foreign investors may be willing to invest in a country because

the expected rate of return on their investment there compares favorably
with the rate which they could earn at home even if it is lower than that
considered acceptable by domestic investors in the capital receiving country.
/1 E. S. 11ason has used the term "socially acceptable discount rate" for
this rate. Cf. "On the Appropriate Size of a Development Program,"
Occasional Papers in International Affairs, No. 8, p 1 (Center for
International Affairs, Harvard University, 1964). On the time dimension
of absorptive capacity, see pp 36-38.

-7The existence of a difference between rates of return which investors
of capital exporting countries expect in capital importing countries and
rates which they can expect at home is an essential part of the theory of
international capital movements.

But the theory only stipulates a difference

between the rates of return in the capital exporting and the capital importing countries; it

says, or implies, nothing regarding a difference between

the rate of return earned by foreign investors and the rate obtained by the
domestic investors of the capital importing countries.

To the contrary, with

appropriate assumptions regarding the fungibility of funds, freedom of
capital moveents, appropriate risk premiums, etc., the effect of capital
inflows would be to reduce the rate of return on all capital (of foreign and
domestic origin) to that prevailing in the capital exporting country.

But

presumably long before this happy state of equilibrium is reached, the difference between the rate of return on capital of domestic origin and of foreign
ownership would be reduced or eliminated altogether.LThe difference in the rate of return on capital between capital
exporting and capital importing countries, as reflected in long-term rates
of interest, is presumably the basis for the proposition that the use of
foreign capital to finance investment is justified even if the return falls
below the rate acceptable in the capital importing country.
/

Specifically,

In practice, however, it is more likely than not that a difference
between rates of return on foreign and on domestic investment continues
to exist indefinitely-because of the selectiveness of foreign capital
with regard to investment opportunities and the extent to which foreign
capital can overcome the scarcity of co-operant factors by importing
them. Depending on the latter, and a variety of other factors, the rate
of return on foreign investment may be smaller or larger than that obtained on domestic investment in the capital importing country.

-8an Operational Hianual of the U. S. Agency for International Developient concerned with the selection of projects in aid receiving countries proposes that
in the determination of the benefit-cost ratio of a project an interest rate of

3-1- percent should be applied to the foreign cost, while local interest rates,
or, if an accurate rate cannot be determined, a rate of 6 percent should be
applied to the doaiestic cost of the project.LI

The apparent implication of

this recommendation is to accept as the minimum permissible rate of return on

domestic capital 6 percent, but to require only 3v' percent on capital provided
by A.I.D.L2
Whatever the political justification for this rule may be, its economic rationale is doubtful. It presupposes that (a) a project suitable for
partial financing by foreign aid with a rate of return at or above the cut-off
rate cannot be developed, because (b) the supply of co-operant factors cannot

be increased in the short-run, but (c) that the undertaking of the project
itself will somehow stixeulate the sup:ly of the deficient co-operant factorsand (d) that this cannot be brought forth by any other method such as import or
technical assistance.

Only if these four conditions obtain, may the accept-

ance of a lower rate of return on the foreign-financed portion of an investment
project be considered justified on economic grounds, as distinct from political

or humanitarian grounds.

This does not mean that grants or loans on conces-

sional terms are out of order if

their chief, or sole, purpose is to raise

consumption, or curtail unemployment (as one of the causes of an intolerably
low level of consumption); but in that case one can no longer argue on economic
grounds pertaining to the most efficient allocation of resources.

1

"For A.I.D. benefit-cost evaluations an interest rate of 3- percent is established for amortizing U.S. dollar costs ... the above rate is applicable
only to the U.S. dollar portion of project installation costs. The local
cost of project installation and the cost of future additions or replacements are to be treated on the basis of the local interest rates ...
In
cases where local rates are unreasonably high or low or where an accurate

rate cannot be determined the rate of 6 percent per annum will be used."
Source: Department of State, Agency for International Development, Office

of Engineering, Benefit-Cost Evaluations As Applied To Aid Financed Water
or Related Land Use Projects, Supplement No. 1 to Feasibility Studies,
Economic and Technical Soundness Analysis, Capital Projects (Washington,

D. C., 1964) pp 4-5.
12

The text of the Manual,

by proposing to apply a discount rate of 6 percent

on all "domestic" benefits however comes--presumably inadvertently- to the
opposite result of what it intended to do: by applying a lower interest mte
on foreign cost than on benefits it has an adverse effect on cost-benefit

ratios, especially if the foreign cost accounts for a larger proportion of
total cost. It is understood that the Manual is being revised.

-9It should perha as be emphasized that the stimulation of the supply
of co-operant factors which after some time will increase the re-te of return
on the capital invested may be an adequate reason for initially

accepting a

lower rate of return-but only if a discounted cash flow analysis covering
the entire life

span of the project shows that the intern. 1 rote of return
In that event the project is "good" and

is at or above the cut-off rate.

what is bad, or inadequate, is the cost-benefit analysis which does not
permit systematic and rational determination of the rata of return allowing for the lapse of timel.i
But leaving aside this rather unlikely possibility,

the willingness

to consider projects as qualified for foreign assistance although their
expected rate of return is below the cut-off rate of the aid receiving
country is based on a pessimistic appraisal regarding (a) the possibility of

identifying projects with a higher rate of return, or (b) the possibility
of improving the supply of co-operant factors.

The difficulty of finding

a better project implies some sort of disequilibrium between the minimum
acceptable rate of return and the "objective" availability of investment
opportunities.

And the pessimism regarding the supply of co-operant factors

implies that domestic efforts or technical assistance to increase the supply

are of no or little avail.

This twofold pessimism may be justified in ex-

ceptional circumstances; but it

certainly goes too far to make it

the basis

for the general rule that projects with an expected rate of return below the
cut-off rate are justified for foreign financing.

/1

Alternatively,

the project may be promoted on the ground that the supply

of co-operant factors which it

stimulates benefits the economy as a whole.

This would constitute an example of heavy, not to say excessive, reliance
on the development of external economies. Cf. pp 27-8 below.

10

-

-

Still another definition of absorptive capacity is implied in an
attempt of measuring absorptive capacity by the observed increase in total
investment "that can be carried out at an acceptable minimum level of productivity" over a certain period.Z

Thus, it may be said that a country's

absorptive capacity is increasing if gross domestic investment has grown by,
say, 10% from one year to the next, or by 20 or 25% over a five-year period.
Unfortunately, the apparent virtue of simplicity of this method of measuring
absorptive oapacity is more than offset by all the uncertainty which afflicts
it.

The rate of gross domestic investment may have increased because the

economy managed to generate more savings--for a variety of reasons; or, because more foreign capital or foreign aid has become available.

Or, invest-

ment may have been undertaken which was simply mistaken in the sense that it
resulted in a return below the acceptable rate while the increase in output-the "productivity" in the preceding quotation-was causally not related to the
investment.

And the true absorptive capacity-the amount of investment ex-

pected to yield an acceptable rate of return-may not have changed at all.
papital, Return and Project Defined
We may now proceed to explore further the concepts which determine
absorptive capacity, i.e. capital, the r. te of return, and investment
projects.

To begin with, it may be useful to stress that the capital on

which a return is expected is total capital, not merely equity capital.
From the point of view of the economy there is of course no difference
between equity and loan capital, with both types of capital representing
Z1

Hollis B. Chenery, Foreimn Assistance and Economic Developrent, Policy
Discussion Paper No. 7, _U.S. Agency for International Development
(Washington, D. C., 1964).
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the financial counterpart to real resources which are to be productively

emploed.

Leaving aside the (admittedly bothersome) question of external

economies and diseconomies, the expected return on total investment for the

economy as a whole is thus equal to the sum total of the expected return on
all individual investment projects, and the aggregate rate of return is the
ratio of total returns to total investments.

To determine the expected rate of return on capital invested in a
private investment project is a rather simple accounting exercise--if we

disregard at this point the difficulties of forecasting capital cost, replacement cost, and the prices prevailing in the factor and product market.Li

The situation does not chcnie materially if 'te consider a project in the
public sector which is revenue producing.

Other things beinb eeual, it

should not make any difference whether a steel mill, or a railroad, is in

the public or in the private sector.
The matter becomes somewhat more compliceted in the case of projects

that are not self-liquidating, or that yield benefits, i.e. additional income, to an economic unit other than the investor.

In the case of a highway

for the use of which no toll charges are levied, the construction cost (and
maintenance) are a burden on the government while the benefits (which include
such things as time saved, a decrease in the wear and tear on vehicles, and

increases in the value of land made more accessible by the highway) accrue in
the first instance to the highway users and other beneficiaries.

True, the

government may "charge" for the highway investment through gasoline taxes,

/1

The problem of uncertainty inherent in project evaluation is discussed

below, pp 21-3.
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motor vehicle licenses, and special assessalonts on increases in real estate
values; but it

is likely that as a matter of econoiaic or social policy it

will not want to recover more than the investment cost and some return on

capital (usually reflecting interest charges on public borrowings); in many
instances it

may have to settle for less.

return on c pital accrues to the public.

In almost any case, a part of the
But even then, the return on the

investment-in that case more appropri: tely celled the social return-must

include the properly evaluated benefits derived by all beneficiaries from
the highway investment.

If the benefits exceed the charges levied on the beneficiaries, these
excess benefits may be considered external economies.
it

For practic.l purposes

may be preferable, however, to reserve the term external economies to

benefits with an incidence which cannot be readily identified-because it

is

widely diffused-and to treat as part of the return benefits for which the
economic units that "internalize"L

them can be identified.

The significance of this observation becomes clearer when it

is

realized that the determination of the rate of return (and of absorptive

capacity at a given rate of return) depends very much on the "definition"
of any specific investment project, and on the causal relationship that can

be established between a given investment and the increase in output (or
decrease in cost) that is associated with it.
To illustrate the problen of definition (or "delineation" of a

project) we may think of an irrigation project that increases the supply of
water to a large number of farmers on whom water charges giving a rate of

Li

The term was first used by L.. 0. Tirschman in The Strategy of Economic
Development, New Haven, 1958, p 57.
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return of say 6% on the irrigation investment are levied.

But the 6" rate of

return may have nothing to do with the economic rate of retirn of the project
if the increased supply of water makes possible a substantial increase in
the farmers' production.

In this case the return on the project is not the

increased supply of water (or the water charges levied to produce a 6% yield)
but the value of the increased agriculturl production minus the cost of the
additional inputs, including the value of the farmers' additional work
effort,

and the project is no longer defined as the irrigation works pro-

ducing water but the irrigation work plus all other agricultural production
improvements producing additional crops.
This "integrated" definition of a project which takes account of
forward linkages (or backward linkages, as the c se miay be) must not be
carried too far.

There is obviously a difference between an irrigation

project as just described and a steel mill which is to produce internediate
products such as billets, shapes and sheets.

If the parallel of the irriga-

tion project were to apply, the appraisal--and the determination of the rate
of return-of the steel mill project would also have to take into account
the changes (of receipts, expenditures and the rate of return) occurring in
the steel-using enterprises such as automobile plants, foundries, and razor
blade factories.

This would make little or no sense.

It is obviously more

appropriate to deteruine the rato. of return on the steel mill investment on
the basis of a comparison of the (properly discounted) revenues and expenditures, includin,. capital expenditures, of the steel mill itself and to "cut
off" the project at the factor and product markets in which the inputs are
purchased and the outputs are sold.

/&

Which may however be zero if tha opportunity cost of this additional
work effort is zero.
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The difference between the irrigation project and the steel mill
project should now be clear:

the products of the steel mill are sold into

an open market in which prices and the volzue of demand are determined by
competitive forces (which however nay be restricted by policy interventions
and direct controls).

In the case of the irrigation project the market is

not open in any meaningful sense.

It is conceivable, though not likely, that

irrigation water will be sold to the highest bidders; but in all except the
most unusual circumstances the price of the water is fixed by public intervention and frequently individual farmers obtain (and are charged for) water
whether they want it

or not.

The presence or absence of a reasonably well functioning market is
important not only for the definition of a project, but also for the determination of the rate of return and thus of the absorptive capacity.
particularly important in the case of certai

This is

types of public investments

where problems of indivisibilities or complementarities exist.

Take for ex-

ample a hydro-electric power project which for technical reasons cannot be
easily developed in several small stages, but for Thich a high rate of return
can be assured only if a large amount of electric energy is iraediately
utilized (e.g. the Volta project in Ghana).

In that case, the market demand

for electric energy will hava to be supplemented by the demand resulting from
investment in power-using industries (e.g. aluminum) and, for the determination of the rate of return and the absorptive capacity, the project must
thus be re-defined to embrace both power generation and aluminum production.
Similarly, in tha case of a "development" or farm-to-market road designed to open up, or make more accessible, an agricultural production area,
it

is not enough to appraise the road project (on the basis of the expected

volume of transportation) and to estimate the expected return on the capital

-15-

invested in it.

It is preferable to take account also of the capital and

other outlays required to increase agricultural output in the area to be
opened up and to relate these outlays to the expected increases in receipts
derived from increased agricultural production.

To substitute in the determi-

nation of the return and of the absorptive capacity the road-cum-agricultural
production project for the road project simple is preferable if there are
reasons to doubt that the farmaers of the area affected by the road project
will respond to the new economic opportunities of cheaper transportation, or
that they have at their disposal, or can readily sec.re, the means of financing
capital investment and other expenditures prerequisite to increase production.
It may be essential (and not just preferable) to consider the transportation
and agricultural production projects as one if the doubts regarding the automatic responses of the farmers to the new production opportunities can be resolved only by the public authorities taking on the responsibility for
developing plans for increasing agricultural production and for supporting it
by technical assistance, credit facilities, etc.
The preceding observations indicate that there is a close connection
between the validity of the rate of return (as an indication of absorptive
capacity) on the one hand and the existence of markets and the responsiveness
of individual economic units to market opportunities and market incentives on
the other.
We comment further on this below.

At this point, it may be useful to

add only that it follows that a ipeaningful assessment of absorptive capacity,
based on an estimate of the expected rate of return on specific projects,
becomes the more difficult and complex the more limited the development of
markets and responses to markets,

In economies in which markets are
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deficient and the response to market forces is underdeveloped or impeded by
institutions or controls, or in sectors of economies in which these conditions
prevail (e.g. in subsistence agriculture), the absorptive capacity, assessed
on the basis of the appraisal of narrowly defined projects, rnay appear to be
low, or, at any rate, lower than a more colaprehensive assessment of absorptive
capacity may indiccte.

In other words, in such "primitive" circuiastances the

inter-action of individual projects with the rest of the economy cannot be
left to impe'fectly functioning markets, but must be brought about consciously
by providing for the coordination and joint implementation of sever-l projects.

Or, more generally, the pattern of investment, brought abo-t by the response
of the economy to opportunities and incentives, or, if these forces are weak,
or weakened by institutional constraints, by coordination and plannin7, is
itself

a prime determinant of absorptive capacity.

In the gr: phic presenta-

tion of Chart I, this means that the position of line ABC is not unique but
that it

refers only to a particular pattern of investment, or investment

plans, and that with another set of investment plans the line may shift to

the right (or left) and its slope may be changed.

To recognize this need

unfortunately does naot solve the innumerable practical problems besetting the
comprehensive programming aproach which this suggests.
away with the limitations of absorptive capacity.
that the success (i.e.

It

does not do

is not enough to realize

a satisfactory return) of project A depends on the

simultaneous or subsequent carrying out of project B if
knowledge,

And it

inadequate administrative competence,

mation threatens the viability of project B.

lack of technical

or simply paucity of infor-
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Complementarity and Indivisibility
The references to compleentarity and indivisibility and to the need
for joint appraisals lead to the conclusion that with these factors present
it

may happen that the absorptive capacity of an economy is smaller--at a

given rate of return-for a smaller amount of proposed investment than for a
Chart II may be taken to illustrate the power-cum-aluninum,

larger amount,

or the irrigation-cum-agricultural

A given volume and pattern

investment case.

of intended investment includin: the power project gives a return r, on capital
function ABD2 .

Return rl,

corresponding to an aggregate intended investment

of CX2 may be below the rate whiich the economy is willing to accept.

If

however the volume of investment is increased by the addition of a pcwer
consumziing industry which requires cr pital expenditures X 2 X3 , the aggregate
rate of return increases to r 2 .

This presentation implies that the power

investment is at the lower end of the line of ABl

2

.

If it

were higher, i.e.

had a higher rcte of return, then investment X 1X 2 would be dropped and replaced by X 2X3 , and the line CD would be spliced onto the line AB1B2 at the
level of r 2 .

Total investment would become CX3inus X1X2*

In other circumstances the return on capital function may not be as
discontinuous as shown in the chart.

If there is a choice between various

patterns of investment, involving different amounts of investment,

it

is

conceivable that the return on capital function may move down and up, inter-

mittently falling below the socially tolerable minimum rate of return, but
re-emerging above it

with additions of capital.

The argumrit and the examples given in the preceding section indicate
that in some cases the expected rrte of return on an investment project is
likely to increase if the project is not considered in isolation but together

CHART I

ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY
WITH COMPLEMENTARY AND INDIVISIBLE PROJECTS
Expected
Rate of Return
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with a related project or several related projects.
larger amount of investment Ma

The proposition that a

yield under certain circunstances a higher

rate of return than a sa;maller -,mount is nothin_ new.

It

is basic to the

theory of the "big push" and an essential ingrediont of the theory of
"balanced gromith."I/i

3ut the discussion (and the very concept of limited

absorptive capacity) suggests also that in many less develoe.cd countries
the possibilities of a truly "big push"--beyond the complementarity of a
snall nuw.ben of projects--are definitely lirited by the low supply elasticities of co-operant factors.
The Rclation of Return to Capital
Throughout the discussion it

has been assumed that there existed a

causal relation betweon the investment and the activity expected to bring a
return.

For most projects this relation nay be tahen for granted.

however instances in wh:LCh it

There are

is difficult to decide whethor there is a

direct causal connection between the investment and the flow of income.
Two examples may be enoujh to illustrate the point.

In recent years,

proposals for the rehabilitation of railway systems in a number of countries
envisaged large capital outlays for the modernization of rolling stock, of
repair shops and other physicul facilities and also the closing down of branch
lines which had becolae-or always had been-unprofitable and could be readily
dispensed with in view of the growth of motor tr-nsportation.

In some cases

rehabilitation of the railways also involvod the dismissal of railway

O f. P. H. Rosenstein-odan "Note on the Theory of the Big Push" in
Economic Develoxiient for Latin A erica, H. S. Ellis, editor, New York,
1961, pp 57-81; R. Nurkse Problems of Capital 2omiation in Underdeveloped

Countries, New York, 1955, pp 11-17 and pp 22-23.
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employees, partly because their services had become unnecessry because of
the introduction of more modern equimiisnt, but partly also because their
num:bers were excessive to begin with, as a result of mismanagement, political
pressures, etc.

The experts analyzing these projects and determinind their

return related the financial results of all recomaendations to the recommended
volume of investment.

This is correct if for some reason-which may be

technical, organizational, or "institutional"--the various cost-saving parts
of the proposal (dismissal of redundant labor, closin-; of unprofitable lines)
are imPossible without the capital investment in thf

provosed magnitude.

If

however the changes in current cost (and c&anges in receipts) crn be brought
about without capital expenditures, it

is obviously wron7 to attribute the

resulting changes in revenue to the proposed Livestment.
The situation may be sinilar in a (hypothetical) irrigation project
which is expected to yield a high return because it

involves, among o her

things, a change in the cropping pattern and improveuents in such related
matters as marketing; and warehousing of the production of the affected area.
If the change in the cropping pattern and in the other activities could not
take place without the availabilty of additional water, then the attribution
of the total increase in agricultural incore to the irrigation project is
justified.

If however improvements in tho cropping pattern, in warehousing,

in transportation, etc. could be accomplished without irrigation, then it
would clearly be inappropriate to attribute the gai-s derived from these
measures to the irrigation project.

The preceding examples give an indicction of the complexity of the
problem of attribution which must be resolved if an appropriate measure of
the expected rate of return of a project (and of absorptive capacity) is to

be found.
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In practice tho solutions are difficult becase the questions

raised frequ)ently cannot be resolved b
clude increases in incom

a decision to include or not to in-

in the return on the proposed investment.

cases it may be more appropriate to include only a part, and it

in most

is difficult

to decide which part should be, and which part should not be, included.
Uncertaintyr and Absorptive Capacity
It is a basic characteristic of the appraisal of invostmont projects
that it

invo.ves the assessment of future events and the evaluation of factors

which are uncertain.

The cost of an investment project is not known until the

last iaachine is in place; the cost of operation depends on uian: factors not
fully known at the tLie when the apprcisal is made.
productive process is uncertain until it
circumstances of the project.

The suitability of a

has been apolied in the specific

Factor costs may suddenly change; the i.,arket

for the goods or services to be produced depends on future events beyond the
control of the investor; and so on.

Th2 lack of knowledge mentioned before

as an important factor liLiting absorptive cepacity, the constant changes
entailed by the growth process in an underdeveloced economy, the importance
of the export sector with ils peculiarly uncertain outlook, the inexperience
of management in coping with changes, are all factors which make for more
uncertainty in underdeveloped countries in comparison with advanced countries.
Two types of uncertainties may be distinguished.

One kind of

uncertainty is the one pertaining to a specific project or to a particular
aspect of a project such as the uncertainty as to whether a new technical
process will work, what price the products to be produced will fetch, etc.
The other type of uncertainty is one besetting the economy as a whole:
will the growth of income be in thn next five or ten years?

what

how fast will
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traffic expand in a particular area?
increase?

at what rate will industrial production

how will chan-es in tha di stribution of income affect cons, umer

demand?
These uncertainties may be considered another kind of limitation on
absorptive capacity if they serve as a basis for discountin,2 expected rates
Dut a more inportant aspect of these un-

by the risks which the., entail.

certainties is that tihey are probably the laost important basis for the disagreement on'the appraisal of future returns and regardin
absorptive capacity.

the li;its

of

Proponents of a project may be prone to play down some

of the uncertainties and take the sanguine vie.; that in the end everything
will turn out all ri :-ht.

Lenders and sources of forai'on ai

on the other

hand may take a more cautious, and perhaps an overl-- cautious, attitde
garding these uncertaities.

They may not be used to dealin

re-

with the kinds

of uncertainties peculiar to underdeveloped countries and they may be inclined
to underrate the future rate o' retUrn and absorptive c-.pacity.
Uncertainties regardinfa

the r.,te oifgro th of tho economy as a whole

may be particularly significant in thiz res-ect in ind-stri-s in which the
scale of operations is of ixp7ortance.

Frequently the expected rate of return

on a power project doends on the time it
generating capacity.

takes for deoa nd to rise to the full

Similarly, decisions regardin; investuent and trans-

portation depend ver;r much on the racto of growth of the demand
movable goods Jhich of course reflact in turn tl
whole.

nd supply of

grovth of tho economy as a

The effect on expected ra.tes of return of high aggregate growth rates

is one of the reasons why such
adequacy of rates of return.

-

igh r-tes seem to resolve the concern with the

With a GNP growth of 7% and growth of the

-
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industrial and utility sector of the order of 10 , many mor: investment
projects apoear to be sound than if

the projected retes were, say,

4/ and

6% respectively.1
The importance of uncertainty in the determination of rates of return
and of absorptive capacity brings out again the signific.nce of concerted
efforts of coordination and plannin,.

2 well conceived plan in wh.ch invest-

ments in various projects are inter-related can go a long way toward elimination of t1dese uncertainties and thus r:Lise absorptive capi city.
The Price System and 'bsorptive Capacity
So far we have referred to tho rato of ret'rrn as a measure of absorptive capacity without in any way reletin

tha rote to the prices of factors of

production and to prices prevailin; in the economy with thoso prevailing in
the rest of the world.

There would be no need to brini

prices of factors of

prod.ction and international price rel tions into the argum:ent if they
properly reflected relative economic sc,rcities.

But it

is generally recog-

nized that in less developed countrias prices reflect resource scarcities
much less adequately than in more advanced countries and thus do not lead to
an optimum resource allocation.L

The conceot of shadow prices reflecting

more accurately the relative scarcity o.
accepted althoig1:
concept still

/1

resources hus become generally

mny issces regardin- the practic a

applications of the

remain to be resolved.

The high growth rates have
rate promises

:

till aaother important effect:

rapidly risinh r.te

a hi!.h growth

of savin, whwch in turn permits a

high rate of inv-:tm:nt and so on.

/2

J. Tinbergen's The Design of Developipont, (Baltimore, 195, pp 39-41 and
pp 76-7() was the first systematic exposition of the inappropriateness of
market prices and of the use of shadow or accounting prices instead.

-24There is no need to discuss in detail the conceptual and practical
probleiis arising ifn connection with the use of shado.i prices in this context.
For the purpose on hand it

is sufficient to point out that, in the opinion of

most exponents of the use of shadow prices, (a) the shadow price of ci pital is
usuallyr higher than the markct price; (b) the shadov price of unskilled labor
is generally lower, and frequLently uch lower, than the laarhet price; and (c)
the shadow price of imports and exports is freq-ently higher than their market
price, refletting either an over-valued domestic curroncy or the need to
achieve a "structural" balance-of-paync-nt equilibriu. through export promotion
and import substitution.
(c)

Ue shall deal with (a) and (b) in this section and

in the next.
Proposition (a) rests on two contetions.

One is that

i

any coun-

tries interest rates charged by financial institLutions, or paid b- government,
and re-discount rates of central banks do not adequately reflect the scarcity
of transferable capital and the return on capital which private entrepreneurs
expect (and obtain).

The second one is that the expected rat

(public or private) invost-aent projects is low beccuse it

of return on

is adversely affected

by an inadequate supply- of such co-operant factors as management and skills,
the high cost of other inuts (e.g. transport cost) or by the diseconomies of
small scale operations.

The le tter thus is in a sense but another way of

saying that without takin; action to improve (i.e. increase or make cheaper)
the supply of co-operant factors, or to nodifi

the technique of production or

to increase demand--to overco;e diseconomies of small scale on the supply and
on the demand side--absorptive capacity is linited.

But this does not help

us decide whether the market or a hi-gher shadow rate of interest should be
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used to determine what constitutes a reasonable r.te of return tha L c n be
used to establish a cut-off rate and absorptive cap, city.
The level of institutional interest rates is only indirectly relevant
for the purposes of our inquiry.
return on caital

It determines only the distributA.on of the

between equity holders and lenders.

This rate (as distinct

from the rate on total c:pital invested in a project) is important only if
the supply of risk takers and other entrepreneurial talents is increased by
low institutional lendini r: tes and, as a consecuence, absorptive capacity is
increased.
Institutional interest rates that are "too low" are also important if
they are used as a basis for price setting (rate mLaJin-) in such quasimonopolistic industries as electric energy or tr-nsportation, particularly in
the public sector, or if the prices charged by privately-owned enterprises are
controlled.

Low power or transportation rates resulting from low interest

charges may have adverse effects on total savings and on the optimun allocation
of resources since they uay induce the oxcessive use of eloctric energy or
transport services :nd rcdace that of other factors; the; may also leadi to
the wrong loc.tion of productive facilitics that depend on power -nd transportation services and the wrong utilization of investible resources.
words, "wrong" industries may be started.

Li other

If this haprpens, and as a conse-

quence wrong (i.e., morc capital intensive) techniques of production are
chosen, other factors of prod.ction (i.e., labor) will be under-utilized, and
this may adversely affect the level of investment and the growth of output.
But the "rice of capital and the difference between its market and its
shadow price cannot be considered in isolation.
prices of other inputs.

They iist

be related to the

In economies in which the shadow price of unskilled
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labor is signific.antly lower than thz market price,L (a) part of the labor
force will remain unemployed, and (b) thr;

rturn on cl pital will be snaller

than it would be if lower wages were paid.
I

lthou ;Ii widespread unemplo- :m.nt in ind-strial centers and under-

emplojment in rural areas in underdeveloped countries offer indirect but
strong evidence of the existence of a spread between ruarket and equilibrium
prices of unskilled labor, it must be noted that Inis proposition pertains
only to unskilled labor

;nd not to labor in ;cner 1.

.s a matter of fact,

thera is also consider:ble evidence that technic. 1 skills are scarcefrequently scarcer than the wages for such skilled labor as forer:.en, craftsmen and manaerial eCp oyees indscate.

Thus the effect of the discrepancy

between the shadow and the imtrhot price of labor in thu agregate on the

return on capital may be less than is indic, tod !yT the ergn:icnt that the
market price of unskilled labor is too high.
Some economisto kave used the difference between tho i~e rket and the
shadow price of unskilled laeor not only as an explanation for the existence
of unemplojnaant and underemployment and for the low return on capItal investment projects, "jut also as the basis for proposing that entrepreneurs be somaehow compensated for this difference,

presu"maxbly byr a governmen-t subsidy. L

Proposals of this so:t in essence convert the investment problem into a fiscal
proble7A.
1

/2

Given the limitations of the taxable capacity of underdeveloped

For an (at least partial) explanation a' the ritionale of paying higher
than equilibrium wagos to unskilled workers, sue I. Leibenstein,
"Underemployment in 3ackward Zccnomies" in Jo.rnal of ?olitical 7conor,
April, 1957, pp 91-103.
Jan Tin'ergen, op. cit. p 53.
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cuntrias und the claiaLa7 on the )ubllc trcasur

to finance othzr

essential for thu sup.)or't of economic developmnt, it
this cnn be done

:and it

ctivities

Jis dil ficult to see how

is not surprisin_ to find that schemes of this sort

have not been put into effect.
The difference between i arhet and shadow prices for unskilled labor is
freauently used however as justification for thu low rute on publicly-owned
enterprises.

The reasoning underlyin

this justification overlooks the simple

fact that low earnings of state enterpDrises pose exactly the same fi-scali
problem as subsidies which would be paid to private enterprises; in some
senses they are even worse.
prises, aside froi

The consequence of lov rotrns on state enter-

the distortion effects alreadI mentioned, is either the

need to increase pulic r_0 v3nues or to curtail public expenditures elsevhere.
They are worse than puhlic subsidies paid for low earnin;:s on private investment (jus)ified by differences between the mu.rhet and the shadow nrice for
unskilled labor) bec- use thu subsidy pa-mnts accruinj to private en.repreneurs
may be saved by they., and thus aujaent th

flow of investible resources, while

low earnings of public enterprises are revenues forenone and more likely than
not result in more consumption rcther tuan in more investment.
Another justificution that is frequently used for acceptin,

low returns

on investment in publicly-owned enter rises (and thus apparently "stretching"
absorptive capacity) is The arguuaent that additional returns accumulate to the
rest of the economy in the form of external econoies which lower cost and/or
increase returns to their beneficiaries and thus contribute to erpital fornation and growth.

There is no need to denyr the importanca of external economies

in the growth process, although by their very naturc their qrantification
appears difficult; and there is no need to become involved in this context

in the argumcnts concernin'

the concept of extern:

to which the: are offset by diseconcnies.

economics :nd the extent

Only one aspIct is relevant. It is

clearly a misuse of the concept to justify with it a low "inte nalized" return
on capital./The practic. 1 offect of using the discre&'ncy between markot and
shadow prices of unskilled labor

.nd, it niht

be !Cded, of other inputs, as

an argument in favor of accepting low returns on capital as a measucre of
absorptive tapacity is a lowering, iriediately, or Eradually, of the rate of
savings in the econony.
likely to be willinv

Hore exactly, since private entrepreneurs are not

to accept low rates of return in the first place, it

would tend to lower public capital formation.

This in turn vay affect tax

policies and lead to an incre:sed tax burden on income which would be available for private ckpital foruation.

To accept a low return on ccpital thus

would increase the scope for public investcnt (and absorptive capacity) but
at the same tine would curtail the rQ te of capital fori tion and impose on
the economy the constraint of inadequate savings instead of the limitations
of absorptive capacity.

Closely related to -,he arguient that low returns on capital are not an
indication that the limits of absorptive capacity have been reached is the
argument that investment expenditures are justified as lon, as the economy
/1

It would be equally reasonable to ariuc that canital fornmtion in any
Oconomy wouL.' bc enhanced i sowm'body took hecncY out of nis savings
accol;nt and used it for making bets on horses because even if he did not
win some other bettor would benefit from them. Cf. also E. S. Mason
"So frequently does it happen that low-yield projects are accepted with
an airy reference to undemonstrated and undemonstrable 'externalt
economies that I an tenpted to observe, paraphrasing Dr. Johnson, that
an external economy is the last refuge of a scoundrel." oi. cit. p 18.
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shows a r.te of growth, i.e., as lonr. as therc is a positive capital output
ratio.'

/1

The implica'ion of this proposition whicn at first glance appears

plausible, particularly if it

is related to the argument that market prices do

not adequately reflect equilibrium prices, is that the rate of rsturn somehow
reflects only the appropri-toness or optimization of the allocation of capital.
This is of course a misreading of the essence of economic theory.

The

maximization of the return on capital is also a measure, or proof, of the
rationality 'f the allocation of all resources.

In other words, a low rate of

return does not prove per se that capital is plentifal relative to other
factors.

In the situation in which underdeveloped countries find themselves

and in which the presumption that capital is scarce seems amply justified by
the low rate of capital formation, a low ratc of return on any particular
project is evidence in the first instanco that the allocation of capital and
of other resources is cdeficient and could be and should be iriproved.

A low

rate of return on investment may be taken as an indication that absorptive
capacity has been reached and that the growth rat- of the national product
can be increased by devoting resources to raising the supply of co-operant
factors rather than caital

formation.

The Supply of Forei!n Exchange, Exchan.e Rates, and Absorptive Capacity

We now turn to a discussion of the relation of an economy's absorptive
capacity to its balance of payments.

Th

relevance of the international

transactions of an economy to its development effort is rather obvious.
Exports provide the foreign exchunge to purchase goods and services from
abroad to supplement the goods and services available from doestic sources.
Since the range of goods and services internationally available is infinitely
.1

02. Jorge nhuuada "
iriorities,
Latin Axlerica, edited biy H. S, Ellis

"in Economic Jevelopment for
(Nej York, 1961) pp 36.396.
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wider than that resulting from domestic production, access to foreign resou rces, through foreign exchange earnings, foreign cupital and foreign
assistance greatly extends the possibilities of factor cobinations.
The lower the level of develoment of an economy, the smaller is the
range of goods and services which it

produces.

One of the conaion character-

istics of' most underdeveloped countries is the absence, or virtual absence of
capital goods industries.

Therefore investment activities require a certain

amount of imported goods, which may have to be supplenented b:
technical and managerial services.

some imported

Moreover, as was pointed out by Felipe

Pazos, the import content of consuraption is frequently significantly lower
than the import content of investment.

Therefore a policy aiming at a cur-

tailment of consumption and an increase in savings and investment may lead
to a balance of paymients deficit, unless the flow of foreign exchange can be
increased.Li
What matters for the developmaent eflort however is not the total of
foreign exchange availabilities, but only that part which can be used for
investrent purposes. A country which has largo foreign exchange earnings
relative to its national product still
developaent effort if it

may not be able to mount a major

suffers from inadeqcuate foreign exchaige because it

has to devote all its foreign exchange earnings to purchase food, fuel and raw
materials from abroad, or because it

feels compelled to use a large proportion

of foreign exchange earnings for the purchase of military equiprment.

/1

This

Dr. F. Pazos R. "Desarrollo Economico y Estabilidad Financiera," Tercera
&union de Tecnicos de los Bancos Centrales del Continente Americano,
Havana, 1952, pp 365-406.
Cf. also Celso Furtado "Capital Fonriation and
Economic Developent," in International Economic Papers, Vol. 4 (1954),
pp 124-144.
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underlines the importaznce of foreign c. pital and of foreign grants.
capital and foreign aid do not only supplement -he flow o-

foreign

domestic capital

formiation, but beyond that, because of the unlizited variety of goods and
services which can be provided by them, they are worth more than their nominal
amount./

As Chener-; has pointed out, countries supplementing their domestic

capital formation through foreign capital and foreign assistance e7:perienced,
by and large, a signiificantly lower marginal capital/output ratio than
countries wiich choose, or are forced, to "go it alone."

Similarly, the

availability of foreign exchange to purchase anir c.pital (or current) input
not available, or available only at a high cost, from domestic sources is
bound to result in a higher return on capital in countries benefiting from an
inflow of foreign capital and foreign assistance than countries relying
entirely on their own savings.
Given the positive effect on the rate of return, and thus on absorptive capacity, of the availability of foreign resources to supelement domestic
resources available for investment, it

is at first bl- sh somewhat surprising

to find that the concept of absorptive capacity has been frecuently applid
not to total investment but chiefly, and on occasion exclusively,

capital and foreign aid.

to foreign

This is in clear contradiction to the proposition

that limits on the availability of foreign exchange themselves are likely to
restrict absorptive capacity.

/1

the fact '-,hat external resources can be provide& in whatcver form is
"...
needed to break a particular botteioneck is likely to give them a valve of
several times their -arket price in the country from which they are supplied. 1 Hollis Chenery in "Foreign . ssistauce and Economic Development,"
paper presented at the Boston meetinh of the Econometric Society,
December, 1963.
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On second thought, however, the application of the coucept "absorptive
If

capacity" to foreign capital and foreign aid turns out -o be rmeaningful.
foreign capital and foreign aid are considered in strict

national accounting

terms as supplementing resources available for invest.ent, the limit of absorptive capacity is reached with respect to the inf low of foreign capital
since it

represents the marginal amount of total capital.iIn oractical tenms, the idea that the absorptive capacity for foreign

capital is liLited makes more sense if

foreign capital is not obtained in the

form of foreign f'iunds with unlimited use, but if

its use is restricted for

specific purposes, either by the foreign lenders or sources of foreign aid,
or by the recipient country.

The absorptive capacity for funds which can Le

used only to finance foreign capital eqcuipment may be limited by the ability
of the recipient to mobilize domestic resources necessary to finance domestic
investment expenditures for the same project.

This is not necessarily a problem

of increasing total domestic capital formation, but rather to channel donestic
savings into the specific sector or project for which fore ig
available.

financic

is

This particular kind of limitation on absorptive capacity is likely

to be of considerable significance in countries in whi:h government authorities
are unable to increase fiscal revenues or to borrow savings fron the private
sector.

One of the conseQuences of such a situation is that the availability

of foreign financing for publIc investment and the limited availability of

j

i.e.,
I - S = M - X = 1, where I stands for ii;vestnent, S for savings,
11 for imports of goods and services, X for exports of goods and services,
and F for the effective use of foreign capi-tal, equivalent to the
balance of paym-ients deficit on cu.L'rent account.
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do:mestic financial resources ra- lead to a warping

of the investment pattern

because projects with a large foreign exchanCe content get preference over
projects for which large amounts of domeotic resources are required.Li
The situation is similar if for some reason a country which c. pital
exporters consider as a promising place for investment does not pemiit che
importation of co-operant factors in the form of nancgerial, technic:l or
supervisory persornel and if these co-opernt factors are loc 1y in short
supply.

The a'bsence or inadequate availability of these factors lowers the

rate of return and absorptive capacity.

Import restrictions of this sort pre-

sumably limit the flow of private direct invest:.nt in a number of Latin
American and Asian countries.

"rgiuments advanced in defense of these re-

strictive measures are either that they will accelerate the trainin: of local
personnel or that they save foreign exchange.

Ey contr.;

t, the absorptive

capacity for petroloum investment in uninhabited parts of the Sahara or of the
Arabian peninsula nay be unlimited as long as oil companies are allowed to
bring in not only capital equipcent but all other factors necessary to exploit

the oil resources.
One other aspect of the relation of the absorptive capacity of an economy
to its international transactions reaaains to be explored.
foreA

it

As indicnted be-.

is frequently argued that, in the determination of the rate of

return, shadow exchange rates sho;.ld be used instead of the existing "tmarket"

/1

The situation is exactly the opposite when foreign exchlange resoerces are
insufficient.
In that case thc investment pattern will be warped in favor
of a pattern of investment relying as much as Dossible on doestic resources.

/2

Cf. p 24above.
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rates, either because the balance of payments is in actual disequilibrium, or
because it

is likely to get out of equilibrium on account of an expected

adverse development of export earnings.

This argumtnt is valid insofar as

balance of payments ciTfficulties are unavoidable; but when they are the conse-

quence of mistaken policies, the discrepancy between market and shadow prices
of imports and exports are bUt the reflection of these policies and the use
of shadow prices is not a substitute for proper corrective action.
On theoretical and emapiricel grounds the argument that an economy
mounting a determined developnent effort is likely to experience pressures on
its balance of payments xiay be readily accepted.

To accept the possibility or

even the likelihood of balance of payments difficulties is but another way of
emphasizing the irportant role which foreign exchcnge resources play in the
development process.
gards two proble s.

3ut in practice thin line of reasoning frequently disreOne is a question as to -he appropriateness of the

existing exchange rates.

In many developing countries the exchanae r, -te is

not a market price but an administered price which is maintained by exchange
controls at a level that is too low.

The effects of an overvali:.ed currency on

the balance of payments of a developing country are well-known and need not be

elaborated at length here.

An overvalved currency adversely affects the

activities and investment in the "traditional" export sectors and prevents the
development of newr export prod-cts and thus aggravates the balance of payments

disequilibrium.

On the iaport side it

raises the demand for imports of all

kinds and makes the efficient allocation of exchange earnings more difficult.
If it

is accompanied by policies aiming at the development of import substi-

tution industries it

may draw resources away fron the export sector and thus

aggravate, and not cure, the balance of payments problem.

The indiscriminate
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protection of iiiport substitution indus' ries by the prohibition of competing

inports is likely to lead to an increase in the domestic price and cost
structure and thus further accentuate the balance of paynents difficulties.
What is required under those conditions is not resort to shadow prices
in the evaluation and selection of investment projects, but, in th- first
instance, an adjustonat in -h, rate of exchuge to reflect more adequately the
prevailing balance of paymints conditions.

This is not to say that an adjust-

ment in the khan e rate will cure all balance of payments difficulties; some
form of direct controls over international transactions may be unavoidable.
But there is no doubt that the rational allocation of resources can be greatly
enhanced by exchzngo rLte policies which more accurately reflect the scarcity
of foreign exchangEe than exch,-nge r, tes nou prevailing in many underdeveloped
countries.
If overvalued exchange rates are adjusted, the case for the use of
shadow rates in the evaluation of projects becom-es much weaker, although it
would not be entirely eliminated.

Whether or not shadow retes should be used

in the determination of the social rate of return on investment depends largely
on what measures can be devioed to make tho shadow rItes effective.
ation itself may go a long way toward increasin, th

Devalu-

profitability of invest-

imcnt in import substitution and in export promvotion industries, even if as a
result of the devaluation the cost of imported equiimont increases.
also enhance investent op'-ortunities in
semi-manufcctured

It may

he production of ra- materiuls and

oods which are inputs in import substitution industries.

But beyond that, the s1adow prices of imports and exports may have to be made
effective by fiscal and other measures permittini rates of return in export
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and import substitution industries to be at or above the socillly tolerable
cut-off rate.

The preceding discussion of the shadow exchange r.te indicates the
true relevance of the concept of shado.; prices.
economy the exis.ing uarkt

If it

is found that in an

prices do not even approximately reflcct the

relative scarcities of factors and thus result in a distortion of the allocation of resources, then efforts must. be made to correct the inappropriate
market pricel by chcnges in policies and controls.

Shadow Drices are not a

reason for engaging in investmeni, activities in which tii.

=ff2ctive rate of

return on capital is low; they are an iniication that c-uses of the distortions
must be eliminated insofar as possible.

This a-plies not only to exchnge

rates buL also to institutional rates of interest,
utilities

to the prices charged by

and the whole rango of administered prices of goods and services.

In many countries the discrepancies between market and shadow prices are not
so much a phenomenon of underdevelopment as the result of restrictions imposed
on th3 price system.

If these restrictions are elimain ted, the market rates

of return may well be taken as a reasonably accurate indication of a rational
allocation of resources and of absorptive capacity.
Time Dimension of Absorptive Capacity
The absorptive capacity of an economy depends on the time that is
allowed for adjustments in the factors determining its

limits.

The more time

is allowed to overcome the lack or inadequate supply of the co-oper cnt factors,
the greater absorptive capacity becomes.

Like the price elasticity of supply,

the short-run absorptive capacity is sraller than the absorptive capacity in
the mediur- and the lone-run.

The short-run absorptive capacity is determined

by the extent to which co-oper- nt factors are under-utilized,

or in excess

-
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supply, and can be combined immiediately with additional c-pital; the mediumrun absorptive capacity would be determined by the extent to which the cooperant factors which are initially deficient cc~n be mobilized and applied in
the course of, say, three or four years; and the lon--run absorptive capacity
maiy be defined as that absorptive cc pacity which prevails after the supply of
the limiting co-operant factor has been increased.
This distinction though conceptually unassailable, suffers from one
serious flaw'.

It disregards the fact that the process of absorption, i.e.

the investment activity itself has a time dirmension and that within the investment process itself various phases can and must be distin uished.

In

practice short-run or instantaneous absorptive capacity maY therefore more
appropriately be defined as the ability to undertake investment projects which
are "ready to go," that is to say projects which have been completely engineered and appraised and believed to be viable.

!1edium-teri

absorptive

capacity then refers to the availability of inv.stmeat projects which have
been determined to be "feasible," i.e. it

has been found that their return is

likely to be above the cut-off point, but their engineering has not yet reached
the blueprint stage.

An important variant of the same concept of medium-run

absorptive capacity (which is in practice of considerable importance and has
on occasion given cause for concern) is the availability of projects which
have been found to be technically feasible but which have not yet been investigated as to their economic and financial viability.L2
Z1

Thu distinction between technical feasibility on the one hand and economic
and financial feasibility on the other is in practice much less clear than
in theory since the engineering, the choice of technolog', the scale of
the project, etc. depend on economic considerations.

It is somewhat more difficult to give prccticul Iiieanin- to the concept of long-run absorptive capacity because the ability to make effective
use of additional capital in the long run depends primarily on the progress
The inadequate sup.ply of co-operant factors

of economic developaent itself.

such as the ability to appraise and engineer investment projects and to
an aspect of underdevelopment and the growing

manage enterprises is itself

supply of co-operant factors is part and parcel of the developaent process
itself.
Sectoral vs. Aggregate 4ibsorptive Capacity
Since the limit of absorptive capacity is reached in each specific
case by a lack of specific co-operant factors, the absorptive capacity of a
particular sector of the economy may be smaller than in othsr sectors or in
the economy as a whole.

That is to say a rate of return below the cut-off

rate is reached when the ratio of gross investment to the valve added of the
sector is smaller than in other sectors, or the rate of gross investment to
the gross national product.LJ.

This io not simply a reflection of the

principle of diminishing marginal prodctivity of factors in any specific use
but it

is also the result of the limitations of factor mobility.

The ab-

sorptive capacity for investment in, say, highways is likel- to be limited by
the nunber of engineers in the planning office of the highway department, by
the amount of infornation available about present and future traffic in
particular locations, etc.

But when the absorptive capacity for hijhway

construction is reached the absorptive capacity for irrigation projects or

/1

Since the limits of absorptive capacity pertain to replacement investment
as well as new investment, it is the ratio of gross investment to value
added (or, in the aggregate, to gross national product) that is relevant,
not net investment.

-
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for investment in industry or for housing may still exceed the voluLiie of
investment taking place in these sectors.

Similarly, within a particular

sector the absorptive capacity for small projects which do not recqire
elaborate engineering and other preparations may be greater than the absorp.
tive capacity for major projects.
This rather obvious proposition is of considerable practical significance when decisions have to be made as to the allocation of total
investible resources between the public and the private sectors.

Investment

in the public sector may be impeded by the difficultics of transferring
co-operant factors from the private to the public sectors-bec.xuse of
inadequate salary scales, the bad reputation of the government, or government
agencies as an employer, etc.

The flow of investment in the private sector

on the other hand may be litaited by the inability to provide technical
assistance and advice froar public sources to private investors.

This is

probably one of the most important limitations of international technical
assistance activities since much of technic-1 assistance inevitably takes
place on a government-to-government basis and the bcnefits of such assistance accrue in the first instance to public authorities.
in turn may find it

Public authorities

impossible, or may nct be inclined, to transnit technical

assistance to the private sector.

Th1c result of this condition, quite common

in underdeveloped countries, is that investmen-. in ne,

industries takes place

in the public sector although the private sector may well be better equipped
to undertake such investnent if it

had ready access to foreir;n technical

assistance.
The difference between sectoral and aggregate ahsorptive capacity
points up once :dore the inter-dependence of projects in aggregate investment.
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The coordination, or the joint preparation and evaluation of projects in
two, or more, s ctors raises the limits of absorptive ccp.city.

In the

fonulation of a development pro ram, the limitations of absorptive capacity
in the various sectors must be taken into account in order to achieve "balance"
and thus maximize aggregate absorptive caracity.
Specific Limitations
The precedin

sections have shown that absorptive capacity is a rather

simple and straightforward concept.

They have -lso shown however that the

limitations on absorptive capacity can take so many forms that i

is in

practice not very meaningful to propose policies to increase absorptive
capacity in general. The only way to come to grips with the practical
limitations of absorptive capacity is to devise sPecific measures to raise
specific limitations.
The following comments may be considered a rudimentary (and presumably
incomplete) typology of the limitations on absorptive crpacity.

But before

listing some of the more important facets of the concept, some furtner generc l
observations apipear useful.
Such a typologyr could be based on a variety of criteria.

It would be

possible for example to distin uish limitaticns on Dre-investment activities,
or investment activities, and on the management of the newly established
facilities; altern tively, a distinction could be made between limitations
that cen be easily rerioved, those that can be overcome with soate difficulties,
and those that are likely to prove obstinate; or it may be useful to distinguish between those limitations that are sasceptible to foreign assistance,
and those that are not.
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In the list

that follows the various factors limiting absorptive

capacity have been grouped under headcin;s reflectinr the distinctions
various co-operant factors of production.

normally made between tie

(a) lack of Knowledge
particularly if it
technology.

-

Lack of knowledge limits absorptive capacity

pertains to natural resources and to the availability of

Information about mineral resources, the composition of soils,

rainfall, river flows, temper-tures, etc. are prerequisites for most projects
in agricultu're, mining and power, and useful though perhaps not essential for
projects in other sectors.
ately overcome since it

in many cases, the lack of data ccnnot be immodi-

takes tine and effort to organize the gathering of

data, and to analyze them.
Lack of knowledr;

of the best technology may well be one of the limit-

ing factors most difficult to overcome--since it

takes time :nd effort and

expense to devise a new technolo-y or to modify an existinf one.

The diffi-

culties which have beo:I encountered, and continue to be encountered in attempts
to make effective use of tropical woods for the production of nevsprint are a
good example of the problem of inadequate knowledge of technolony.
(b) Lack of Skills - Lack of skill or expertise is generally recognized
as one of the more important charactcerist.ics of underdevclo ped economies.

In

relation to absorptive capacity it may be convenient Lo distinLguish between
(i) the skills necessary to prceare investment projects, i.e. to do the engineering and economic and financial appraisals; (ii) the skills necossary to
carry out investment projects once they have been found to be feasible; and
(iii)

the skills necessary to perform the manufacturin- and clerical tasks of

new enterprises.
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The lack of skills in the preparation of projects has for muny years
been a matter of major concern to national and international lending agencies
and other sources of financial assistance to underdeveloped countries and has
been considered as one of the prixie limitations on absorptive capacity.
difficulties of preparin- and appraising invosteIn

The

projects are compounided by

the fact that there is no generally accepted methodology for thess tasks.
Numerous requests for assistance in project preparrtion and ap;raisal have
been addressed to national and international ins titu'ions but these skills
are in short supply in advanced countries as well.
this limitation on absorptive capacity, it

Thus in order to overcome

may be necessary to train personnel

both in underdeveloped and advanced countries.
The skills required to carry out investment projects, i.e. the engireering and organizational efforts required La the physical investment process
are also scarce in most if not all underdeveloped countries.

But in this

field the sup zly of engineering firms, technical consultanuts and advisors from
abroad is more ample.
overcome.

Therefore this type of limitation c:'n in practice be

The solution of finding foreign personnel skilled in the execution

of investment may be inappropriate, however, in the case of small projects
which cannot stand the cost of foreign technicians.
The lack of skills in the preuaration and execution of projects is
likely to increase the cost of investment; the lack of skills to operate new
enterprises is bound to affect advorsely the cost of operation and thus the
rate of return.

To ovcrcome this absence of skills training: facilities for

foremen and workers must be provided.

This is both an expensive and time

consuming task in which foreign assistance may be of some help.

(c) Lack of Manageiment Experience - The reason for distinguishing

between the lack of skills and the lack of managerial talent and experience
is that while skills can be acquired by training it

is more doubtful whether

"management" can be made the subject of systematic training. Effective management requires not only a basic understanding of the techniques of production

and the skills required, and a knowledge and understanding of the ele.ents of
business finance, but also a failiarity

with the soci2l environment in which

an enterprise operates, plus ingenuity and competence to deal with unforeseen
problems which arise in any business enterprise.
The task of management can be entrusted to foreign managers but only
enterprises over and above a certain size can afford the hi-h cost of foreign
management.

Foreign management is not a solution for the numerous smaller

enterprises vhich are poorly man, ged and therefore show small returns.
The absence of efficient managoment is of Particular importance in the
case of state enterprises which for political reasons find it
accept foreign management.

difficult to

By experience, training and emotional inclinations,

successful civil servants who frequently are entrusted with the management of
state economic enterprises are not good business managers, notwithstanding the
fact that many of then have much technic. 1 competence.

The confision between

technical skills and man -erial cometence, frequently observed in less developed countries, is one of the prime causes of the low rate of return of
state economic enterprises and thus limits absorptive capacity.
(d)

Institutional Limitations - So far we have mantioned factors lirmit-

ing absorptive capacity at the enterprise level.
overcome by action at the enterprise level.

These limitations can be

There are, however, limitations

-44of absorptive capacity which cannot be eliminated by improvements of any

particular investment project, since by their nature they affect the economy
as a whole and make it

difficult for all economic units to operlte with the

prospects of an adequate rate of return on capital.

Inadequate measures to

maintain law and order are an example of such institutional limitations.

The

prevalence or the threat of riots, disorder, banditry or other forms of lawlessness not only limits the absorptive capacity for foreign private direct
investment;

-,also makes it more difficult or impossible for domestic invost-

ment to proceed.
But there are many underdeveloped countries in which law and order are

well maintained but institutional constraints of another kind limit absorptive
capacity.

The administrative procedures of govirnment

and so time-consumiing that they make it

ray

be so cumbersome

difficult for investors, foreign or

domestic, to carry out projects which they consider promising and profitable.
In the public sector likerise the slowness of the decision-making process, the
difficulties of achieving coordination between various parts of tha government,
or the lack of conmunication between governmrent departments adversely affect
the rate of return on public investment because they all increase the cost of
investment and the length of the physical investment process.
The adverse effects of administrative inefficiency become the more
serious the greater the extent of direct controls.

If private and public

investment decisions and the management of public enterprises are constantly
subject to government sanction through licenses, allocations, etc. and if the
licenses, allocations and permits of one kind or another are not readily forthcoming, the rate of return on new investment is bound to be smaller and absorptive capacity limited.
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(e) Cult:.ral and Social Constraints - The various categories of limitations on absorptive capacity colmlmented on in the precedinL; paragraphs are only
the specific forms in which both cultural and social constraints assert themselves in underdeveloped countries.

T"e lack of skills reveals frequently not

just the underdevelo-ment of the educational systu but, beyond that, the reluctance to acqoire ne. skills.

2ven ulere optimum techniques have been

devised for some kind of production, tieir introduction iay run into opposition
because of cultural factors, the unwillingness to accept the discipline of
controlled '.,orkin1hours, supervision, etc. of an industrial society.
There is no point in laboring the differences in the social structure
and the cultur!.l val.es between advanced and underdeveloped countries in this
context.

It is sufficient to stress the fact that, unlike the factors l]iit-

ing absorptive capacity enunerated in the preceding paragraphs, the cultural
and social factors limitin- absorptive capacity are not directly ameanable to
technical assistance or concerted action.

They can be overcone only by the

process of development itself,
The Aole of Technical -ssistance
Throuhout this paper references havO been made to the possibility
that technical assistance could be instrurmental in increasing the supply of
those co-operant factors whose shortages iipede the effective uti.lization of
capital.

The term technical assistance has been intentionally used anbiguously.

In some instances technical assistance itself constitutes 'he co-operant factor
in short supply.

For e:aple, foreign consulting firms engaged for the

purpose of miakin

feasibility studies or preparing the economic or financial

appraisal of a project -may be said to provide technical assistance.

The
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situation is similar in the case of a foreign firm takin, on the technical
or comercial management of an enterprise under a management contract.

But

frequently technical assistance itself does not constitute the missing or
inadequate co-operant factor but is designed merel-r to increas: the supply of
these factors from doestic sources.

The traininh of personnel, either abroad

or in the country and advise given how training is to be organized and conducted, and, more generally, how shortages of co-oper:nt factors can be overcome fall into this category of technical assistance.
Little would be gained by attempting; to draw a sharp distinction
between these two ty-es of technical assistance.

In practice all arr-ngements

which would fall under the first "direct supply" type inevitably include an
element of the second type.

Conversel;, technical assistance personnel

employed to provide education, training and advise are frecquently called up to
help with some specific tasks; or they may choose to give a demonstration of
the skills and expertise which they are expected to teach.
There is however an important difference with regard to the availability of technical assistance between the factors limi tin- absorptive
capacity which fall into categories (a), (b) and (c) and those included
under (d) and (e) above.

Broadly speaking the factors listed under the first

three headings are replaceable by, or in various degrees amenable to, technical
assistance.

But deficiencies in factors limiting absorptive capacity enumer-

ated under (d) and (e) cannot be made good by technical assistance, at least
in the short run.

True, technical assistance to help overcome institutional

limitations can be provided, but it

takes inevitably a long time for technical

assistance in this field to become effective.

Moreover, it cannot be brought

-47to bear on the project level but only for the economx, as a whole or at least
for an entire sector; it is of no avail to alleviate the cultural and social
constraints limiting the supply of co-operant factors.
It is for that reason (and becuuse of the time it takes for technical
assistance to overcome the lack of knowledge, the lack of skills, and the
lack of managerial experience) that one may speak of the limited absorptive
capacity for technical assistance itself.

It is this variety of the limita-

tions on absorptive capacity which makes the limitations on the capacity to
utilize effectively capital resources the more real and important.
Summary and Conclusions
Since this paper has dealt with a variety of aspects of the concept of
absorptive capacity and touched upon many issues arising in the course of
economic develoment, it

may be useful to list

the most important conclusions

which have emerged from the discussions.
1.

Absorptive capacity is a meaningful concept if it

is related to

the rate of return on capital which an economy finds socially
acceptable.

Because one of the major characteristics of under-

developed economies is the lower rate of capital formation, the
socially tolerable rate of return may be well above the rate
which is acceptable in more advanced countries.
2.

The rate of return and absorptive capacity can be increased by the
coordination and orderly programming of investment projects.

3.

Absorptive capaci'y must pertain to total capital, not only to
foreign capital.

The availability of foreign capital itself is

likely to be an important factor increasinC absorptive capacity.

4.

The evaluation of absorptive capacity is beset by much uncertainty.
It is the uncertainty of the expected rate of return on capital
which is probably the most important reason for the wide differences in the appraisal of absorptive capacity of underdeveloped
economies.

5.

Because tho rate of return on investment is limited in each
specific project by specific factors, general proscriptions for
raising absorptive capacity are not likely to be iaeaningful.

It

possibl, however, through the proper identificatifon of the factor

or factors limiting the rate of return and absorptive capacity in
each particular case to raise these limitations; in this connection technical assistance can play a major role.
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La capacidad de absorcion:
concepto y factores determinantes
IraoncUco6N

La literatura reciente sobre desarrollo econ6mico y ayuda extranjera
esti llena de referencias a la capacidad de absorcion. Esta se define por
algunos fijAndose aun limite a la cantidad de inversi6n eficiente fisicamente
posible..., en particular a corto plazon (I). En esta cita -y en otras muchas
referencias (2)-se da a entender que la capacidad de absorci6n es un concepto bien definido, con un significado t6cnico consolidado, como cofertan, ademnandan o apropensi6n a importara, y, por tanto, no hay por qu6
explicarlo o analizarlo mis; pero, desgraciadaniente, no ocurre asi.
'El prop6sito de este trabajo es investigar el significado de la capacidad
de absorci6n, determinar su utilidad para los fines de polftica, tanto para
los paises en vias de desarrollo como para las fuentes nacionales e internacionales de 'Capital, de las que potencialmente se puede disponer, asi como
estudiar los factores que determinan los limites de la capacidad de absorci4n.

* La realizacidn de este trabajo me fue sugerida por la Brookings Institution y serd
inclufdo en su Staff Paper Series.
() U. N. Eco omic Commission for Asia and the Far East, ProgrammingTechnique
for Economic Development (i96o),
PP. 8-13. Citado en GEaRL M. MNER: Leading Isses
6

in Development Economics (19 4), p. 93.
(s) P. N. RoSENSTEIN-RoDN:
4nternational Aid for nCoutries)
HIRCMAN:
The Review of Economics and Statistics (mayo 1961), pp. 107-o09. A.
The Stratg of Economic Developmient (1958), PP. 37-38. G. M. MEIER: International.
1963), pp. 9Q-9-. F. BENHAM: Economic Aid to UnderdeveloTrade and D o
ped Countries (Londrer i96i), pp: 115-17. B. K. NiHum oForeign Aid from the Viewpott of Recipient Countries), Proceedings of the Academy of Political Science {enero
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La capacidad de absorei6n: concepto y factores determinantes
de que, en las naciones menos desarrolladas, el rendimiento del stock de ca-

LA MEDici6N DE LA CAPAcIDAD DE ABSORCi6N

pital existente es alto y que resulta razonable, por tanto, llegar a la conclureferencias a la capacidad de absorcion dan idea incidentalsion que la tasa de rendimiento esperado de alguna cantidad de inversion
la cantidad de capital que se puede utilizar tiene un lIfmite,
adicional sea tambidn alta (5). La demnostraci6n se encuentra en la mayor
los ecoomistas rec
e, exp
a o
pcaete,
que I'
proporci6n de beneficios, alquileres e ingresos por intereses respecto del procapacidad
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de absorcin tiene que estar relacionada de aiguna
ducto nacional de muchos paises menos desarrollados y las altas tasas de
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vista
esto no es rnAs que ala eficiencia marginal del capitala de Keyrys. La capaCAPACIDAD DE ABIORC1ON
,cidad de absorci6n se convierte de este modo en una relaci6n entre
la canA
tidad de capital a invertir y el tipo de rendimiento
esperado (4). Cuanto
menor sea la tasa de rendimiento del capital que
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CAPITAL IVTO
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Por otra parte, las Emitaciones de la capacidad de absorci6n, la escasez
de pryectos en los que se pueda esperar una tasa de rendimiento
elevada,
queda reflejade en la pendiente del rendirniento en las funciones de capi-

tal En los pafses desa rellados, donde ]a capacidad dec
absorcin
a

ilimitd, npacepatr

uqcn

easrcion, aunque no

pw t de absorcidn:
~ 0neconcepto
~ y I~8a
capacidad
factores determinantes
pais, incluso siendo data menor que la considerada Como aceptable por los
inversores nacionales del pafs que recibe el capital.
La existencia de una diferencia entre los tipos de rendimiento esperados

elspie
los paises exportadores de capital en los pafses importado.
por inversores de

per adad no parece plantear ningdn problema prdctico, el rendimiento esres y los tipos que aquellos pueden esperar en su pais, es una parte esencial
perado del capital 4iminuye con bastante suavidad. De este modo el prode la teoria de los movimientos internacionales de capital. Pero la teoria
blema que ongina para la politica la capacidad de absorci6n Jimitada, puesolamente especifica la diferencil que existe entre las tasas de rendimiento de
.erepresentarse grlcamcnte por el gap existente entre 1w lineas BC
y
los paises exportadores e importadores de capital; no dice, o no deduce nada
ED. El objetivode politica puede consistir en un intento de desplazar el
sobre la diferencia existente entre el tipo de rendirniento ganado por los in'ihniento ide de
la
de capital desde BC a BD. El gap desaparece
eunci6n
versores extranjeros y el obtenido por los inversores nacionales en los paises
si las clasticidades de la oferta de los factares cooperantes (los elementos
importadores de capital. Por el contrariO, con supuestos apropiados sobre la
complementaroa del capital, tales Como una fuerza laboral con la especiafungibilidad de los fondos, libertad de movimientos de capital, primas aprolaci6n apropiada) se aumentan en os paises menos desarrollados hasta alpiadas de riesgo, etc., el efecto de las entradas de capital consistiria en reducir
Lanzar el nivel que presentan en las naciones desarrolladasla tasa de rendimiento de todo el capital a la reinantc en ci pais
La capacidad de absorci6n, por tanto, se puede definir como aquella
de capitales. Pero, proablemente, mucho antes de que se alcance ese feliz
canidad
inversi6n,
aquella asa de inversin bruta interior expresada
estado de equilibrio, la diferencia entre las tasas de rendimiento del capital
Come proparci6n del PN
, quc se puede realizar a un tipo de rendimiento
nacional y extranjero se reducira o desapareeripor completo
4(8).
aceptabre, censiderando una oferta de factores cooperantes dada (7). EstO
La diferencia entre las tasas de rendimiento del capital en las naciones
no quiere decir que inversor,
c
o la auteridad inversora, no trate de aumenexportadoras e importadoras de capital, tal como se pone de manifiesto en
tar ]a oferta Ie factores coperantes. Pero, a corto plazo, ese aumento es
los tipos de interes a largo plazo, constituye probablemente la base de la proo iposible fisicamente e tan costso que aumenta enormemente el coste
posici6n de que el uso de capital extranjero para financiar la inversi n esti
tl ed ieno deL6 n 0 etl c e total de explotaci6n, lo que reduce entonces
justificado incluso si el rendimiento desciende por debajo de la tasa aceptable
el rendimieno del capital por debajo de a tasa aceptable.
en el pais importador de capital. Concretamente, un eOperational Manual)
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de la Agencia Norteamericana para el Desarrollo Internacional (USAID)
relativo a la selecci6n de proyectos en las naciones que reciben ayuda extranjera propone que, al determinar la relaci6n beneficio-coste de un proyecto, debe aplicarse un tipo de interes del 36 por too para determinar el
coste extranjero. Los tipos de interds interiores deberin aplicarse para obtener el coste nacional del proyecto o si no se puede determinar una tasa
exacta, deberi emplearse un tipo del 6 por too (9). Evidentemente, la tasa

(ofersta
(8) En la prActica, aaOllbZSO
sin embargo, ees ms pbable que la diferencia entre las tasas
de rendimiento de la inversi6n extranjera y nacional continde existiendo indenidamente, debido a la selectividad del capital extranjero en relaci6n con las oportunidades
de inversin y la medida con que el capital extranjero puede vencer la escasez de
factores cooperantes importandolos. Dependiendo de lo lttimo y de otros factores, la
de rendimiento de la inversion extranjera puede ser =enor o mayor que la obten da de
la inversin nacional en el pafs importador de capitales.
(9) (Para las valoraciones de beneficio-coste de la AID se establece una tasa de
3,5 por too para amortizar los costes en d6lares norteamericanos... la tasa
anterior del
es aplicable solamente a la parte de d6lares norteamericanos de 1s costes de
instalaci6n. El coste local de a instalacidn y el coste de las adiciones o sstituciones
futuras se an de tratar sobre la base de las tasas de inters locales... En los casos en
que las tasas locales sean desproporcionadamente altas o bajas o cuando no se pueda
determinar

una tasa exacta, se utilizard la tasa del 6 por ioo anual.)) Department of
203-
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mnnima de rendimiento para el capital nacional es el 6 por ioo, pero solamente ac exige Ufl 3,5 para ei capital proporcionado par a All) (').
Cualquiera que pueda ser la justificaci6n politica de esta regla, su razQnamiento ecoA6mico es dudoso. Supone que: a) no se puede desarrollar
un proyecto adecuado para ser financiado parcialmente con ayuda extranjera con una psa de rendimiento igual o superior a la tasa limite, porque,
b) la oferta de factores cooperantes no se puede aumentar a corto plazo;
aunque c) la puesta en marcha del propio proyecto etimularA de alguna
forma la oferta de los factores cooperantes insuficientes, y d), que 6ste no
puede llevarse adelante por cualquier otro metodo, tal como importaci6n o
ayuda tecnica. Solamente si se dieran esas cuatro condiciones estaria justificado, por motivos economicos, y no por razones polifticas o humanitarias,
el aceptar una tasa de rencimiento mis baja para aquella parte de inversi6n financiada por los extranjeros. Pudieran estar indicadas las ayudas o
prstamos en condiciones de concesi6n si la finalidad principal o dnica
fuera aumentar el consumo o reducir el paro (como una de las causas de
un nivel intolerablemente bajo de consumo); pero entonces la decisi6n no
estaria basada en la distribuci6n de recursos mAs econ mica.
Hay que recalcar que las posibilidades de aumentar la oferta de factores cooperantes, que incidentalmente aumentarAn la tasa de rendimiento,
pueden ser una raz6n adecuada para aceptar inicialmente una tasa de ren-

dimiento menor. Sin embargo, esto se seguiria solamente si un anAlisis de
flujos de caja con valores descontados que abarcaran toda la vida del proyecto demostrara que la tasa de rendimiento interior se encuentra en la tasa
limite o por encima de ella. En tal caso, el proyecto es <buenon, y lo que
es malo a inadecuado es el criterio beneficio-coste, que no permite la determinaci6n sistemAtica y racional de la tasa de rendimiento teniendo en cuenta
el transcurso del tiempo (it).
Pero, dejando a un lado esta posibilidad bastante inverosimil, el deseo
de considerar que los proyectos con una tasa de rendimiento esperada tan
ojects, sup
ad U
No. i to Feasibity studies, Economic and Technia Soundness Analysis, Capital
Projects (1964), PP. 4-5.
luatios, asy

tro
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baja, sean los id6neos para la ayuda exterior se basa en una apreciacin
pesimista en relacida con: a) la posibilidad de identificar aquelos proyectos
que tengan un tipo de rendimiento mds alto; o b) la posibilidad de me!
jorar la oferta de factores cooperantes. La dificultad para encontrar un proyecto mejor implica cierta clase de desequilibrio entre la tasa de rendimiento minima aceptable y la disponibilidad sobjetivan de oportunidades de
inversi6n. Y el pesimismo relativo a la oferta de factores cooperantes quiere
decir que los esfuerwos internos o la ayuda ticnica para aumentar la oferta
son de poca o ninguna eficacia. Este doble pesimismo puede estar justificado en circunstancias excepcionales; pero, ciertamente, hacer de 61 la base
de la regla general de que los proyectos cofi una tasa dc rendimiento
esperada inferior a la tasa limite estAn justificados para la financiaci6n exterior es ir demasiado lejos.
Adn otra definici6n de capacidad de absorci6n esti relacionada con un
intento de medir la capacidad de absorci6n por el aumento de la inversi n
total observado aque se puede llevar a cabo a un nivel de productividad
minimo aceptablen durante un cierto periodo (12). De este modo, se afirma
que la capacidad de absorci6n de un pais se puede considerar que esti aumentando si la inversi6n bruta nacional aumenta, por ejemplo, en un io
por ico en un aio o el 2o 6 25 por too durante un perlodo de cinco aflos,
Desgraciadamente,

la sencillez aparente de este metodo de medici6n de la

capacidad de absorci6n, estA rns que neutralizado por toda la incertidumbre
que le rodea. La tasa de inversi$n bruta nacional puede haber aumentado
debido a que la economia consigui6 engendrar mis ahorro por una diver
sidad de razones o porque se ha contado con mis capital extranjero o ayuda exterior.
Ademis, la hip6tesis de que la nueva inversin se puede efectuar a un
nivel minimo de productividad (aceptablen se basa, evidentemente, en la
relaci6n entre inversi6n y producci6n observada en el pasado. Pero esto
no nos dice necesariamente algo sobre la capacidad de absorci6n. Se puede
haber efectuado una inversi6n, que estaba equivocada en el sentido de que
daba por resultado un rendimiento inferior a la tasa aceptable, en tanto
que el aumento de la producci6n -Aa productividad en la cita precedente- no estaba relacionada causalnente con la inversi6n. Y la verdadera
de absorci6n -la cantidad de inversi6n que se espera proporcio-

ar
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Hoats B. CiuaNR: <Foreign Assistance and Economic Development),
Psper m. 7 (U.S.). Agency for international Development (1964).
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CANrAL, RENDIENTO Y PROYECro: DEFIICIONES
El capital, la tasa de rendimiento y los proyectos de inversion son con~-nesd

cpacdad e andrcrn.Par
~eptse dtermnarla
zecesrio par trtar

ceptos necesarios para, tratar de determinar la capacidad de absorcidn. Para
wnpezat, puede ser conveniente subrayar que el capital del cual se espera
un rendimiento es capital total, no simplemente capital de acciones. Desde
el punto de vista econ6mico no hay, naturalmente, ninguna diferencia entre
capital de acciones y de emprestito. Ambas clases de capita 4epresentan la
contrapartida financiera de los recursos reales que se han de emplear productivamente. Dejando a un lado la enojosa cuesti6n de las economias
deseconomias externas, el rendimiento esperado de la inversi6n total para
la economia en su conjunto es igual a la surna. total de los rendimientos esperados en todos los proyectos de inversion individuales. La tasa de rendimiento colectiva es la relaci6n entre los rendimientos totales y las inver<y

sionesratotales.
ete

a

pr

aad.t

eabsorci6n

Para determinar la tasa de rendimiento esperada en el capital inver-

entrana el emprestito pdblico); en muchos casos puede que tenga que contentarse con menos. En cualquier caso, una parte del rendimiento del capital va a parar el pdblico. Pero, incluso entonces, el rendimiento de la
nl

artr

-lmnol

en la. carretera -lamindoio

tal caso, mis apropiadamente el
enntlcsmsarpaaete

rendimiento socia- tiene que incluir los beneficios que se derivan para todos
los usuarios debidamente valorados.
Si los beneficios son mayores que las cargas impuestas sobre los beneficiarios, esos beneficios en oaceso pueden considerarse aeconomias externasa.
Para fines pricticos, ein embargo, puede ser preferible reservar el tdrmino
de economias externas para aquellos beneficios que estin tan repartidos que
los beneficiarios no pueden identificarlos ficilmente y tratarlos como parte
de los beneficios proporcionados, aunque si pueden ser identificadas las unidades econ6micas que los ainternalizann (en ingl6s internalizen) (14).
La importancia de esta observaci6n se hace mis clara cuando se entiende que la determinaci6n de la tasa de rendimiento (y de la capacidad de
para una tasa de rendiuiiento dada) depende en buena. medida
de la u(definici6nn) o a(delimitacionn) de cualquier proyecto de inversion y
de
alqer
recte deriiwn dada y
de Ia re
cicaci

tido en un proyecto de inversi6n privado basta un simple ejercicio de conlasdifculade depredcirel ost dede la relaci6n causal quc se puede establecer entre una inversion dada. y
cuntapredecir
se ienn e de
tabilidad -si Do se tienen tabiida.
en- cuenta-ilasn dificultades
ci coste de
el incremento de la producci6n (o disminuci6n del coste) que se deduce de
capital, el coste de sustituci6n y los precios reinantes en el mercado de face
pnrs
Para
aroy
tores y de productos- (13). La situaci6n no cambia materialmente para un
aclarar el problema de definir un proyecto, se puede pensar en un
paa. l setorpdbico En guadadde on-Para
proyctoqueprouzcaingeso

prwyecte que produzca ingresos para ei sector pubice. En igualdad de con-

diciones, no deberia suponer ninguna diferencia el que una fibrica de acero
dl sctorp~llicoo
o unferocarildl eaprvad.

ea el ecto
pib~ie e el 3tiadotasa
e unferocaril

La cuesti6n se hace algo mis complicada en el caso de proyectos que
beneficios (renta adicional) a una unino sean autoliqudables o que rindan
aucliuiabesver
dad econ6mica distinta del inversor. En el caso de una carretera, cuyO uso
no est6 sometido a derechos de peaje, el coste de construccion (y de conservaci6n) constituyen cargas para el Gebierno, metras ue ls beneficos
(Comoagua
idelvaorrde, as ismnuese
lcome

n

he

od aste de les pr la

el aninente dci valor de las tierras que Se hayan hecho nias accesibles per Ia
construcci6n de la carretera) afluyen, en primer lugar, a los usuarios de la
carretera y a otros beneficiarios. Es verdad que el Gobierno podrfa a(cobrarsea)
cobrar
os. Eedad que i Gobe pa
dareto a ers enfla

do Ia inversizn en Ia carretera mediante impuestos sabre Ia gaselina, ma-

triculacion y valoraciones especiales sobre los incrementos del valor de l
bienes raices; pero, como cuestion de politica econorntea o social, generalmente no deseari recuperar mis que en el coste de inversidn y alg6n rendimiento del capital (reflejo, generalmente, de las cargas por intereses que
(13)

El problema de la incertidumbre inherente en la valorac16n del proyeeto se

estudia mdA adelante.
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plan de regaio que aumente la -cantidad de agua disponble para un gran
mmero de agricultores, sobre quienes se imponen gravimenes, dada una

de rendimiente, per ejemple, del 6 par zoo, sabre Ia. iver~sidn eni ci

regadio. Pero la tasa de rendimiento del 6 por ioo puede no tener nada que
con Ia tasa de rendimiento econmica del proyecto, si Ia mayor cnia
o
a hae p e nd mence gra del preccla. mayor antid
tores. En este caso el rendimiento del proyecto no es la mayor disponibilidad
( los gravimenes percibidos para producir un rendirniernd dl 6
por ioo), sino el valor de la mayor producci6n agricola menos el coste de las
eraaadcnasiuydecvlo
diezad o gientradas adicionales, incluyendo el valor ddel taj
trabajo adicional de los agricultores (15). Entonces el proyecto no se puede definir ya como las obras
de regadio que producen agua, sino estas obras de regadio mis otras mejora en las producci6n agraria que originan csechas ad
Esta definicion de un proyecto, que tiene en cuenta las conexiones hacia
delante (o hacia atrAs, seg-6n sea el caso), no debe llevarse demasiado lejos.
(4) La palabra se us6 por primera vez por A. 0. HIRScHMAN en The $$tategy of
Economic Development (1958), P. 57.
(j5 . Que puede ser, sin embargo, cero, si el coste de oportunidad de este esfuerzo
adicional fuera cero.
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Evidentemente, hay una diferencia entre un proyecto de regadios y el de
sible, en cuyo' caso no es .suficiente para valorar el proyecto de construcci6n
una fibrica de acero que ha de producir artiCUlos intermedios, tales como
de la carretera, tomar como base el volumen de trifico esperado y estimar
lingotes, planchas y lAminas. Si se aplicara lo dicho para el proyecto de
el rendimiento esperado del capital invertido en ella. Es preferible incluir
regadio, la valoraci6n -y la determinaci6n de la tasa de rendimiento-del
tambin el capital y otros desembolsos que sean necesarios para aumentar
proyecto de una falbrica de acero tendria que tener en. cuenta los cambios
la producci6n agraria en la zona que se va a beneficiar y relacionar esos
(de ingresos, gastos y la tasa de rendimiento), que tienen lugar en las empredesembolsos con los aumentos de ingresos esperados como consecuencia de la
sas que utilizan elacero, tales como las fdbricas de autom6viles, fundiciones
mayor producci6n agricola. El diseiio completo del proyecto es adecuado
y fAbricas de hojas de afeitar. Esto casi no tendria sentido, Evidentemente
particularmente si hay oazones para dudar que los campesinos pr6ximos de
es mAns adecuado determinar la tasa de rendimiento de l inversion en la
la carretera responderin a las nuevas oportunidades econ6micas proporciofAbrica de acero sobre ]a base de una comparaci6n de los ingresos (debidanadas por el transporte mais barato. Pueden querer responder y no tener
mente descontados) y los gastos, incluyendo los gastos de capital de la
medios para financiar la inversi6n de capital y otros gastos previos para
propia fibrica de acero y limitar el proyecto a los mercados de factores
alcanzar la mayor producci6n. Puede ser esencial, y no meramente prefey productos en los que compran los inputs y se venden las producciones.
rible, considerar los proyectos de transporte y producci6n agricola como uno
solo, si se duda de que las respuestas automAticas de los agricultores a las nueLa diferencia entre el proyecto de regadio y el de la faibrica de aceros
vas oportunidades de producci6n se puedan resolver solamente por las autoridebe dejarse bien clara: los productos de la faibrica se venden -en el mercado
libre, en el que los precios y el. volumen de la demanda se determinan por
dades ptblicas cargando con la responsabilidad de disefiar planes para
las fuerzas competitivas (que, sin embargo, pueden restringirse por interaumentar la producci6n agraria y para apoyarla con ayuda tecnica, crditos,
venci6n politica y por controles directos). En el caso del proyecto de regadio,
etcktera.
el mercado no es libre en un sentido claro. Puede pensarse, aunque no es pro.
Las observaciones precedentes indican que hay una estrecha conexi6n
bable, que el agua de riego se venda a los mejores postores; pero en todos
entre la validez de tipo de rendimiento como indicador de la capacidad de
los casos, salvo en las circunstancias mns extraordinarias, el precio del agua
absorci6n, por una parte, y la existencia de mercados con una respuesta
se fija por la intervencion
pdblica y, frecuentemente, los agricultores indide las unidades econ6micas individuales a las oportunidades del mercado
viduales obtienen (y se les carga por ella) agua, la necesiten o no.
e incentivo de este, por la otra. Se volverai a discutir este tema mis adelante.
La existencia de un mercado que funcione razonablemente bien, es imEn este punto seria conveniente afiadir que se deduce que una valoracion
portante no s6le para definir un proyecto, sino tambiin para determinar
significativa de la capacidad de absorci6n, basada en un cailculo de la tasa
la tasa de rendimiento y, por ello, la capacidad de absorci6n. Esto es espede rendimiento esperado en proyectos especificos, se convierte en tanto mais
cialmente importante en ciertas clases de inversiones pdblicas, donde existen
dificil y complejG cuanto mais limitado sea el desarrollo de los mercados
los problemas de indivisibilidades o complementariedades. Por ejemplo, un
y las respuestas a los mismos.
proyecto hidroelectrico no se puede desarrollar facilmente en varias pequeSe puede plantear esta dificultad en economfas en que los mercados son
fias etapas por razones tecnicas, pero se puede asegurar un alto porcentaje
deficientes y la respuesta a las fuerzas del mercado esta poco desarrollada o se
de rendimiento solamente si una gran cantidad de la energia electrica se
encuentra frenada por instituciones o controles o en sectores de economias
utiliza inmediatamente (por ejemplo, el proyecto Volta en el estado de
donde prevalecen esas condiciones, como en la agricultura de subsistencia.
Ghana). En este .caso, la demanda de energia el6ctrica del mercado .tendrA
La capacidad de absorci6n basada en una valoraci6n de' proyectos mal defique ser complementada con la demanda resultante de la inversi6n en indusnidos puede parecer baja o, de cualquier forma, menor que lo que una
trias que utilicen la electricidad, tales como la de aluminio; para determinar
valoraci6n mis. amplia de la capacidad de absorci6n pudiera indicar. En esas
la tasa de rendimiento y la capacidad de absorci6n, se ha de volver a defnir
circunstancias aprimitivasn ]a interacci6 de los proyectos individuales con
el proyecto para incluir la goneraci6n de electricidad y la producci6n de
el resto de la economia no se puede dejar a mercados que funcionan de
aluminio.
manera imperfecta. Debe realizarse conscientemente tomando las medidas
Lo mismo ocurre con una carretera que una la explotaci6n agraria con
necesarias para coordinar varios proyectos y Ilevarlos a cabo conjuntamente.
el mercado, con la finalidad de abrir una airea agrfcola o hacerla is acce) 0 ms generalmente, el modelo de inversi6n es en si misona una determi209
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factores determinantes

nante principal de

no ser tan discontinuo como se representa en la figura. Si existe posib

por coordinacidn y planificaciSn.~
esto significa que
En la figura

funci6n de capital pueda disminuir y aumentar, cayendo de forma intermitente per debajo de la tasa de rendimiento minima socialmente tolerable,-

la capacidad de absorcion. Esto se debe a que el modelo
se produce por la respuesta de la economia a las oportunidades e incentivos
o, si estas fuerzas son d6biles o se delibitaran por restricciones ins.titucionales,

lidad de elecci6n entre distintos tipos de inversi6n, los cuales supusiesen
diferentes cantidades de inversi6n, se concibe que el rendimiento de la

de lalnea ABC no es 6nica.
.a
posici6n

pero volviendo a subir per encima de sta con las adiciones de capital.

Se refiere solamente a un modelo particular de inversi6n o de planes de inversi6n, y con otra serie de planes de inversi6n\ la linea se puede desviar a la
derecha o a la izquierda, pudiendo asi modificarse su pgndiente. El tener en

CAPACID Dd

cuenta este problema no resuelve desgraciadamente lasinnumerables dificultades prdcticas que rodean al enfoque de amplia programaci6n que esto sugiere. Y no elimina las limitaciones de la capacidad de absorci6n. No es
bastante darse cuenta de que el 6xito (un rendimiento satisfactorio) del pro-

COMPLEMENTARIOIS
A

DE ABSORCION CON PROYECTOS

E INDIVISIBLES

C

D

yecto A depende de Ilevar a efecto simultinea o ulteriormente el proyecto B,

si la falta de conocimientos tecnicos, la inadecuada competencia administrativa o, simplemente, la escasez de informaci6n amenazaran la viabilidad del
proyecto B.
COMPLEMENTARIEDAD E

INDVSIBILDAD

CAPITAL INVERTO

0________

X2X

x,

Las referencias a la complementariedad e indivisibilidad y la necesidad
de realizar valoraciones conjuntas llcv6 a las conclusiones de que, teniendo
presente esos factores, puede suceder que las tasas de. rendimiento de la
nueva inversi6n -y por ende, la capacidad de absorci6n de la economiasean menores para una cantidad de inversi6n propuesta menor que para una
cantidad mayor. La figura 2 se puede tomar como ejemplo de los casos
de la energfa con el aluminio o del regadio o con la agricultura. Un volumen
y modelo de inversi6n propuesta dados del proyecto de energia eldctrica
da un rendimiento r, en la funci6n de capital ABB. El rendimiento r,
correspondiente a una inversi6n conjunta proyectada de OX, puede ser
inferior a la tasa que la economfa esti dispuesta a aceptar. Sin embargo, si
el volumen de inversi6n se aumentara por la adici6n de una industria que
consumiese electricidad, la cual precisara unos gastos de capital XX,, la tasa
de rendimiento conjunta aumentaria hasta r. Esta representaci 6 supone
que la inversi6n en energfa esti en el extremo inferior de la lnea ABB,. Si
se quisiera una tasa de rendimiento mds alta, entonces la inversi6n XX,
habrfa de eliminarse, sustituyndola por XX, con lo que la linea CD se uniria con la linea ABB, al nivel de r. La inversian total se convertiria asi
en OX, menos X 1X,.
En otras circunstancias ,el rendimiento de la funin de capital puede
-
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El razonamiento y los ejemplos dados en la secci6n precedente indican
que en algunos casos la tasa esperada de rendimiento en un proyecto de
inversion es probable que aumente, si 6ste no se examina aisladamente,
sino junto con un proyecto con 61 relacionado o con varios proyectos relacionados entre si. La proposici6n de que en determinadas circunstancias una
cantidad mayor de inversi6n puede producir una tasa mis alta de rendimiento que una cantidad menor, no es nada nuevo. Es bAsica en la teoria
del egran empujen y un ingrediente esencial de la teoria del acrecimiento
equilibradoe (16). Pero la discusi6n (y el propio c'oncepto de capacidad limitada de absorci6n) sugiere tambi6n que en las naciones menos desarrolladas
la posibilidad de un (gran empujen -mis allA de da complementariedad
de un pequefio ndmero de proyectos-estA claramente limitada por las
bajas elasticidades de oferta de los factores cooperantes.

.(j6) Wase P. N. RosENsEi-RODAN: (Note on the Theory of the Big Push, Eco
sE
nomic Development for Latin America, H. S. Ellis, editor (196), PP. 57- 1; R. N
Problems of Capital Formation in Underdeveloped Countries (1955), PP- 1-7 PP- 22-2
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adecuada de la tasa de rendimiento esperada de un proyecto (y de la capa

LA nELAc16N CAUSAL ENTRE

cAPrrAL

Y RENDnuI~o

Durante toda la discusi6n se viene suponiendo que existe una relaci6n
caus'dl entre la inv'ersi6n y la actividad que se espera proporcione un rendimiento. En la mayor parte de los proyectos se tiene que dar por supuesta esa
relaci6n. Hay cas"s, sin embargo, en que es dificil decidir si hay una relaci6n
causal directa entre la inversi6n y la renta.

cidad de absorcd6n). En la protica las soluciones son dificiles debido a que
los problemas planteados frecuentemente no se pueden resolver por una
decision para incluir o no los aumentos de la renta en el rendimiento de
la invers16n propuesta. En la mayor parte de los casos puede ser mis apropiado incluir solamente una parte, y es dificil decidir qu6 parte se deberia
incluir y cuil no.

I

Dos ejemplos pueden ser suficientes para aclarar este ptnto. En un cierto
ndmero de paises, las recientes propuestas para reorganizar los sistemas

ferroviarios incluian unos grandes desembolsos de capital para la modernizaci6n del material rodante, de los talleres y otras instalaciones fisicas. Tambien
sugerian el cierre de ramales que se hab1an vuelto-o habfan sido siempreruinosos en vista del crecimiento del transporte por carretera. En algunos
casos, la reorganizaci6n de los ferrocarriles tambidn inclufa el despido de
empleados ferroviarios porque sus servicios se habian hecho innecesarios
como consecuencia de la introduccin de equipo mds moderno o porque el
nimero de empleados era excesivo desde un principio .como resultado de la
mala direcci6n, presiones politicas, etc. Los analistas que determinaron el
rendimiento de estos proyectos relacionaban los resultados financieros de
*todas las recomendaciones con el volumen aconsejado de invcrsi6n. Esto es
correcto, si por alguna raz6n-tcnica, de organizaci6n o sinstitucionab)las distintas partes de la proposici6n que suponen reducci6n de los costes
(despido del trabajo sobrante, cierre de Ifneas ruinosas) son imposibles de realizar si no se lleva a cabo la inversin de capital en la magnitud propuesta. Sin
embargo, si los cambios en los costes actuales (y cambios en los ingresos)
se pueden conseguir sin gastos de capital, es evidentemente err6neo atribuir
a la inversi6n propuesta los cambios de ingresos resultantes.
La situaci6n puede ser similar a un proyecto de regadio hipotdtico, el
cual se espera produzca un elevado rendimiento porque supone, entre otras
cosas, un cambio en el tipo de cosechas y mejoras en la yenta y ahnacena.
miento de la producci6n en la zona afectada. Si los cambios en el tipo de
cosecha y en otras actividades'no pudiera tener lugar sin mis agua, entonces
estaria justificado el atribuir el incremento total de la renta agraria al
proyecto de regadio. Sin embargo, si las mejoras en el tipo de cosechas,
en el almacenamiento o en el transporte se pudieran conseguir sin el regadfo,
entonces serfa evidentemente inadecuado atribuir las ganancias derivadas
de esas medidas al proyecto de regadio.
Los ejemplos precedentes ponen de relieve la complejidad del problema
de la atribuci6n, el cual ha de resolverse si se quiere encontrar una medida

Una caracteristica bsica de Ia valoracion de los proyectos de invoesidn

so que impica la estieaci6n de acondeci ienros fuuros yooefacares que
son incirtos. El coste de un proyecto do inversion no seconoce
qudeasta
se ha lnstalado Ia dltima rnquina; el coste del funcionamiento depende do
muchos factores, que no son conocidos totalmente en el momento en que
se hace la valoraci6n. La conveniencia de un proceso productivo es decoconocida hasta que se ha aplicado en las circunstancias especificas del proyecto. Los costes de los factores pueden cambiar sibitamente; el mercado
de los bienes o servicios que se van a producir depende de acontecimientos
futuros, que estin fuera del control del inversor, y asi sucesivamente. La falta
de conocimiento es un factor importante que limita la capacidad de absorcion. Lo mismo sucede con los cambios que acoipafian al crecimiento en
una economia subdesarrollada: la importancia del sector de exportacidn,
con su perspectiva peculiarmente incierta, la inexperiencia de la direccion
al enfrentarse con los' cambios. Todos estos son factores que hacen exista
mis incertidumbre en las naciones subdesarrolladas que en los paises
avanzadosd
Se pueden distinguir dos tipos de incertidumbre, Uno corresponde a un
proyecto concreto o a un aspecto particular de un proyecto, talescomo la
resulincertidumbre sobre un nuevo proceso trcnico, que no se sabe si aar4
tado, o, a qu6 precio saldrAn los articulos que se van a producir, etc La otra
incertidumbre se refiere a la totalidad de la economia Cuil seri el crecimiento de la renta en los proximos cinco o diez afios? 4Con qu6 rapidez
aumentarA el trAfico en determinada zona? dA qu6 tasa aumentar4 la
produccion industrial? Como afectardn los cambios de la distribucin de
la renta a la demanda del consumidor?
Esas incertidumbres se pueden considerar como otra clase de limitaci6n
de la capacidad de absorcidn, si sirven como base para descontar las tasas
esperadas por los riesgos que Ulevarin consigo. Pero, lo que es adn mis
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importante, esas incertidumbres son probablemente las bases rnms impottantes para estar en desacuerdo sobre la valoraci6n de rendimientos futures
y los limites de la capacidad de absorci6n. Los partidarios de un proyecto
pueden dar poco 6nfasis a algunas incertidumbres y adoptar un punto de
vigta confiados ae que al final todo6 resultarA bien. Los prestarnistas y las
fu'entes de ayuda exterior, por otra parte, pueden adoptar una actitud mis

economia con los del resto del mundo. No habria necesidad de introducir los precios de los factores y las relaciones de precips internacinales
en el razonamiento si los mismos reflejaran las escaseces econ6micas relativas. Pero generalmente se reconoce que en las naciones menos desarrolladas los precios reflejan las escaseces de recursos mucho menos adecuadamente que en las econonias de mercado mAs avanzadas y, por tanto, no

cautelosa, tal viz excesivamente cautelosa, sobre esas incertidumbres. Debido
a que pueden no estar acostumbrados a tratar con esas i certidumbres pecu-

Ilevan a una distribuci6n 6ptima de recursos (18). Se ha aceptado generalmente el concepto do precios sombra, que reflejan miAs exactamente la

lares de las naciones subdesarrolladas, pueden inclina$se a dar un valor
bajo a la tasa de rendimiento futura y a la capacidad de absorci6n.
Las incertidumbres sobre la tasa de crecimiento de la economia en su

escasez relativa de recursos; sin embargo, quedan sin resolver muchos pro-

conjunto pueden ser particularmente significativas para industrias en las

tuales y practicos que se plantean con el uso de precios sombra en este
contexto. Para la finalidad de este trabajo basta sefialar que, en opini6n
de la mayor parte de los partidarios del uso de los precios sombra: a) el
precio sombra del capital es, generalmente, superior al precio del mercado;

que es importante la escala de las operaciones. Frecuentemente, la tasa de

rendimiento esperada en un proyecto de energia depende del tiempo que
se necesite para que

la demanda aumente hasta la plena capacidad genera-

blemas de aplicaci6n prictica.

No hay necesidad de estudiar con todo detalle los problernas concep-

dora. Anilogamente, las decisiones sobre la inversi6n y el transporte depen-

b) el precio sombra del trabajo no especializado es -inferior generalmente,

den en medida importante del crecimiento de la demanda y de la oferta
de artfculos transportables, los cuales reflejan, a su vez, el crecimiento de

y frecuentemente mucho menor, que el precio de mercado, y c) que el pre-

toda la economia. El efecto de altas tasas dc crecimiento colectivo sobre las
tasas de rendimiento esperado es una raz6n por la que esas tasas tan altas
parecen conjugar el inter6s con la adecuaci6n de rendimientos particulares.
Si el Producto Nacional Neto (PNB) aumenta al 7 por oo anual y el sector
industrial y de servicios aumenta alrededor del io por ioo, muchos mMs
proyectos de inversiSn parecerAn buenos que si las tasas proyectadas fueran,
por ejemplo, el 4 y 6 por ioo, respectivamente (17).
La importancia de la incertidumbre al determinar las tasas de rendimiento y la capacidad de absorci6n saca a luz la significacion de la coordinacid6n y el plancamiento. Un plan bien concebido, en el que las inversiones en distintos proyectos estAn relacionadas entre si, puede Ilegar muy
lejos en el camino de eliminar las incertidumbres. De este modo se puede
aumentar tambien la capacidad de absorci6n.

Et, sIsMA DE

PRECIOS Y LA

CAPAIT)DAD DE ABSOc6N

Easta ahora so ha estudiado la tasa de rendimiento cono moedida de
la capacidad de absorci6n sin relacionarla con los precios de los factores de
producci6n o sin realizar comparaciones de los precios que reinan en la
(i7 Las tasas de creciMiento alts tienen un otro efecto importante: una tasa de
crecimiento elevada promete una tasa de ahorro que crece ripidamente, lo que a su
vez permite una alta tasa de inversidn, y asf sucesivanente,
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cio sombra de las importaciones y exportaciones es mAis alto, frecuentemente,
que su precio de mercado, reflejando una moneda nacional sobrevalorada
o la necesidad de conseguir un equilibrio aestructurala de la balanza de
pagos mediante el fomento de la exportaci6n y la sustituci6n de las importaciones. Los apartados a) y b) serin estudiados en esta secci6n, dejindose
el c) para la siguiente.
La proposicidn a) descansa en dos afirmaciones. Una es que en muchas
naciones las tasas de interes cargadas por las instituciones financieras o
pagadas por el gobierno y las tasas de redescuento de la banca central no
reflejan adecuadamente la escasez de capital transferible y el rendimiento
del capital que esperan obtener los empresarios privados. La segunda afirmaci6n es que la tasa esperada de rendimiento en los proyectos de inversi6n (pdblicos o privados) es baja porque es afectada adversamente por una
oferta inadecuada de elementos complementarios, tales como direccin y
especializaciones, por el elevado coste de otras entradas (tales corno el coste
del transporte) o por la deseconomias de las operacione's en pequefia escala.
En otras palabras: la capacidad de absorcidn es limitada si la oferta de los
factores cooperantes no se aumenta, 0 no se hace iAs barata, o no se modifica la t6cnica de produccid6n, o no se aumenta la deranda para vencer
las deseconomias de pequefia escala sobre la oferta y la demanda. Sin em(i8) JAN TINBEGcEN: The Design ofDmelopment (195S), PP. 39-4, 76-78. Esta fu6
]a primera cxposicidn sistemitica de lo inapropiado de los precios del mercado y del
uso de los precios sombra contables en su lugar.
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bargo, esto no demuestra que deba utilizarse el tipo de interes del mercado
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rurales ofrecen una prueba indirecta, aunque s6lida, de la existencia de

una

o un tipo sombra mis alto para determinar lo que constituya una tasa
de rendimiento razonable que se pueda usar para establecer una tasa limite

divergencia entre los precios del mercado y de equilibrio de la mano de

obra

y la capacidad de absorci6n.
El nivel de ls tasas de interds institucionales tiene importancia s6lo

corresponde solamente a la mano de obra no especializada, y no tal trabajo
en general. En efecto, hay considerables indicios de que los obreros con habi-

indirectamente a los fines de nuestra investigaci6n. Dicho nivel determina

lidades tecnicas escasean frecuentemente mAs de lo que los salarios de

solamente la disribuci6n del rendimiento del capital entre los tenedores
de acciones y los prestamistas. Esta tasa (a diferencia deja tasa del capital
total invertido en un proyecto) es importante solamente si la oferta de
personas que quieran correr el riesgo y otros empresarios aumentara para
reducir las tasas de empr6stito institucional y, como consecuencia, se elevase
la capacidad de absorci6n.
Las tasas de inter6s institucionales que son odemasiado bajasn tambi6n
son importantes si se usan como base para fijar el precio (sefialar tarifas)
en esas industrias casi monopolisticas, como la energia electrica a el transporte, particularmente en el sector pdblico, o si estin controlados los precios cobrados per las empresas de propiedad privada. Las tasas bajas de
energia y transporte resultantes de tipos bajos de interds pueden tener
efectos adversos sobre los ahorros totales en la distribuci6n econ6mica de
los recursos, porque pueden inducir al uso excesivo do electricidad o servicios de transporte y reducir el de otros factores. Tambien pueden llevar a la
localizaci6n err6nea de instalaciones productivas que dependan de la energia y transportes y a la utilizacin equivocada de recursos que se puedan
invertir. En otras palabras, pueden iniciarse industrias oequivocadasa. Como
consecuencia, se pueden escoger t6cnicas de producci6n equivocadas (mis
intensivas de capital) y se utilizarAn por defecto otros factores de producci6n
(como el trabajo, por ejemplo). Esta situaci6n puede afectar de manera
adversa al nivel de inversi6n y al crecimiento de la producci6n.
Pero el precio del capital y la diferencia entre su precio de mercado y su
precio sombra no se puede considerar de manera aislada. Tienen que relacionarse con los precios de otras entradas. En las economfas en que el precio
sombra del trabajo no especializado es significativamente menor que el
precio del mereado (s9), parte de la fuerza laboral permaneceri parada, y el
rendimiento del capital serd menor que el que hubiera sido si se hubieran
pagado salarios m s bajos. En las naciones subdesarrolladas, el paro genetalizado o extendido en los centros industriales y el subempleo en las zonas
(f9) Sobre una explicaci6n por lo menos parcial del razonamiento de pagar salarios
superiores a los de equilibrio a los obreros no especializados, vdase H. LEIBENsTEIN*
(Underemployment in Backward Economicsa; Journal of Political Economy (abri
PP

91-3

21

957)'

no especializada;

sin embargo, se tione que observar que esta proposici4n

los

capataces, artesanos y directores indican. Por tanto, la discrepancia entre los
precios so0bra y de meado do toda la mane do obra puodo tenor meno
efecto sobre el rendimiento del capital que el sugerido por el razonamiento
de que el preco de mercado del trabajo no especializado es demasiado alto.
Algunos oconomistas han usado este argumento, no solamente como una
explicaci6n de la existencia de desempleo y subempleo, y del bajo rendimiento de los proyectos de inversi6n de capital, sino tambien como base
para proponer que se compense de alguna manera a los empresarios por
esa diferencia, probablemente por medio de un subsidio gubernamental (2o).
En esencia, las propuestas de este tipo convierten el problema de la inversian en un problema fiscal. La capacidad impositiva de los paIses subdesarrollados es tan limitada y las peticiones a la tesorerfa ptlblica para financiar otras actividades del desarrell son tantas y tan variadas quo no ci
sorprendente hallar que planes de este tipo no se hayan puesto en vigor.
La diferencia entre los precios de mercado y los sombra de la mano
de obra no especializada se usa frecuentemente como justificaci6n del bajo
rendimiento de las empresas de propiedad pdblica. Esta justificaci6n pasa por
alto el sencillo hecho de que las reducidas ganancias de las empresas estatales plantean exactamente el mismo problema fiscal que los subsidios
que habrian de pagarse a las empresas privadas; en algdn aspecto son incluso peores. La consecuencia de los rendimientos reducidos de las empresas
estatales, aparte de los efectos de distorsi6n ya mencionados, es la necesidad
de aumentar los ingresos ptblicos o reducir los gastos pdblicos. Son peores
que los subsidios pdblicos pagado por ganancias reducidas en la inversi6n
privada (justificados por las diferencias entre los precios de mercado y
sombra de la mano de obra no especializada), porque los pagos a los empresarios privados pueden ser ahorrados por ellos y -aumentan la corriente
de recursos susceptibles de ser invertidos. Las reducidas ganancias de las
empresas pilblicas son ingresos predeterminados, y es mAs verosimil que
den por resultado mds consumo en vez de mds inversi6n.
Otra justificaci6n que se usa frecuentemente para aceptar rendimientos
pequeflos producidos por la inversi6n en empresas de propiedad publica
(y de esta manera extendiendolo claramente a la capacidad de inversin)
(2o)

JAN TINBERGEN:

OP. cit., P. 53.
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es el razonamiento de que los rendimientos adicionales benefician al resto
de la economia en forma de economi as externas, que reducen el coste y/o
aumentan los rendimientos para sus beneficios, y de esta forma contribuyen
a la formacin de capital y al crecimiento. N.\7o se puede negar la importan
cia de-las economiat externas en el proceso de crecimiento, aunque su me-

de la esencia de la teorfa econ6mica. La maximizaci6n del rendimiento del
pital tambien es una medida o prueba de la racionalidad de la distribuci6n
de todos los recursos. En otras palabras, una tasa baja de rendimiento per se

Plida sea diffcil debido a su naturaleza; y no hay necesidad en este contexto de llegar a v4rnos envueltos en discusiones sobre las econoinfas externas y la extensi6n con que son contrarrestadas por las deseconomias. Sola
mente es pertinente un aspecto. Evidentemente es un mal impleo del concepto de economias externas usarlo para justificar un rendimiento del capital
<dnternalizadon bajo (21).

escaso parece estar ampliamente justificada por la baja tasa de formacin de
capital, una tasa pequefia de rendimiento en cualquier proyecto es prueba
de que la distribuci6n de capital y otros recursos es deficiente y que se podria y deberia mejorar. Una tasa baja de rendimiento de la inversi6n es
indicio de que se ha alcanzado la capacidad de absorci6n y de que la tasa
de crecimiento del producto nacional se puedo aumentar destinando recursos

El efecto prictico de usar

no prueba que el capital sea abundante en comparaci6n con otros factores.
En los paises subdesarrollados, en los que la suposici6n de que el capital es

la discrepancia entre los precios de mercado

a incrementar la oferta de factores cooperantes en vez de a

y los sombra de la mano de obra no especializada (y de otros factores)
como raz6n para aceptar nendimientos bajos del capital como un indicio de
capacidad de absorci6n es un descenso, inmediato o gradual, de la tasa de
ahorro de la economia. Ms exactamente, puesto que los empresarios privados no estarin dispuestos probablemente a aceptar tasas de rendimiento
bajas en principio, tenderin a reducir la formaci6n de capital pfiblico.
El aceptar un rendimiento bajo del capital, por tanto, aumentaria la esferiaTambids
de inversi6n ptblica (y la capacidad de absorci6n), pero al mismo tiempo
reducirfa la tasa de formaci6n de capital e impondrA sobre la economifa
la restriccid6n de ahorros inadecuados, en lugar de las limitaciones de Ia
capacidad de absorci6n.
Intimamente relacionado con el razonamiento de que los rendimientos
bajos del capital no son una indicaci6n de que se hayan alcanzado los limites de la capacidad de absorci6n, esti el argumento de que los gastos de
inversi6n estAn justificados mientras la economia presente una tasa de crecimiento, esto es, en tanto haya una relaci6n capital-producto positiva (22).
Aunque esta proposici6n parece plausible a primera vista, su implantacidn es
que la tasa de rendimiento refleja de alguna manera. solamente la idonoidad
u optimizaci6n de la asignacin del capital. La implicaci6n es particularmente
sencilla si se relaciona con el razonamiento de precios de mercado frente
a

OFERTA

CAP

E DIVISAS EXTRANJERAS, TIPOS DE

CAMBIO

IDE ABSORCI6N

hay una relacin entre la capacidad de absorcin do i ecnoma y ta niseanza deo pagos. Los efectos que tienen las transacciones intrnacionales de una econoni a sobre su esfuerzo de desanroo son bastante cdaros.
Las exportaciones propocionan las divisa extranjeas para comprar bienes y
servicios del extranjero para complementar los bienes y servicios disponibles
procedentes de fuentes nacionales. Puest'o que la gamna internacional de bienes
y servicios es infinitamente mds amplia que la de los productos nacionales,
el acceso a los recursos extranjeros mediante las ganancias de divisas extranjeras, capital extranjero y ayuda exterior, amplia mucho las posibilidades
de combinaciones de factores.
Cuanto mds bajo sea el nivel de desarrollo de una economfa, menor seri
la gama de bienes y servicios que produzca. Una de las caracteristicas de la
mayoria de las naciones subdesarrolladas es la ausencia, o la ausencia virtual,
de las industrias de bienes de capital. Por ello, las actividades de inversi6n
exigen una cierta cantidad de bienes importados, que pueden tener que ser

precios de equilibrio. Esto, naturalmente, es una interpretaci6n equivocada

complementaias por

m'edio de servicios tscnicos y directivos importados. Ade-

mas, como se sefialaba por Felipe Pazos (23), el contenido de consumo importado es frecuentemente mucho mis bajo que el contenido de inversin.
inpontada. Pen no, una politics quo aspire a una retucci6n del consume

(21) Seria igualmente razonable afirmar que ]a formaci6n de capital en cualquier
economfa se aumentarfa si alguien sacara dinero de la cuenta de ahorros y lo usara
para hacer uestas sobre caballos, porque incluso si 61 no ganara, algin otro apostante
con ello. E. S. MASON escribe: Con tanta frecuencia sucede que prose bnefici
yectos de bajo rendimiento son aceptados con referencia a las economlas
sexternas' sin
demostrar y que no se puoden demostrar, que estoy tentado a decir, imitando al doctor
Johnson, que la econonaa externa es el tiltimo refugio de un brib6n.a Op. cit., p. is.
(22) JoSGE AHUMADA:
(nvestment P1riortiesa, Economic Development for Latin
America, editado por H. S. Ellis (1961), pp. 366-396.
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la formaci6n de

capital.

Desarrollo econdmico y estabilidad financiera. Tercera Reunidn de Tcnicos de
Cntraes del Continonto Amerino (La Habans, x954 PP- 365-406 Wm
tambin Celso FuRanDo: Capital Formation and Economic Developmenta, International
Economic Papers, vol. IV (954), PP. 124-144-

(.
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y a un incremento del ahorro y la inversion puede conducir al deficit de la
balanza de pagos, a menos que se pueda incrementar

la inversion, el limite de la capacidad de absorci6n esti determinado por la

la corriente de divisas

entrada de capital extranjero, puesto que representa

la cantidad marginal de

extranjeras.
Lo que importa para el esfuerzo del desarrollo, sin embargo, no es la
disponifiilidad total de divisas extranjeras, sino solamente-aquella parte que

capital total.
En terminos pricticos, tiene mis sentido la idea de que la capacidad de
absorci6n de capital extranjero esti limitada, si el uso del capital extranjero
se restringe para fines especificos, ya sea por las fuentes de- ayuda exterior,

ya sea por el pafs que la recibe, que si los fondos extranjeros se obtuvieran
para uses ilimitados. La eapacidad de absorcin de fondos que se pueden

por tener divisas extranjeras inadecuadas debido a que tiene que usar todas

usar solamente para financiar el equipo de capital exterior puede estar limi-

sus ganancias de esas divisas para importar alimentos, combustibles y materias primas, o puede creerse obligado a usar una gran parte de las ganancias de divisas extranjeras para comprar equipo militar. Esto subraya la
importancia del capital extranjero y las ayudas exteriores. El capital extran-

tada por la capacidad que el pais que los recibe tenga para movilizar recursos nacionales para financiar gastos de inversi6n nacionales para el mismo
proyecto. Esto no es necesariamente un problema de aumentar la formacl6n
de capital nacional total, sino mis bien de canalizar los ahorros nacionales

la corriente de formaci6n de capital

hacia el sector o proyecto especifico para el que se cuenta con financiaci6n

nacional y, debido a la variedad ilimitada de bienes y servicios que se pueden
adquirir con ellos, valen mis que su importe nominal (24). Como ha sefialado
Chenery, los paises que complementan su formaci6n de capital nacional
mediante capital extranjero y ayuda exterior tuvieron generalmente una relaci6n capital-producto marginal marcadamente mis baja que los pafses que
escogian air solosn o no tenian mAs remedio que hacerlo asi. Similarmente,
la disponibilidad de divisas extranjeras para comprar cualquier input de
capital (o corriente) no disponible en las fuentes nacionales o disponible solamente a clevado coste, esti destinada a permitir un rendimiento del capital
nAs cievado.
Dade el efect positive que sebre la tass de rendimiente, y per tanto
sobre la capacidad de absorcion supone disponer de recursos extranjeros

exterior. Esta clase de limitaci6n de la capacidad de absorci6n suele ser importante en los paises en que los gobiernos no pueden incrementar los ingresos fiscales o tomar a prestamo los ahorros del sector privado. En tal situaci6n la disponibilidad de financiaci6n exterior para la inversion pblica y la
disponibilidad limitada de recursos financieros nacionales puede lievar a una
desviaci6n del modelo de inversion porque los proyectos con un elevado contenido de divisas extranjeras obtienen preferencia sobre los proyectos en los
que se precisan grandes cantidades de recursos nacionales (25).
.,
n
La situaci6n es similar cuando, por alguna raz6n, un pats, que los exportadores de capital consideran como un lugar prometedor para la inversi6n, no

se pueda usar para

jero y la ayuda exterior complementan

corplementar los recursos nacienales, es sorprendente tiescubrir en
par crmemntar racireurso elacones, e capaendene dscubriren
n. primer. consideracia que ei cencepto die capacidati tie absorcion fre

,

.

fines de inversi6n. Un pais puede tener grandes ganan-

cias de divisas extranjeras en relaci6n con su producto nacional y, sin embargo, no poder llevar a cabo un gran esfuerzo de desarrollo Puede sufrir

permite la imprtaci6n de factores cooperantes en forms de personal directivo, t6cnico o de inspecci6n, y esta clase de personal escasea en el

interior.

La ausencia u oferta inadecuada de esos factores disminuye la tasa de rendimiento y la capacidad de absorci6n. Las restricciones de importaciones
de esta clase limitan presumiblemente la corriente de inversion directa pri-

cuentemente se ha aplicado principalmente, y algunas veces exclusivamente,
al capital extranjero y a la ayuda exterior. Esto esti en clara contradicc16n
con la proposici6n de que los limites sobre la disponibilidad de divisas
vad en alguns pas
merias
y asisoncos. Ls
en defensa die estas medidas restrictivas son que ast ac aceierar4 la cati rstrngi
aborc~n.tos
extrnjeas
Iacapcidaueten
pacitaci6n del personal del pais o que se ahorrarin divisas extranjeras. En
Sinemarg,p nestringie er, . .ap ica de conc
Sincpia
embargo,
lo
jr yla apl
~ a de exterior ti e si caacid.
contraste con esto, la capacidad de absorci6n para la inversion del petr6leo
de absorcion al capital extranjero
y a la ayuda exterior tiene significaci6n.enlspis
tie
ahorci~nen
shbtd
elSarodeapnnuadeAbapee
los paises diesbabitados
dei
Sahara e die La peninsula die Arabia puede
Si el capital extranjero y la ayuda exterior se consideran en terminos estrictos
ser ilimitata mientras se permits a las compafias petroifferas traer no solade contabilidad nacional como recursos complementarios disponibles para
(4)
e....e
hecho que los resurcos externos se puedan proporcionar en cualquier
forma que se necesiten para deshacer un embotellamiento cualquiera, es probable que
les dU un *valor de varias veces su precio dc mercado en el paWs donde se suministran.D
Hollis CHENERY: (Foreign Assistance and Economic Development), trabajo presentado
en la reuni6n de Boston de la Econometric Society (diciembre, x963).
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(25) La situacion es exactamente la contrana a la que se da cuando los recursm
de divisas extranjeras son insuficientes. En tal caso el cuadro o modelo de inversi6n seri
distorsionado en favor de otro que se apoye tanto como sea posible en los recursos nafionales.
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mente el equipo de capital, sino otros factores necesarios para explotar los

de los precios nacionales y de la estructura de coste y, de esta forma, acentuari mns las dificultades de la balanza de pagos.
En estas condiciones lo que se necesita no es recurrir a los precios sombra en la valoraci6n y selecci6n de los proyectos de inversi6n, sino, en
primer lugar, un ajuste del tipo de cambio, con objeto de que refleje mis

recursos petroliferos.
Queda por estudiar otro aspecto de la relaci6n que guarda la capacidad
de absorci6n de una economfa con sus transacciones internacionales. Como
se ha indicado ante, (26), se alega frecuentemente que, al determinar la tasa

la balanza de pagos. Esto no
va
a curar todas las dificultades
quiere decir que un ajuste del tipo de cambic

tle rendimiento, deberian emplearse tipos de cambio sombra en lugar de
los tipos de vmercidon existentes, ya sea porque la balanza de pagos estA en

adecuadamente las condiciones reinantes en

desequilibrio real o porque puede desequilibrarse debido a lg6n acontecitacion. Este raiento advers-esperado dc los beneficios derivades de la e~
zonamiento es vAlido siempre que las dificultades de la balanza de pagos
sean ineludibles; pero cuando 6stas son consecuencia dc politicas equivocadas, la discrepancia entre los precios reales y sombra de las importaciones y exportaciones no son mAs que el reflejo de esas politicas. El uso de los
precios sombra no es un sustitutivo de una acci6n correctora apropiada.
Por razones teo6ricas y empiricas se puede aceptar ficilmente el razonamiento de que una economia que est6 tratando de levar a cabo un determinado esfuerzo de. desarrollo estA sujeta a experimentar presiones sobre

de la balanza de pagos; puede ser inevitable algdn tipo de controles directos sobre las transacciones internacionales. Pero no hay duda de que se puede
mejorar mucho la distribuci6n racional de recursos mediante polfticas del
tipo de cambio que reflejen mAs exactamente la escasez dc divisas extranjeras que los tipos de cambio que prevalecen en muchas naciones subdes-

o incluso la probabilidad de que
se presenten dificultades para la balanza de pagos no es mAs que otra forma
de subrayar el importante papel que los recursos de divisas extranjeras dessu balanza de pagos. Aceptar la posibilidad

empefan en el proceso del desarrollo. Pero, en la prActica, esta forma de razonamiento olvida a menudo dos problemas. Uno es un problema de idoneidad de los tipos de cambio existentes. En muchos paises en vias de desarroIlo el tipo de cambio no es un precio de mercado, sino un precio administrado, que se mantiene por controles de cambio a un nivel que sobrevalora ]a
moneda nacional. Los efectos de una moneda sobrevalorada sobre la balanza de pagos de un pafs en desarrollo son bien conocidos y no necesitan
ser detallados aquL Una moneda sobrevalorada afecta adversamente a las actividades y a la inversi6n de los sectores atradicionalesn de exportaci6n e impide el desarrollo do nuevos productos de exportaci6n; por tanto, agrava
el desequilibrio de la balanza de pagos. Del lado de las importaciones, aumenta la demanda de importaciones de todas clases y se hace mis dificil
la distribuci6n efigiente de las ganancias de divisas. Si fuera acompafiada de
,politicas que trataran de desarrollar las industrias de sustituci6n de importaciones, podria alejar recursos del sector de exportaci6n y, de esta forma,
agravar, y no curar, el problema de la balanza de pagos. La protecci6n indiscriminada de industrias de sustituci6n de importaci6n mediante la prohibici6n de importaciones competitivas conduciri probablemente a un aumento
(26)

VWase la pAg.

a

arrolladas.
Si se reajustan los tipos de cambio sobrevalorados, se hace mucho mis
d6bil la defensa del uso de los tipos sombra en la valoraci6n de los proyectos,
aunque no se eliminaria completamente. El que deban usarse o no tipos
sombra en la determinaci6n del tipo de rendimiento social de la inversi6n
depende en gran parte de

las medidas que puedan idearse para hacer efectivos

los tipos sombra. La propia devaluaci6n puede suponer un gran avance en
favor del incremento del beneficio de la inversi6n en las industrias de sustituci6n de importaci6n y promoci6n de exportaciones, incluso si el coste del
equipo importado aumentara como resultado de la devaluaci6h. Tambien
puede mejorar las oportunidades de inversion en la producci6n de smaterias
primas y artfculos semimanufacturados, que son inputs en las industrias de
sustituci6n de importaciones. Pero mAs allA de eso, los precios sombra de
las importaciones y exportaciones pueden tener que hacerse efectivos por
medidas fiscales y de otro tipo, que permitan que las tasas de rendimiento
en las industrias de exportaci6n y de sustituci6n de importaciones sean iguales o superiores a la tasa limite socialmente tolerable.
El estudio precedente sobre el tipo de cambio sombra indica la verdadera
importancia del concepto de precios sombra. Si se descubre que los precios
reales de una economia no reflejan nisiquiera en forma aproximada las escaseces relativas de factores, por lo que distorsionan la distribuci6n de recursos,
entonces se tienen que hacer esfuerzos para corregir Ips precios inadecuados del mercado por medio de cambios en las polfticas y en los controles.
Los precios sombra no son una raz6n para dedicarse a actividades de inversi6n en que la tasa efectiva de rendimiento del capital sea baja; son una
indicaci6n de que se deben eliminar en lo posible las causas de las distorsione Esto se aplica no solamente a los tipos de cambio, sino tambi6n a los
tipos institucionales de interds, a los precios cobrados por los servicios pd-

14.
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blicos y a la totalidad de los precios administrados de bienes y
evrm
muchos paises las discrepatncias entre los precios de mercado ye
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plazo se puede definir como aquella capacidad de absorcion que
prevalece
una vez que se ha aumentado mas la oferta de los factores cooperantse limi-

tativas.

Aunque sea irrecusable conceptualmente, esa distincidn tiene un grave
defecto. No tiene en cuenta el hecho de que el proceso dc absorcion, la
propia actividad de inversi6n, tiene una dimension temporal que, y dentro del
propo proceso de inversion, se pueden y se deben distinguir varias fases.
En la practica, la capacidad de absorcion a corto plazo o instantinea se puede definir, por tanto, mas adecuadamente comno la capacidad para emprender proyectos de inversion que estdn (distos Para empezar)), proyectos que
ban sido estudiados y valorados y que se ha declarado son viables.
Siendo

esto asf, la capacidad de absorcion a medio plazo se refiere a la disponibi-
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plazo estaria determinada por la medida en que se pueden movilizar y aplicar Jos factores cooperantes que son deficientes inicialmente e nel
plazo
de tres o cuatro afios, por ejemplo; y la capacidad de absorci6n
a largo

(27) De cuando en cuando la capacidad de absorcion puede tambien disiminuir
-comno consecuencia de una disminucidn de la eficienca administrativa o trastornos politicos. Por ejemplo, en algunas partes de Africa, anteriormente controladas por los
franceses la capacidad de absorcion puede haber disrninud
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John H. Adler

La capacidad de absorcin: concepto y factores determinantes

carreteras, la capacidad de absorci6n de los proyectos de regadfo o de inversion en la industria o en la vivienda puede ser todavfa superior al volumen de inversidn que tiene Lugar en esos sectores. AnaLogamente, dentro
de un sector determinado la capacidad de absorci6n de pequefos proyectos
I

tas fornae que no es muy signficativo en Ia prctica proponer politieas

oque

exigen una complicada ingeniera y otros prepartivo
yor que la capacidad de absorci6n de proyectos tnayores.

para aumentar la capacidad de absorci6n en general. La dnica forma de enfrentarse con las limitaciones prdcticas de la capacidad de absorci6n es dise-

ar medidas espedficas para evitar limitaones espeicas.

Los comentarios siguientes se pueden tonsiderar coiio una tipologfa ru-

dimentaria (y probablemente incompleta) de las limitaciones de la capacidad de absorci6n. Esa tipologia se podria basar en diferentes criterios. Por

puede ser ma-

Esta proposici6n, bastante evidente, es de considerable significado prAc-

ejemplo, seria posibleedistinguir limitaciones en las actividades anteriores
a la inversi6n, en las actividades de inversion y en la direcci6n de las nuevas instalaciones; alternativamente se podrian hacer distinciones entre las
limitaciones que se pueden eLiminar ficilmente, las que se pueden vencer con
alguna dificultad y las que probablemente resultarin ros dificiles; o podra

tico cuando se tienen que tomnar decisiones sobre Ia distrgici6n de los recursos que se pueden invertir entre los sectores pdblico y privado. La inver
si6n en el sector pdblico puede ser impedida por las dificultades de trans-

ferir factores cooperantes desde el sector privado al pdblico-debido a escalas inadecuadas de salarios, mala reputaci6n del gobierno u organismos gubernamentales como patronos, etc.-. La corriente de inversi6n en el sector

ser dtil distinguir entre aquellas limitaciones que son susceptibles de vencer
con la ayuda exterior y Las que no lo son.

privado, por otra parte, puede ser limitada por la incapacidad para propor-..

En la lista que sigue se han agrupado los distintos factores que limitan
la capacidad de absorci6n bajo unos epigrafes, que reflejan las distinciones

cionar ayuda t6cnica procedente de fuentes pdblicas a los sectores privados.
Esta es probablemente una de Las limitaciones m~s importantes de las acti-

hechas normalmente entre los distintos factores cooperantes de produccid6n.

vidads de ayuda, t~nica internadonal, puesto que gran pane de la a

t6cnica tiene lugar inevitablemente sobre la base de gobierno a gobierno y
.
.
.dad
los beneficios de tal ayuda afluyen en primer tdrmino a las autoridades pblicas. Estas, a su vez, pueden ver que es imposible transmitir la ayuda t6cnica al sector privado o pueden no sentirse incinadas a ello. El resultado,
bastante corriente en las naciones subdesarrolladas, es que la inversidn en
nuevas industrias se realiza por el sector p-dblico, aunque el sector privado
pudiera estar mejor equipado para efectuar tal inversion si tuviera fdcil
r euipado prae
dieoa esar n
acceso a La ayuda tcnica extranjera.

feuar

ln

n

u

rdatos

La diferencia entre capacidad de absorci6n sectorial y colectiva apunta

una vez mis hacia la interdependencia de los proyectos dentro de la inversi6n total. La coordinaci6n o la preparaci6n y valoracion conjunta de los
proyectos en dos o mAs sectores eleva los lfmites de la capacidad de absorcitn. Las limitaciones de la capacidad de absorci6n en los distintos sectores
se han de tener en cuenta en la formaci6n de un plan de desarrollo a fin de
conseguir un sequilibrios y, de esta manera, elevar al miximo la capacidad
colectiva de absorcion.
LimrrACIONES ESPEC&CAS
Las secciones precedentes han demostrado que la capacidad de absor-

ci6n es un concepto bastante sencillo y cLaro. Tambi6n han mostrado, sin em.
bargo, que las limitaciones de

la capacidad de absorci6n pueden tomar tan-226

a) Falta de conocimiento.-La falta de conocniento limita la capacide absorcion particularmente si se refiere a los recursos naturales y
dad de
aric
La
i
so .bsnclnos recurs n
ine-

I

rales, la composid6n del suelo, la lluvia, corrientes de agua, temperaturas,
etcetera, son requisites previos para la mayor parte de Los proyectos de
datmsyon parte d e
tal vcz do
agcutra
ineria
n
aos
~agricultura, mineria y energia. Esos datos son 6itiles, aunque tal vez no
aflad
uhscss
etrs.E
.aapoetse
.snils to
no se puede vencer inmediatamente, puesto que se necesitan tiempo
y esfuerzo para organizar la recogida de datos y para analizarlos.

La falta de conocimiento de la mejor tecnologia puede ser uno de los
factores limitadores mis dificiles de vencer-puesto que se necesitan tiempo, esfuerzos y gastos para crear una nueva tecnologia y modificar la existente-. Las dificultades con que se ha tropezado, y que contindian presentdndose, en los esfuerzos destinados a hacer un uso eficaz de los bosques tropicales para la produccidn de papel de periodicos son un buen ejemplo del
e
snolngba
i
de cua de
ponociin
pialema

problema del cenocimiento inadecuado de la tecnologfa.

b) Falta de especializacin.-La falta de especializacion se reconoce generalmente como una de las caracterfsticas mrs importantes de las economias subdesarrolladas. En relacion con La capacidad de absorci6n puede ser
conveniente distinguir entre: i) la especializaci6n necesaria para preparar
proyectos de inversi6n, para hacer la labor de ingenieria y las valoraciones
econ6micas y financieras; 2) la especializaci6n necesaria para Ulevar a cabo
los proyectos de inversi6n una vez que se ha sabido que son factibles,
227
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Durante

nami-

soaent

muchos ahos la falta de especializacion en la preparacion de

e internacionales de pr6starno y para otras fuentes de a'7uda financiera.
Se ha considerado como una de las primeras limitaciones de la capacidad
de absorcion. Las dificultades de preparar y valorar los proyectos de inversidn se combinan con el hecho de que no hay una metodologfa generalmente aceptada para esos trabajos. Se han dirigido numerosas peticiones
de ayuda a las instituciones nacionales e internacionales para la preparacion y valoracion de proyectos, pero,estas especializaciones escasean tambien en los paises avanzados. Para superar esta limitaci6n sobre la capacidad de absorcion, puede ser necesario capacitar a personal en los paises
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si no en todas, las especialidades requeridas para Hlevar a cabo los pro-

ducida tasa de rendimiento d
,e
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liniita la capacidad de absorcidn.aeprsscomcaestaeypre

yectos de inversidn y los esfuerzos necesarios de ingenierfa y organizaci6n.
Pero en este campo la oferta de las empresas de ingenieria, consejeros tecnicos y personal consultivo del extranjero es mas amplia. Por tantG, en la
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Es probable que

la falta de especializaci6n en la preparacion y ejecucion de los proyectos incremente el coste de la inversidn; la falta de especialistas para hacer funcionar nuevas empresas esti destinada a afectar de
manera adverma el coste de funcionamiento y, por tanto, la-, tasa de rendimiento. Para vencer esta falta de especialistas se tienen que establecer centros de capacitacion de capataces y obreros. Esta es una labor cara y duradera en la que puede ser beneficiosa la ayuda extranjera.
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John H. Adler
inversi6n privadas y pdiblicas y la direcci6n de las empresas piblicas estdn
constantemente sujetas a la aprobaci6n o sanci6n gubernamentales mediante permisos, asignadiones, etc., y si los permisos, asignaciones y licencias de
una clase u otra no se obtienen facilmente, la tasa de rendimiento de la nueva inversi6n estd destinada a ser menor y a limitar la capacidad de aborcion.
e) Limitaciones culturales y sociales.-Los distintos tipos de limitaciones que pesan sobre la capacidad de absorci6n comentados ewlos pirrafos
precedentes son solamente formas especificas en que las resticciones culturales y sociales actian en las naciones subdesarrolladas. La falta de especialistas revela frecuentemente no solamente el subdsarrollo del sistema educativo, sino, ademAs, la aversi6n a adquirir nuevas especializaciones. Incluso
cuando se han ideado t6cnicas 6ptimas para algdn tipo de producci6n, su
introducci6n puede tropezar con la oposici6n debido a factores culturales, a
la falta de voluntad para aceptar la disciplina de horas de trabajo controladas, inspecci6n, etc., de una sociedad industrial.
No sirve de nada desarrollar aquf las diferencias existentes en los valores
culturales y estructura social entre las naciones avanzadas y subdesarrolladas. Basta subrayar que, a diferencia de los otros factores limitativos, los
culturales y sociales no se pueden corregir directamente con la ayuda t6cnica o una accidn concertada. Solamente se pueden vencer por el propio proceso de desarrollo.

EL PAPEL DE

LA AYUDA TiCNICA

La cawidad de absora16n: concepto Y factores determinantes
y,'ias generalmente, c6mo la escasez de factores- cooperantes se puede ven, caen en esa categoria de ayuda tenica,
Poco se ganaria tratando de trazar una clara distinci6n entre esos dos tipos de ayuda tocnica. En la prictica todos los planes que se encuadraran bajo
el primer tipo de aoferta directas incluirfan inevitablemente un elemento del
segundo tipo. Inversamente, el personal de ayuda tecnica empleado para
dar educaci6n, capacitaci6n y consejos tiene que ayudar con frecuencia en
algunos trabajos concretos o puede tener que hacer una demostraci6n de
Hay, sin embargo, una diferencia importante en la disponibilidad de
ayuda t6cnica entre los factores que limitan la capacidad de absorci6n, que
caen en las categorias a), b) y c) y los incluidos bajo d) y e). Hablando en
trminos generales, los factores incluidos bajo los tres primeros epfgrafes se
pueden reemplazar por ayuda tecnica. Pero las deficiencias en los factores
que limitan la capacidad de absorci6n enumerados bajo los apartados d) y
e) no se pueden salvar con la ayuda t6cnica, por -lo menos a corto plazo.
Se puede prestar ayuda t6cnica para ayudar a vencer las limitaciones institucionales, pero, inevitablemente, se necesita mucho tiempo para que la asistencia t6cnica se haga efectiva en este campo. Adms, no se puede concentrar al nivel del proyecto, sino s6lo para toda la economia o, por lo menos, para todo un sector. La ayuda t&nica no sirve para aliviar las restricciones culturales y sociales que limitan la oferta de los factores cooperantes.
Por esa raz6n (y debido al tiempo que se necesita para que la ayuda xdcnica venza la falta de conocimientos, de especificaciones y la ausencia de
experiencia directiva) es por lo que se puede hablar de la limitada capacidad
de absorci6n de la propia asistencia tecnica. Es la variedad de limitaciones
de la capacidad de absorci6n lo que hace que las limitaciones de la capacidad para utilizar eficazmente los recursos de capital sea lo mis real e importante.

A lo largo de este trabajo se han hecho referencias a la posibilidad de
que la ayuda t6cnica pudiera ser el instrumento para incrementar la oferta
de aquellos factores cooperantes cuya escasez inmpide la utilizaci6n eficaz
del capital. El t6rmino aayuda t&cnica)) se ha usado intencionadamente de
forna ambigua. En algunos casos, la propia ayuda t&cnica constituye el facREsUMEN Y CONCLUSIONES
tor cooperante que escasea. Por ejemplo, se puede decir que proporcionan
ayuda tncnica las enipresas consultoras extranjeras dedicadas a hacer estut
as e de concepto e
.e y macado ducb os
a acn
Cocd
dios de posibilidades o a preparar la valoraci6n econ6mica o financiera de
un poyeto.Igulmete ued un emresaextanjra cepar a dreci~ncapacidad de absorc16n y tocado muchos problemas que se plantean en
an prayecto. Igualmente pucde una empresa extranjera aceptar la dreccd
.
el camino del desarrollo econ6mico, seri 6til indicar las conclusiones mis
t&cnica o ceonercial de una empresa bajo un contrato de direcclon. Pero,
importntes surgidas de las discusiones.
frecuentemente, la ayuda t6cnica no constituye el factor cooperante ausente
1. La capacidad de absorci6n es un concepto significativo si se relao inadecuado, sino que esti disefiada simplemente para incrementar la oferta de esos factores procedentes de fuentes nacionales. La capacitaci6n de perciona con la tasa de rendimiento del capital que una economia ensonal, en el extranjero o en el pals, el consejo dado sobre c6mo capacitar
cuentra socialmente aceptable. Debido a que una de las principales
-
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IN

THE last 15 or 20 years we have all
learned a great deal about economic de-

velopment, which we think of as something
that is really new. The Articles of Agreement of the World Bank which were written
at Bretton Woods a little over 20 years ago,
referred to the economic development in the
less developed areas of the world as a major
objective. The documents establishing the
United Nations also referred specifically to
the problems of development as a major task
for international action. This is significant
because it indicates a new departure, in contrast with what has happened before, say,
for the last 250 years.
We have had development and economic
growth for a long time-certainly for the last
250 years. But it didn't go under that name;
it used to be simply called "progress." However, this progress was confined to the countries of Western Europe and to the countries
which the League of Nations used to call
"countries of recent settlement"-meaning
the United States, Canada, Australia, South
Africa, and perhaps also such places as
Argentina. It is difficult to find in the literature of the 19th century any indication that
economic development, as it took place in
Western Europe and the other parts of the
world just referred to, would also be something to be expected in the "colonial territories" as they were called at that time. In
those days people made placid assumption
1

that economic growth was something that
was a specialty of what we now call the West;
that for the rest of the world stagnation or
simply no growth was the normal thing to
be expected.
Since then things have changed.

This, I

think, is a major departure of the last 20
years: economic development now is taking
place all over the world. It is taking place
continuously and without any significant

ment which I don't think can any longer be
considered as simply a temporary deviation
from the normal situation of no-growth, but
must be considered as something that has
permanently changed the economic history
of the world.
Is Development Fast Enough?

wavering. If I were to put my remark in

Now, in order to evaluate whether this
4 per cent has been much or little, it is not

quantitative terms I would say that economic
growth has proceeded in the last 15 years or

enough to refer back to past history and
say it is more than ever happened before-

so at a rate of something like 4 per cent per
annum. Now, 4 per cent doesn't mean really
very much in our daily reckoning; there isn't
per cent
very much difference between 3

because as we have seen nothing happened
before-but we have to relate it to some
kind of objective criterion. In order to do
that you have to relate first the growth rate

or 5 per cent or 4 per cent. What it meansand this is maybe a better way of putting the
same proposition-is that in the last 17 or 20

of 4 per cent to the population growth which,
of course, offsets to a considerable extent
this accomplishment. Population growth in
the underdeveloped parts of the world has
in recent years been running at a rate of
something like 2 per cent, or perhaps a bit

years the total income of the underdeveloped
areas of the world has just about doubled.
This, I suggest, is a major accomplishment
of the era in which we live. We don't always
realize that this is taking place, because we
are constantly concerned and preoccupied
with difficulties here and there, with one
country after another running out of funds,

higher. So we are left with a rate of income
per cent on the
growth per capita of 1
average.

But, after everything is said and done,
what is happening still adds up to a large
measure of accomplishment, an accomplish-

The question then is whether this 1 per
cent per capita growth rate is adequate. The
answer is a matter of judgment-judgment
as to what is considered a "significant" rate
of growth: what do people feel when their
family income goes up by 1, or 1 , or 2 per
cent per year?
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one country after another having problems
with its development programs and so on.

One way of looking at this problem is to
see how long it takes for a family, for a social class, for a group, to achieve a doubling
of its income. You can read in any compound
interest table that a 1 per cent rate requires
approximately 70 years to double in income.
Well, I suggest that 70 years is too long a
time to wait for such doubling of income. It
takes almost three generations. There, 1 per
cent would not be enough.
What then would be enough? I would
per
suggest something in the order of 2
cent might be a reasonable standard and an
adequate accomplishment, because it means
that per capita income dqubles within 28
years, a period which is well within the life
span of a generation. It means that on the
whole people are twice as well off as their
parents and four times as well off as their
grandparents.
This, then, I would consider a reasonable
and adequate rate of growth. Have we
achieved this? On the basis of the previously
mentioned figures the answer is no, but we
have come close to it. We have come close
to it on the average, and we have reached
it in important parts of the world. In some

countries we have done even better.
Let me now go on to try to see why this
has happened. Why has it happened only the
last 20 years? Why didn't it happen 50 years
ago? Obviously, the fact that many countries have become independent has something
to do with the development accomplishments
4

in such parts of the world as Africa. But a
variety of other circumstances also have had
something to do with it. Perhaps the most
important factor is that in recent years
underdeveloped countries have obtained considerable assistance in the form of capital
movements - support through grants and
loans on conventional and non-conventional
terms.

The Role of Foreign Assistance

the OECD, have in recent years, added up to
something in the order of $8172 billion a year,
and last year they came to $9 billion. These
figures include public and private grants and
loans from all sources advanced to the underdeveloped countries of the world. (I should
add at this point that my concern is exclusively with what is known as the free world
-I plead ignorance to speak about the area
of the world behind the Iron Curtain).
How important has the contribution of the
advanced countries of the world to the underdeveloped countries been? From the point
of view of the advanced countries taken together this flow of capital and grants has
been somewhat less than 1 per cent of the
Gross National Product. Only one country,
perhaps two, have contributed to this flow in
one form or another more than 1 per cent
of the Gross National Product.
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From the point of view of the recipient
countries, however, this contribution has
been a major factor in the availability of
resources for development purposes. In order
to appreciate its significance, we must look
at it in the context of the resources of the
recipient countries. Total investment in the
underdeveloped countries has probably been
in the order of $24 billion a year. This figure
is of course uncertain, particularly since it is
made up of many national figures that are
uncertain, and there are all kinds of problems
of adding them up at unrealistic exchange
rates, but if you add and subtract and correct
you still come out with a figure of this general magnitude. If you rolate that then to
the flow of foreign assistance in the broad
sense, of $8
billion, you find that approximately one-third of the investment resources
of the underdeveloped world have come from
the advanced countries.
In some countries this proportion has of
course been much larger and in others it has
been smaller; and in some places the foreign
contribution to capital formation was insignificant. But, when you take an average
this is where you come out.

increase in the per capita income would not
have taken place.
This is obviously one of those gross overstatements which, in order to make it correct
would need many more footnotes than you
would wish to listen to. They would keep you
here for much longer than you would care
to stay.
But, like all such overstatements, there is
an element of truth in it and the element of
truth simply is that from the point of view
of the recipient countries foreign assistance,
including the flow of private capital has been
a major element in making growth possible.
This is not to say that the underdeveloped
countries themselves have not done well because, after all, two-thirds of their capital
formation have come from their own resources and one should not play up the onethird coming from abroad without paying
respect to the achievement of the countries
to mobilize, under very difficult circumstances, two-thirds of their total.

Unsolved Problems

If you then compare this one-third contribution to aggregate economic growth with
population growth rates you come to the
rather startling and perhaps not very pleasant conclusion that if it hadn't been for the
flow of the capital from the advanced countries to the underdeveloped countries, an

Let me now go one step further and indicate now what the major problems are which
economic development is facing at this juncture. There is some indication that the rate
of growth of the underdeveloped world has
been slowing down in recent years. I do not
want to exaggerate this since I believe that
there are some hopeful signs that the decline
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Unfortunately, it is not easy to devise an
answer to this most difficult problem, largely
I suspect, because we have not adequately
dealt with it. We have not done enough to
find a solution to the problem, partly because
the underdeveloped countries themselves
have been so much concerned with industrial

in growth rates, which took place two or
three years ago, is coming to an end and
that perhaps an increase of growth rates may
be in the making. But, it is quite clear that
the problems that have caused this slowing
down still have to be solved, if the development process is not to run up against recurring-and growing-resistance.

development as compared with agriculture,
and partly because the advanced countries
have been reluctant to focus on agricultural
development because there is a danger of
their being accused of keeping the underdeveloped countries from becoming industrialized.

There are three major problems which
have arisen. In the first place, economic
development has not only been uneven as
between regions and countries, but it also
has been highly uneven within most economies of the world.
Specifically, it turned out-contrary to the
expectations of some of my colleagues in the
field of economics-that industrial development and the development of social overhead
capital, the kind of investment with which
the World Bank is very much concerned,
seems to offer less of a problem than the
remaining sector of the economies, namely,
agriculture. This is where the real difficulty
seems to lie. In many underdeveloped countries the agricultural sector has been sadly
lagging behind, to the point that in a number
of countries an agricultural production per
capita is smaller than it was 10 or 15 years
ago. Depending upon which of the latest
reports you read, you find that food production the world over has just about kept pace
with the population growth or, according to
some more pessimistic estimates food production has already fallen behind the population
growth.
8

Somewhat related to the field of agriculture, but perhaps of importance if looked
at from a different angle, is the second problem, and that is that the foreign exchange
proceeds of the underdeveloped countries
have not kept pace with the growth of the
countries themselves. This is clearly shown
in all trade statistics-one of the few pieces
of reliable information that is regularly
available.

,

These statistics show that in the last 20
years world trade has expanded at a rate
never before achieved and that we now have
much more international trade than we have
ever had before. But they also show that
most of the expansion has taken place in
trade between the advanced countries and
from the advanced countries to the underdeveloped countries, while exports from the
underdeveloped countries have not significantly risen.
9

Why? In my opinion, the answer is: only
to a lesser extent because the underdeveloped
countries have not managed their affairs
efficiently. It is well known that many underdeveloped countries have neglected the export
sectors of their economies and there are many
things that have been done wrong. But even
after some of the blame is put on them, you
still cannot escape the conclusion that the
trouble with exports from many underdeveloped countries is that they simply are in the
wrong kind of business. They are in the
wrong kind of business in the sense that they
have to sell commodities for which demand
doesn't rise very fast.

tries found it relatively easy to get loans
and private investment from advanced countries. This is no longer true because these
loans and investments were made in the
expectation that the export earnings of the
underdeveloped countries would keep pace

Look at coffee. Look at cocoa. Look at
natural rubber. Look at basic foodstuffs and
industrial raw materials and you find that
these commodities are constantly under
pressure. They are under pressure because
the demand for them rises only very slowly.
Some of the commodities are under pressure
because more and more synthetic substitutes
come into the picture and some are under
pressure because the advanced countries
themselves have managed to produce them
more cheaply.
The third problem that plagues underdeveloped countries that I want to mention
follows directly from the second. Because of
the slow growth of the export earnings,
many of the underdeveloped countries are
now facing a serious debt problem. In the
early postwar period underdeveloped coun-

The situation is acute in the next three
years or so, because many of the underdeveloped countries have incurred-I should
add, with the encouragement of many of
their suppliers-debts which are simply too
short to be paid off comfortably. It is clear
that one should not finance a major industrial installation or a big power plant on
five or six-year credits-but this is exactly
what has happened. Some countries found it
easy to secure short and medium-term
accommodations from suppliers or financial
institutions. They now have what the people
concerned with debt service call a "debt
bulge." Over the next three years some of
the countries I have in mind face the prospects of having to set aside something like
25 to 30 per cent of their foreign exchange
earnings to meet their debt service obligations.
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with their growth. This, as I said before,
was not the case and as the result many
countries now face debt problems of serious
proportions. I am not saying that the underdeveloped countries are bankrupt; far from
it. But I do say that a number of underdeveloped countries have growing difficulties
meeting their debt service obligations, particularly in the next three or four years.

Clearly, this is not a comfortable position
to be in-for two reasons. In the first place,
it means that they have to forego imports
which are essential to maintain their development process. Secondly, under these conditions, it becomes inadvisable for the countries
to incur further debts and for lenders to lend
them at conventional rates.
The result of all this is that if development is to continue the need arises of providing more capital to underdeveloped countries on terms which are benignly called "nonconventional." I am referring to grants and
loans on very generous terms.

The Outlook
This then is the story of the progress
of development so far. If I may, I will take

another minute or so to say what the out-

It is certainly not an accident that in one
of the last speeches during the American
presidential election campaign, President
Johnson went on record with the following
proposition: that he considers it unthinkable
that the advanced countries can continue
their own growth as they have done in the
last few years and for many decades before,
while at the same time the underdeveloped
countries are falling behind. I believe this
is inconceivable, not only on moral and human
grounds, but also on political grounds. It is
inconceivable to live in a world in which you
go back to the 19th century situation where
one-third of the world was advancing while
the rest was standing still. This, I think,
is the overriding argument for the continued
support through capital and technical assistance, advice and guidance to the underdeveloped countries of the world. The recognition of this has gone very far among all
the advanced countries; it is an assurance

that this development will continue.

look appears to be. In spite of the difficulties
which I indicated and because of the accomplishment which I mentioned before, I believe
the outlook is rather favorable for the continued growth of the underdeveloped countries. It is inconceivable that the underdeveloped countries will now again slow down
and sink back in the morass of underdevelopment. I believe that they will do everything
in their own power to continue the growth
process which they have started on and I
also believe that the advanced countries will
continue their support of this development
process.
12
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IA MARCHA DEL PROCESO DE DESARROLLO ECONOMICO

H

Charla del Dr. John H . Adler, Director del

Instituto de Desarrollo Economico del Banco Mundial,
ante una sesi6n de la Quincuag4simaprimera Convenci6n
sobre Comercio Exterior, celebrada en Nueva York
el 18 de noviembre de 1964__

En el curso de los altimos 15 o 20 afios todos hemos aprendido mucho
sobre el proceso de desarrollo econ6mico, y consideramos que lo aprendido
constituye algq realmente nuevo. En el Convenio Constitutivo del Banco
Mundial, redactado en Bretton Woods hace poco mis de 20 aflos, se mencionaba
el desarrollo econ6mico de las zonas menos desarrolladas del mundo como el
objetivo primordial. Asimismo, los documentos que establecieron las Naciones Unidas, tambign haclan referencia especifica a los problemas del
desarrollo como una tarea de suma importancia para la acci6n internacional.
Lo significativo de esos hechos es que constituyeron una orientaci6n nueva
que contrastaba con lo acontecido anteriormente, digamos durante los dltimos
250 afios.
No es que no haya habido desarrollo y crecimiento econ6mico durante
mucho tiempo -- e indudablemente durante los idltimos 250 aflos. Lo que
sucedia es que entonces no se le daba ese nombre, sino que sencillamente
se le lamaba "progreso". Pero ese progreso se limitaba a los patses de
Europa Occidental y a los que en la Liga de las Naciones se sollan liamar
los "palses de reciente asentamiento" - refiriendose a los Estados Unidos,
el CanadA, Australia, Sudafrica y, tal vez, a lugares como la Argentina.
No es fAcil encontrar en los escritos del siglo XIX indicio alguno de que
fuera de esperarse que el proceso de desarrollo econdmico, tal como tuvo
lugar en Europa Occidental y en las otras partes del mundo mencionadas anteriormente, se produjera en los "territorios coloniales", que era como se
denominaban entonces. En esa 6poca se suponfa que el crecimiento econ6mico
era algo propio de la zona del mundo que actualmente llamamos el Occidente,
y que para el resto lo normal era el estancamiento o sencillamente la ausencia de crecimiento.
Pero las cosas han cambiado desde entonces. A mi juicio el acontecimiento mIs importante en los 4ltimos 20 afios es que el proceso de desarrollo
econ6mico est-i llevandose a efecto en todo el mundo. Y, aun mis, que es
continuo y que no experimenta vacilaciones de importancia. Si fuera a expresar esta afirmacidn de forma cuantitativa, diria que en el curso de los dltimos
15 afios mAs o menos la economia ha crecido a un ritmo de aproximadamente 4%
anual. Ahora bien, un 4% no quiere decir gran cosa en lo que respecta a
nuestras cuentas diarias, y realmente no bay mucha diferencia entre el 3-1/2%
o el 5%, o el 4.o Lo que sl quiere decir - y tal vez 6sta sea una forma rAs
clara de expresar esa misma idea -- es que en el curso de los dltimos 17 o 20

2affos, los ingresos totales de las zonas subdesarrolladas del mundo casi se
han duplicado. En mi opini6n, Ssto constituye un logro muy significativo
de nuestra era. No siempre nos damos cuenta de ese proceso debido a
nuestro desvelo y preocupaci6n por las dificultades que se presentan en un
lugar y en otro, por el hecho de que a un pais tras otro se le agoten los
fondos o por el que un pals tras otro tengan problemas con sus programas de
desarrollo, etc.
Pero cuando se consideran todos los factores del caso, lo que estd
sucediendo sf constituye un gran logro que, a mi juicio, no se puede seguir
estimando como una simple desviaci6n temporal do la situaci6n normal de
ausencia de crecimiento, sino que ha de considerarse como algo que ha introducido un cambio permanente en la historia de la economia mundial.

;Es el ritmo del desarrollo lo bastante rApido?
Para poder determinar si la tasa de 4% mencionada anteriormente es
considerable o reducida, no es suficiente remontarnos a la historia y afirmar
que es mucho mrAs de lo que nunca se habla alcanzado -- como dijimos previamente nada se habia logrado antes -- sino que es preciso buscar una relacin
entre ese porcentaje y algdn otro criterio objetivo. Para ello es preciso
establecer primero una relaci6n entre la tasa de crecimiento do 4% y el
crecimiento de la poblaci6n que, desde luego, neutraliza ese logro en gran
medida. En los d1tfios aflos el aumento demogrifico de las zonas subdesarrolladas del mundo se ha mantenido a un ritmo de aproximadamente 2%, o
tal vez algo ms. De modo que la tasa de incremento de los ingresos per
cApita se queda en un promedio del 1-1/2%.
La cuesti6n es determinar si esa tasa de creciniento de 1-1/2% per
capita es adecuada. Y esa es una cuesti6n de opini6n sobre lo que se considera una tasa de crecimiento "significativa": por ejemplo, 4quS se piensa
cuando los ingresos familiares aumentan en 12% 1-1/2% o 2% anual?
Se puede considerar esta cuesti6n desde el punto de vista del tiempo
que le toma a una familia, a una clase social, o a un grupo el duplicar sus
ingresos. En cualquier tabla de intereses compuestos se puede ver que se
necesitan aproximadamente 70 aflos para duplicar los ingresos a una tasa del
1% anual. Ahora bien, me parece demasiado esperar 70 affos para obtener ese
aumento, ya que casi equivale a tres generaciones. Decididamente, una tasa
del 1% no seria suficiente.
Pero entonces, &qug tasa serla suficiente? Me pareceria que una de
aproximadamente 2-1/2% serfa norma razonable y un resultado adecuado, ya que
a ese ritmo los ingresos per capita se duplicarian en un perfodo de 28 aflos
que est6 ciertamente dentro de la longevidad de una generaci6n. En general,
sobre esa base las personas estarian en una situacidn doblemente mejor que
la de sus padres y cuatro veces mejor que la de sus abuelos.

Esa tasa es, por lo tanto, la que considero como un ritmo de crecimiento razonable y adecuado. Pero, 4hemos logrado ese ritmo de crecimiento?
Basdndonos en las cifras mencionadas anteriormente es preciso dar una
respuesta negativa, aunque sl nos hemos acercado bastante a esa meta. Como
termino medio hemos estado cerca de esa tasa, habigndola alcanzado en
algunas partes importantes del mundo y en algunos patses se ha logrado aun

mAs.
Permitanme ahora que trate de encontrar las razones de que dsto aconteciera. LPor qud no sucedi6 sino en el curso de los Altimos 20 afios? 4Por
qud no hace 50 aflos? El que muchos palses hayan obtenido su independencia
evidentemente ha influido en los logros en materia de desarrollo alcanzados
por algunas regiones del mundo como, por ejemplo, Africa. Pero otra serie
de circunstancias tambidn han intervenido en ese proceso hasta cierto punto.
Tal vez el factor mis importante sea que en los dltimos afios los palses
subdesarrollados han recibido considerable ayuda en la forma de movimiento
de capitales -- donaciones y prdstamos tanto en condiciones convencionales
como no convencionales.
El papel de la ayuda exterior
Segdn estimados de la OCDE el volumen de ese movimiento de capitales
en afios recientes ha sido del orden de US$8.500 millones anuales, alcanzando
en el aflo 1964 la cifra do US$9.000 millones . Esas cifras comprenden las
donaciones, tanto p4blicas como privadas, y los prdstamos provenientes de
cualquier fuente concedidos a los palses subdesarrollados del mundo. (En
este punto debo seflalar que me refiero solamente a la parte conocida como
el mundo libre - reconozco mi ignorancia sobre la zona tras la Cortina de
Hierro.)
4Qug importancia ha revestido esa aportaci6n de los paises avanzados
del mundo a los subdesarrollados? Desde el punto de vista de los paises
avanzados, esa afluencia do capitales y esas donaciones equivalen, en
conjunto, a algo menos del 1% del Producto Nacional Bruto. Solamente un
pals, o a lo mis dos, han hecho aportaciones de uno u otro tipo equivalentes
a mds del 1% del Producto Nacional Bruto.
Sin embargo, deede el punto de vista do los palses beneficiarios esa
contribuci6n ha sido un factor importante en lo que respecta a la disponibilidad de recursos para fines de desarrollo. Para poder evaluar plenamente
su importancia, es preciso considerarla dentro del contexto de los recursos
de que disponen los paises beneficiarios. Las inversiones totales en los
palses subdesarrollados probablemente han sido del orden de US$24.000 millones
anuales. Desde luego, esa cifra no es muy exacta, especialmente debido a
que se basa en muchas cifras de los diversos paises que no son fidedignas y
a que se tropieza con innumerables problemas al sumar todas esas cifras porque
los tipos de cambio son poco realistas; sin embargo, despuds de sumar, restar
y hacer ajustes, todavla se llega a una cifra que, en general], es de ese
mismo orden. Si entonces se establece una relaci6n entre esa cifra y !a
afluencia de ayuda exterior en el sentido amplio de esa frase, de US$3.500
millones, se encontrard quo aproximadamente una tercera parte de los fondos
de inversidn de los pa!ses subdesarrollados del mundo han provenido de los
paises avanzados.

Desde luego, en algunos palses la proporci6n ha sido mucho mayor, en
otros ha sido menor, y en algunos lugares la aportaci6n exterior a la formaci6n de capitales ha sido insignificante. Pero, en conjunto, esa es la
proporci6n que se obtiene.
Cuando se compara esa aportaci6n de una tercera parte al crecimiento
econ6mico total, se llega a la conclusi6n, bastante sorprendente y tal vez
no muy agradable, de que de no ser por la afluencia de capitales de los
palses avanzados a los subdesarrollados, no hubiera habido un aumento en
los ingresos per cApita.
Esta es evidentemente una de esas crasas exageraciones que, para ponerla
en la debida perspectiva, serfa necesario dar muchas mis explicaciones de
las que ustedes desearlan escuchar, y que los retendrian aqui mAs tiempo del
que desearfan quedarse.
Pero como todas las exageraciones 6sta contiene un elemento de verdad,
y es que desde el punto de vista de los paises beneficiarios la ayuda
exterior, inclusive la afluencia de capitales privados, ha constituldo un
elemento de primordial importancia para hacer posible el proceso de crecimiento. Esto no quiere decir que los propios palses subdesarrollados no
hayan cumplido ya que, al fin y al cabo, dos terceras partes de su formacidn
de capitales han provenido de sus propios recursos; no es justo darle tanta
importancia a la tercera parte procedente del extranjero y restar mdritos
al esfuerzo de los diversos palses al movilizar, en circunstancias muy
dificiles, dos terceras partes del total.
Problemas pendientes de resoluci6n
Permitanme ir un poco mAs all& y sefIalar en este punto cuAles son los
problemas mds importantes que confrontan al proceso de desarrollo econ6mico
en esta coyuntura. Hay algunos indicios de que el ritmo de crecimiento de
los palses subdesarrollados ha venido aminorIndose en los dltimos aftos. No
es mi intenci6n exagerar este aspecto, ya que considero que hay algunas
sefiales alentadoras de que el descenso en las tasas de aumento registrado
en los iLtimos dos o tres afhos est& al terminar, y que es posible que se
est4 gestando un incremento en las tasas de crecimiento. Sin embargo, es
evidente que todavia es preciso solucionar los problemas que dieron lugar a
ese descenso para evitar que el proceso de desarrollo tenga que enfrentarse
a una resistencia repetida, y cada vez mayor.
Son tres los principales problemas que han surgido. En primer lugar,
el proceso de desarrollo econ6mico no s6lo ha sido desigual en las diversas
regiones y paises, sino que tambidn ha sido en extremo desigual dentro de
la mayor parte de las economlas del mundo.
Precisamente ha sucedido que contrariamente a lo que esperaban algunos
de mis colegas en el campo de la economia, el desarrollo industrial y el
desarrollo de las inversiones en infraestructura social, el tipo de inversi6n
de que se ocupa en gran medida el Banco Mundial, parecen confrontar menos
dificultades que el otro sector de las economias, o sea, la agricultura.
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Es en ese sector en que parece radicar la dificultad principal. En muchos
de los paises subdesarrollados el sector agricola se ha venido quedando
atrds de manera lamentable hasta el punto de que en una serie de palses
la producci6n agricola per capita es menor que la de hace 10 o 15 affos.
Segdn los informes ras recientes que se lean, se verA que la producci6n en
todo el mundo apenas si se mantiene a la par del crecimiento de la poblaci6n
o, de acuerdo con los estimados mAs pesimistas, que la producci6n de alimentos ya estA a la zaga del aumento de la poblaci6n.
Lamentablemente, no es nada f.cil encontrar una salida a este muy
dificil problema y sospecho que, en gran medida, es porque no se ha estudiado
lo suficiente y no hemos hecho lo bastante para encontrar una soluci6n, en
parte porque los propios paises subdesarrollados relativamente se han ocupado mucho mAs del desarrollo industrial que del de la agricultura, y en
parte porque lps palses avanzados se han mostrado renuentes a concentrar
su atenci6n en el desarrollo agricola porque existe el peligro de que los
acusen de tratar de impedir que los pafses subdesarrollados se industrialicen.
El segundo problema que guarda cierta relaci6n con la agricultura, y
que tal vez revista mayor importancia considerado desde otro punto de vista,
es que los ingresos en divisas de los pafses subdesarrollados no han ido
parejos con el crecimiento de los propios palses. Esto se ve claramente en
todas las estadisticas comerciales - una de las pocas informaciones fidedignas de que se dispone con regularidad.
Esas estadisticas muestran que en el curso de los dltimos 20 afios el
comercio mundial ha aumentado a un ritmo sin precedentes, y que en la actualidad el volumen del comercio internacional es mayor que nunca. Pero tambidn muestran que ese crecimiento se ha registrado en el comercio entre
palses avanzados y de palses avanzados a subdesarrollados, mientras que las
exportaciones de los palses subdesarrollados no han experimentado ningdn
incremento considerable.
4A qud se debe Ssto? A mi juicio, solanente en pequeffo grado a que
los paises subdesarrollados no han administrado sus asuntos de manera eficiente. Es bien sabido que varios palses subdesarrollados han descuidado
los sectores de exportaci6n de sus economlas, y que muchas cosas han sido
conducidas err6neamente. Pero aunque se les eche parte de la culpa, no se
puede dejar de llegar a la conclusi6n de que las dificultades relativas a
las exportaciones de muchos de los palses subdesarrollados se deben sencillamente a que se dedican a las actividades equivocadas, pues la demanda de los
productos bsicos que esos pafses tienen para la venta no aumenta con rapidez.
Considdrese el caso del caf4, el del cacao, el del caucho natural. Considdrese tambign el caso de los productos alimenticios bAsicos y de las
materias primas para fines industriales, y se verA que esos productos bAsicos
constantemente atraviesan una situacidn dificil, porque su demanda aumenta a
un ritmo lento. Algunos de los productos bdsicos confrontan dificultades
porque cada vez surgen Pis sustitutos sinteticos y, en algunos casos, porque
los propios palses avanzados han logrado producirlos a rienor costo.
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El tercer problema que aflige a los pafses subdesarrollados, y que deseo
mencionar, es consecuencia directa del segundo. Debido al ritmo lento a
que aumentan los ingresos por concepto de exportaciones, muchos de los paises
subdesarrollados confrontan en la actualidad un serio problema respecto a
su endeudamiento. Durante la Spoca inmediatamente posterior a la postguerra,
a los paises subdesarrollados les result6 relativamente fdcil obtener prdstamos e inversiones privadas de paises avanzados. No ocurre asi actualmente
ya que esos prestamos e inversiones se hicieron esperando que los ingresos
por concepto de exportaciones de los palses subdesarrollados se mantendrian
a la par con su crecimiento. Como ya dije, no sucedi6 asi y, por consiguiente, muchos paises ahora confrontan problemas de graves proporciones
relativos a su endeudamiento. No quiero decir con esto, de manera aLguna,
que los paises subdesarrollados est6n en bancarrota. Pero sf quiero decir
que una serie jie palses subdesarrollados hacen frente a dificultades cada
vez mayores para satisfacer el servicio de sus deudas, dificultades que se
agudizardn durante los pr6ximos tres o cuatro afflos.
La situaci6n empeorarA durante los pr6ximos tres afios mAs o menos porque muchos de los paises subdesarrollados han contraido deudas -- y debo
affadir que lo han hecho alentados por muchos de sus proveedores - que senciliamente son a un plazo demasiado corto para que puedan pagarlas sin tropiezos.
Es evidente que no se debe financiar una instalaci6n industrial de gran magnitud ni una gran planta electrica mediante crdditos a un plazo de cinco o
seis aflos; y esto es precisamente lo que ha sucedido. A algunos paises les
result6 c6modo obtener facilidades a plazos corto y mediano de proveedores
o instituciones financieras. Y ahora experimentan lo que quienes se ocupan
del servicio de las deudas llaman una "protuberancia on su endeudamiento".
Durante los prdximos tres affos algunos de los paises que tengo en mente
tienen la perspectiva do tener que apartar aproximadamente entre el 25% y el
30% de sus ingresos en divisas para satisfacer el servicio de sus deudas.
Ciertamente, no es agradable encontrarse en una situacin semejante por
dos razones. Primero, porque tendrfn que privarse de importaciones que son
indispensables para mantener el ritmo de su proceso de desarrollo. Y, en
segundo lugar, porque en esas condiciones no es aconsejable que los paises
contraigan nuevas deudas ni que los prestamistas les concedan prdstamos en
condiciones convencionales.
Todo esto significa que para que continde el proceso de desarrollo es
preciso proporcionar mAs capital a los paises subdesarrollados en condiciones
que, bondadosamente se denominan "no convencionales". Me refiero a las
donaciones y a los prdstamos realizados en condiciones muy generosas.

Perspectivas para el futuro
He aqui la historia del proceso de desarrollo hasta la fecha. Si me
lo permiten, me referird finalmente a cuiles son, en mi opini6n, las perspectivas para el futuro. A pesar de las dificultades que he safialado y
debido a los logros mencionados anteriormente, estimo que parece haber
perspectivas favorables para el crecimiento constante de los paises subdesarrollados. Creo que hardn todo lo posible para continuar el proceso
de desarrollo ya iniciado, y tambidn considero que los palses avanzados lo
seguirAn apoyando.
No es ciertamente una casualidad que en uno de los dltimos discursos
que pronunci6 durante la campaffa electoral para la presidencia de los Estados
Unidos, el Presidente Johnson declarara: que considera inconcebible que los
paises avanzados puedan continuar su propio proceso de crecimiento, como
lo han hecho en los dltimos aflos y por muchos decenios, mientras que los
paises subdesarrollados se van quedando a la zaga. A mi juicio es imposible
imaginar una situaci6n de esa naturaleza, no s6lo por razones de orden moral
y humano sino tanbien por razones de orden politico. Es inconcebible vivir
en un mundo en el que se da la situaci6n caracteristica del siglo XIX en
que una tercera parte de 61 avanzaba mientras que el resto se mantenia
inm6vil. Estimo que dste es el argumento principal en pro del apoyo constante mediante la provisi6n de capital y asistencia tdcnica, de asesoramiento
y orientaci6n, a los palses subdesarrollados del mundo* Los palses avanzados
reconocen 6sto en gran medida, y ello constituye una garantta de que este
proceso de desarrollo continuari.
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PIANS, PROJECTS AND PRIORITIES - SOME CRITICAL CM4AE;7TS

Background paper for the Regional Conferonce of the
Society for International Development, Calcutta, India,
Februaro$15-16, 1964

by J.H.
-

I.

It may be taken as an indication of the major changes in economic
doctrine and economic policy which has taken place in recent years that
nowadays there is no longer a controversy whethcr there is need for
development plans or development programs to assist the development
ries.

efforts of the less developed coun
condemning planning as the sure
bondage have subsided and

Wh

The shrill voices of those

to economic chaos and human
the loud and

,sistent assertions

of those who have offered planning as the panera; for economic
backwardness.

There is no point in reviving this controversy.

Although

many of the conceptual and theoretical issues involved in planning still
remain to be resolved, in the real world of policy making planning has
been accepted as an essential component of public policy in virtually
all underdeveloped countries.
Planning has come of age - it

is noncontroversial and respectable.

Discussion has shifted onto a different plane.

The question is no

1/ The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the .b.h.i.
with which he is associated.
The comnients on an earlier draft of Mr. bhu-Chin Yang, also of the
iaiik staff, are gratefully acknowledged. It is a coincidence that
thiis paper was prepared for a confurence in India prior to the
autaor's first
visit to the country. It is concerned with
planning "in general" - though not in the abstract - and not with
the planning process in India which he has come to study.
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-2longer whether or not to plan, but the question is one of method and
extent.

Unfortunately in this discussion much of the controversy

has remained on the surface of the real issues and some distinctions
that have been introduced are not of clear-cut practical significance.
II.

acceptance of planning as a matter of course, a significant change

-

In the intellectual (and political) environment of widespread

which has rather far-reaching policy implications - has gone almost
unnoticed.
changed.

The basic argument rewarding the need for planning has
Some 20 years ago when economic development emerged as one

of the major items on the agenda of the "brave new world" the essential
argument in favor of planning was the alleged failure of the price and
market mechanism to assure the effective use of all resources in
advanced countries and to make for the best use of available resources
in underdeveloped countries.

Imperfections of the price mechanism

were thus blamed for the two major threats to economic welfare, unemployment and underdevelopment.

More recently, the economic theorists

and perhaps even more so the economic policy makers have taken a
somewhat less inimical attitude toward markets and prices as instruments
for allocating resources.

In the industrialized countries as well as

in the underdeveloped countries deviations from conditions of perfect
.competition have become recognized as an essential part of the
innovation and capital accumulation'mechanism; undistributed profits,
once upon a time regarded as the ugly mark of exploitation, have
become a welcome sight for those concerned with tie level of savings
and investment.

This is not to say that economists have suddenly

discovered that monopolies are good and competition reducing profits

(____
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Vi. Arthur Lewis has been among the first

to advocate planning

through the use of the price mechanism and not a substitute for it.
By now the literature concerned with development planning and
development plans themselves are full of devices to strengthen (or
modify) the price mechanism by building into it

incentives, chiefly

to expand the volume of investment and to change its composition.

III.
But it would be more a change in semantics and less a change in
substance if

we vere to point out simply that the purpoge of planning

has chaned from providing a substitution for prices and markets to a
means of making them work better.

In the planning exercises which

many underdeveloped countries and a fair number of industrialized
countries have undertaken in recent years, new functions and objectives
of planning have emerged and assumed importance.

As a result even

those who in the past considered planning a threat to rctional resource
allocation have become convinced that planning can do much to help
economic development.
that then are the essential functions of planning?
Leaving aside differences of method and ora anizstian, all planning
activities may be said to have two component elemnts.

One is a

comprehensive stock-taking of the real and financial resources of the
econoiy, tne other an attempt to project into the future the use of
these resources in such a way as to get the most developticnt.

The

two key questions thus are "where are we now?" and "where shall we go
from here?"

If planning is looked at with these two xey qucstions in

mind manf ramifications emerge.
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tedious chore; to deal with the second is a challege to the imagination
of the expert and the policymaker.

No wonder then that the planners

all over tilo world all too often do not pay enough attention to the
first

part of the task and concentrate on the second.

The deplorable

result is thAt planning often becomes a mechanistic exercise of
projecting and of spelling out, with various degrees of detail and
accuracy, and under various assumptions, which may or may not be
justifie<, the desiderata of future accomplishments, and that the
plans- all but lose their relevance to the current conditions which
they are to change.
To some extent departure of the plans from the settin; of the
current state of the economy is unavoidable, even in such short-range
projections as an annual government budget.

In most countries the

preparations for next year's budget have to get under way at a time
when last yeor's performance is not yet fully known; thus the point
of departure of the budget "plan" is uncertain.

The more the

planning period extends into the unknown- and tie more ambitious the
planncrs are with reard to methods and refinement, the greater the
biatus between the presumed point of departure of the plan and the
real position of an economy.
This problem can never be fully resolved.

But there is much

to be said for a much closer scrutiny of the current state of affairs
than planners in many countries are likely to undertake.

The cases

in which development plans have become "obsolete" b;.fore they were
completed are deplorably numerous.

This is unavoidable when

condition. beyond the control of the plannurs change.

But in many

outer instanices, plans become obsolete because they were not up-to-
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The only way to remedy this deficiency is to

improve on tho flow of current information from the various sectors
of the economy, and particularly of the various government departments to the planners.

It is only on the basis of a thorough

knowledge of what is going on that any meaningful determination of
what is to happen can be made.
constant flow o

lioreover, the stimulation of a

data and, beyond that, of an appraisal of the

responses of the various sectors of the economy of measures already
taken is bound to affect favorably the choice among alternatives and
the deterziination of what targets are attainable.
In many countries attempts have been made to solve the problem
of havind a full appreciation of the current situation by making
extcnsive use of the records of past experience.

Historical series

are coaipiled to ascertain the path of the economy in the past and
trends and average values of the relevant economic variables are
deduced from them.

To view the future in the perspective of the past

and to ascertain the basic trends of national economic history is
indispensable for a proper appreciation of the various forces at work
in the economy and their relative strength.

But it

is unfortunately

not always sufficiently clear in the minds of the planners that even
the most painstaking and accurate evaluation of past trends is not a
substitute for an equally painstaking and accurate evaluation of the
current economic scene.

The usefulness of the forward look - the glamor part of planning
depends on the extent to which two conditions are met.

-

IV.

One is that a

distinction must be made between what is likely to happen automatically,

i.e.

ilout changes in policies, and what will happen only if certain

1ado 3

changes are made.

The second condition is the acceptance of the plan

as a statement of policy on which decisions of all

economic units in

the economy can be based with reasonable assurance.

The distinction

between forecastiof what will happen in the future "automatically"
and what will happen if

and only if

measures is important because it

the government takes certain

permits the planners, and through them

the policymakers, to focus their attention on a limited number of
issues on which decisions must be made.

In recent years it

has become

rather lashionable to couch much of economic analysis and particularly
of the analysis of economic development in terms of decision-making.
The trend of the argument has been that economic development is held back
by the inability or the unwillingness of decision makcrs, be they in
the government or in the private sector, to make decisions, and much
thought has been given by economists and other social scientists to
means of making decision making easier.

Perhaps the most important

service ihich a planning exercise renders is the contribution to the
decision making process by means of distinguishing those issues on
which decisions must be made and those issues on which decisions can
be devl:yed.
Thore is the understandable but nevertheless deplorable tendency
among policynakers to delay decisions on basic issues and to attempt
to substitute many "little decisions" for the painful big ones.

In

many countries plans have gone awry not because the plannors were
wrong, but because the decision-making authorities have shied away
from making such essential but painful decisions.
true in the broad field of government finance.

This is particularly

There is hardly any

plan which does not call for "strategic" decisions to increase
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revenues of the public sector and modify its compositions.

More plans

have failed because of the failure to act on fiscal reconmendations
and to substitute half-measures and promises of future measures for
them.
One of the common shortcomings of development planners is their
insistence that many decisions must be made at the same time and,
conversely, that there is no point to act on one policy recommendation
without #t the same time acting on all corollary issues.

Several

adherents of the "structuralist" school of Latin American economists
have argued that anti-inflationary measures are useless without
fiscal measures, and a thorough overhaul of land ownership, a reform
of the educational system, etc.

2/

This view is mistaken in two important respects.
place, it

In the first

fails to take account of the political mechanics of

decision-making.

Irrespective of the differences in political

institutions, decisions inevitably involve the view of large number
of persons who must be consulted and convinced, or, failing the latter,
overruled and placated.

In the second place, the insistence on

comprehensive enactment overlooks the fact that one major policy
decision is bound to change the- constellation of circumstances
which are to be changed by other decisions.

This is not to suggest

that there is some sort of forward linkage in the decision-making
process, but it

is important to realize that the rcsponse of many

economic units to one important decision is bound to sat into

1/ This attitude has given rise to the remark that the structuralists
propose to combat inflation by means of an agrarian reform, or
through a literacy program.
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motion new forces which may call for a different second and third
decisions.
There emerees thus an important conceptual asymmetry.

There is

on the one hand the need to have a comprehensive view of the economy
and to know where all its

parts stand at present and in what direction

they are to move; in that sense planning must be comprehensive.

But in

another sense, i.e. in the formulation of a policy strategy, it cannot
and must not be comprehensive: implementation must by necessity be
phased, or piecemeal.

V.
The reforence to the comprehensiveness of planning leads to

another aspect of the planning process which has become the subject
of controversy in recent years; that is the extent and depth of
planning.

Another facet of planning which may deserve comment is the

time horizon of a plan.

As to the coverage of a plan, a distinction is

commonly made between plans for the economy as a whole, plans confined
to the public sector and an intermediate third possibility which
involves detailed plans for the public sector and general indications
of the directions in which the private sector is expected to move,
with the direction of this movement determined or at least influenced
by government policies.
This idea that planning can be confined to the public sector,
which at first
meaningful.

glance appears plausible, is in practice not really
The size and composition of public expenditures, the

selection of public development projects and the decision to increase
or decrease current expenditures for certain purposes cannot be made
without having a fairly accurate notion about the direction in which
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the private sector is moving and what the composition of private
investment is likely to be.

It would obviously make little sense to

include in a development plan for the public sector outlays for a
highway or a power project without ascertaining first
for these additional facilities is likely to be.

what the demand

The decision to

allocate certain amounts to expand the credit facilities for the
agricultural sector cannot be taken without having some definite
ideas about the prospects for certain crops.

In other words, the

investment decisions to be taken in and by the public sector, which
inevitably form the hard core of any development plan, must be taken
within a framework of reference taking account of the expected

developments in the rest of the econoay.
Even if

the private sector and more specifically the private

producer and investor is completely left free to decide what he wants
to do, it still is necessary t,

-casonably accurate

understanding of the forces at work in the private sector and their
most likely results.

Thus, all plans have to be concerned with the

private sector as well as the public sector.
The confusion in tie controversy about the extent of planning
has arisen for two related reasons.

One is the fact thz.t in the

prepara.tion of projections the planners of many countries have failed
to distinguish explicitly between those decisions regarding the
allocation of resources which government itself can and must make, and
thoce decisions. which are the result of deliberations and actions
of numorous componeants of the private sectorwhich can only be influenced
by the actions of governmunt through a system of incentives and
disincentives.
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10of the plan that is "firm", i.e.

can be carried out by government

decisions, and that part of the plan which is a forecast of the
aggre.-ate resulta of a process of dispersed decision making
This confusion has recently been made worse by the use of advanced
techniques of projection making br means
linear programming exerokee, ete.

-a input-output analyses,

There is a place for these

techniques in planning, particularly of projects.

But unless a clear

distinction is made between the firm parts of an overall plan, i.e.
subject to direct government decisions, and that part of a plan which is
by necessity uncertain (because it is the result of actions and

responses by many economic units) the new techniques may be.misleading
because of their spurious accuracy.
The second result of the failure to distinguish between what
the government can do and what "ought to" be done by the private
sector is the conclusion that government must make suze that the
projections for the private sector come true, and that the "targets"
must be fulfilled - presumably by direct government action if the
private sector does not live up to the planners' expectations.

These

tendencies of making sure that the plans are fulfilled are likely to
lead to an extension of direct government action beyond the original
intentions of any planner, particularly in those areas in which
government actions can be readily extended, i.e. in some industrial
aector-.

Such an extension of the government sector into activities

which the private sector can perform as efficiently as government can,
or better, is likely to be at the expense of the government's
attention to tasks which only government can undertake, or government
can discharge more effectively than the private sector.

The end-result

is that the overall efficiency of the econoaqy goes down.
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There is one way by which these tendencies can be curbed.

If in

the preparation of the projections for private sector activities the
planning aencies rely on consultation and cooperation with
representatives of various sectors or organizations representing them,

not only are these projections likely to be more accurate but, beyond
that, the chances of their being reached are enhanced.

The secret of

the success of "indicative planning" of the planning authorities of
France and some other countries is not that these plans were
"technically" better - whatever that may mean - but that the plans
were formulated in close cooperation with the organizations representing
the various industries of the private sector.

The planning process

itself in turn has helped the various parts of the private sector to
formulate their own plans and to coordinate them so that they could be
made to fit

into a consistent pattern.

"Indicative planning" is

successful only when the guide lines for the private sector are
prepared in cooperation with the sectors affected by them.
sense "indicative planning" is a two-way street.

Ia-6ht

It indicates what

the planncrs expect the private sector to do, but it

also indicates

to the planner what the intentions of the private sector are.

VI.
The preoccupation of planners in most countries with aggregate
physical and financial outputs and inputs of a plan, has led to what
nowadays ist probably the most universal weakness of planning
processes, i.e. the neglect of~preparation and evaluation of
investment projects.

Some years ago, when the methodology of planning

was the subject of much concern (and little

experience) in the

literature on development problems, a distinction was made between
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The first term was

intended to characterize an abproach by which aggregate targets and
projections are made first,

with aggregates for sectors being

determined subsequently, and so on down the line to specific investment decisions.' "Planning from below" on the other hand was meant
to characterize the assembling of investment projects from all sectors
of the econom

into sectorial investment targets, with their grand

total then being related to total available financial and real
resources*
When the first

attempts were made to formulate development

plans in various countries, plans were frequently little

more than

a list of projects in various stages of preparation - "shopping lists"
as they were sneeringly referred to by those national and international
agencies to which they were submitted.

It was all too clear that this

simplified version of "planning from below" had little

two reasons

-

value, for

in the first place, the projects did not "add up" to an

internally consistent total and thus exceeded, or fell short of,
available resources, and left the question unanswered as to how the
remainder of resources should be used or, alternatively, what the
priority rating of the various projects was and how their sequence
in time would affect and modify them.

The second and in a way more

serious weakness was that all but a handful of projects were nothing
but the expression of convictions that this or that investment
project would be a "good thing", without any attempt having been

made, even in a preliminary way, to determine its cost and relating
it

to the expected benefits.
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It was partly as a result of growing dissatisfaction with this
shopping list

approach that the advocates of "planning from above"

had an easy task to convince the government authorities, the public
at large and, above all, each other that more attention had to be
given to determining total requirements, aggregate targets, overall

financial resources and global objectives.

The producers$

preferences of the central planners have been aided and abetted by
an improvement in such methods of analysis as input-output studies
and linear programming.

The result has been a loosening of the

relations between the planning agencies concerned with totals on the
one hand and the government agencies and the units in the private

sector of the econonr7 concerned with investment projects on the other.
With growing frequency the complaint has been heard that the plans
were excellent but that their implementation, which was somebody else's
.responsibility, had been deficient.

There are undoubtedly many cases in which plans and projects
-

have been good but that their implementation has been mismanaged.
But in the majority of cases it seems that it

was not the implementa-

tion that was at fault but the fact that there was little

to

implement: the plans were not related to specific projects which had

been prepared to the point at which their cost could be determined
with reasonable accuracy and related to the benefits to be derived
from them.

To argue that plans which are not entirely made up of a

set of firm investment projects are incomplete would get us right
back to the fallacy and limitations of the planning-from-below
approach.

As has been said before, a plan must inevitably consist of

some parts which are "hard" and others that are "soft", in order to
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allow for the inter-play of private dispersed decision making and
uncertainty.

But there is obviously a high correlation between

the usefulness of a plan and the extent to which it is backed up
by specific projects, with their cost and social yield fairly
accuraoly known.
This is not a chicken-first or egg-first problem.

As a plan

takes shape, the needs and opportunities for investments emerge
while the requirements of the projects themselves, and their
interrelationships in terms of complementarity and substitutability
in turn determine the shape, the size, and the dimension of the plan.

VII.
If a plan is thus viewed as a conceptual and organizational
framework within which investment decisions are made and carried
out, and decisions on economic policies are taken, it
clearer what the time dimension of a plan ought to be.

becomes
Some

decisions, e.g. the decision to increase or decrease the flow of
some public services or to increase or decrease the production of
some commodities with existing capacity, produce results immediately.

Others show a yield only after a period of gestation, its duration
being determined largely by technical considerations.

Most major

capital works have a gestation period of anywhere between one and,
say, seven years.

They involve an appreciation, at the planning

stage, of the conditions which will prevail when the project begins
to yield results.

There are probably some parts in any plan which

require some foresight for as much as 10 or 20 years, e.g. in the
field of education and training, to meet requirements far in the

future.
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The implication of the varying spread between the commitment
of resources and the beginning of a flow of returns is that each
period in the future is in a sense a target date for various parts
of a plan.

The shorter the period of the plan, the more is the

outcome determined by decisions taken in the past and the greater
is thIe degree of certainty and predictability.

The longer the

plan, the greater the freedom of choice of the planners and
decision makers (because the constraints of the effects of past
decisions disappear) but the greater also the limitations of
foresight.
There is thus some virtue in planning over a period in which
the benefits of most investment and policy decisions will become
available.

What the best planning period is depends on the

composition of the investment pattern which the plan envisages
and which is predetermined by previous investment decisions, i.e.
the capital works in hand.

It is thus more than a matter of

professional convention that planners have hit upon a five-year
period as the best span of a plan.
The reason for mentioning this not very startling conclusion
is that some confusion and controversy has arisen with regard to
the duration of a plan and the commonly accepted practice of
implementing it by means of annual budgets.

Under ideal conditions

,the annual budget is but the yearly implementation of a part of the
plan.

Unfortunately, the experience with many plans has shown that

conditions are far from ideal and that in many countries the annual
budgets are related only in the vaguest possible way to the plan.
To some extent the annual budgets (and the occasional modifications
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in the budget in the course of a fiscal year) reflect the errors
made in the forecasts which are explicit or implicit in the plan.
But there is much evidence that suggests that the divergence
between the recommendations of a five-year plan and the subsequent
decisions taken through the annual budget and other measurep
simply reflect the weaknesses inherent in so marz

plans referred

to before, i.e. the failure to relate the plan aggregates to
specific projects under way or to be undertaken.

The argument

of those who feel that the preparation of five-year plans is a
waste of time (and, it may be added, a waste of scarce technical
expertise) and that a better preparation of projects in the framework of annual budgets is all that is necessary, are activated by
a misconception of what the content of a plan should be.

If a

plan is nothing but a projection of aggregate requirements,
resources, etc. and does not contain specific projects, those who
consider plans and planning useless are right.

But the answer to

their opposition to plans is not to do away with plans but to have
plans with a content that is operationally significant, i.e. that
can be acted upon through an annual allocation of resources.

So far no reference has been made to the concept of priorities,
a concept that plays a major role in the literature on planning.
Economists wedded to the idea that economic development depends
almost entirely on the effectiveness of aggregate planning, are
bound to object to the introduction of specific projects into the
planning process by pointing out that projects can be selected only
after their priority has been determined.
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priorities can be determined in the abstract without being related

to projects and their evaluation.
This is obviously not the case.

On general theoretical grounds

it may be argued that there is no need for a special effort of
priority determination in the planning process because the yield
of each project determines its priority rating.

By selecting the

projects with the highest yield in all sectors of the econoNVI the
best possible resource allocation is assured.

The advantage of looking

at the concept of priority from this point of view is that it brings
out the usefulness of the priority concept as well as its limitations.
The selection of projects without reference to any priority would be
adequate if three conditions were fulfilled: (a) that market prices
reflected real cost to the economy; (b) that all outputs were sold
in the market, and (c) that development plans, explicitly or by
implication, were not concerned with the actual and the projected, or
warranted, income distribution.

Whenever arqone of these conditions

is not fulfilled there is need to supplement the yield test of projects
by some form of priority determination.
There is no need to discuss in this context the deviations of
the system of market prices from the non-existent real prices (shadow
prices) which reflect the relative scarcity of various factors of
production to the economy.

It may suffice to say that this discrepancy

can be taken into account in the selection of projects by determining
their yield on the basis of shadow prices.

(It may be added that in

some instances the use of shadow prices may lead to other complications
and even diminish the rate of growth of the economy.)

What is important

in this connection however is to emphasize that this kind of priority
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-18 -consideration can be taken into account separately for each individual
project and that a special category of priorities such as a priority
preference for export promotion or import substitution projects or for
heavy as against light industries, or for agriculture as against
industry, is not necessary and may even be misleading.
The concept of priorities comes into its own in the case of
public services which are not sold at market prices, (or at prices
reflecting appropriate shadow prices) because a quantification of
their benefits is impossible.

Attempts have been made to determine

the benefits of expenditures for such public services as education,
public health and medical care, but the economic calculus has obviously
limited application to expenditures of this sort, particularly for an
evaluation of specific projects (what size school? how many hospital
beds? how much police protection?) as compared with an evaluation of
aggregate outlays.

Thus some sort of priority rating, based on rules

of thumb, political and social considerations, etc. must take the
place of the yield test.
The third and in practice most important area in which priority
considerations enter into the decision making process is the planners'
and decision makers' unavoidable preoccupation with the present and
future distribution of income.

Investment in nightclubs and movie

houses and lipstick factories may have the highest yield in an array
of projects.

Nevertheless, no planning agency would dare to recommend

that public funds be invested in such undertakings or that investment
be allowed for such purposes lin a system of investment licensing.

The

argument usually advanced in the case of luxury goods and services is
that itlwould serve a small number of people and not the economy as a
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whole; sometimes projects are ruled out on moral grounds (e.g. gambling
casinos, liquor factories).

It seems that this line of reasoning is

but a disguise for the pursuit of an objective implicit in all
development efforts: to bring about, in the course, and as a consequence,
of development a more even distribution of income, or to put the same
proposition in its most moderate (and timid) form, to prevent at least
a growing unevenness of the distribution of income.
It must be realised, however, that under conditions which prevail
frequently in underdeveloped countries, income distribution objectives
may be in conflict with growth objectives.

The sale of some goods

and services at subsidized prices "so that more people can enjoy them"
may lead to a misallocation of scarce resources and reduce capital
formation.

Moreover, the result of such policies may well be that

most benefits of subsidies accrue to persons who can well afford to
pay the full cost of the subsidized produce or service; if that is
the case neither income distribution objectives, now growth objectives
may be attained.
All this is not to suggest that priorities based on income
distribution, or, more broadly, on social consideration have no place
in the planning process - there is something inherently objectionable
in the use of public funds for the construction of race tracks or
But it

does sugest that aside from fairly obvious

cases, the solution of the income distribution problem - and there is

-

country clubs.

no doubt that this is a major development problem - cannot be attempted
through the application of some preconceived priorities (with or without
fringes of morality considerations) regarding the allocation of capital
and other scarce resources but that the solution must be sought in part
through expenditures aiming directly at Alleviating the miseries of
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the income group In acute or chronio distress, and In part through
accelerating the process of economio growth b7 the best possible
resource allocation based on economic criteria.

The preceding comments on planning and the role of projects and
priorities in the planning process have ranged over so wide an area
that it is next to impossible to pull them together into a meaningful
summary.

One overall conclusion may however emerge from them.

The

preparation of a plan that is to serve those responsible for the
direction and guidance of an econogr, is a difficult task which offers
innumerable challenges to the intellectual acumen and integrity of
the planners.

It takes technical competence, resourcefulness and

imagination to make a plan; to make a Ig

plan takes all that

together with# courage and humility to recognise the limitation of
planning.
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Desarrollo, Madrid
April 3, 1966

Mr.

H. Adler.

Don JosA Maria de Orlol y Urquijo.

Peter von Siemens.

La actualidad tiene
cuatro nombres
ANo vendriamos en viaje de

si opinaramos que et
Plan espahol es un fracasoa

estudio

(Mr. John H. Adler, director del Instituto de Desarrollo del Banco MundiaD

Con ocasi6n de la visita que hicieron a Zaragoza los miem-

bros del Instituto de Desarrollo del Banco Mundial, con
sede en Nueva York, y que visitaron varias poblaclones espafiolas, especialmente las acogidas a los polos de promoci6n y

desarrolle industrial, en vlaje de prhcticas, el jefe de la

misl6n y director de dicho instituto, Mr. John H. Adler, ce
Don
lebr6 una conferencia de Prensa en et Gran Hotel con los
periodistas locales y los corresponsales de la Prensa nacional
en Zaragoza, explictindoles el significado y los objetivos de an
viaje a Espala:
-El. Instituto -nos mani- de expertos de mismo, comifest6- da seis cursos anua- sionados a nuestro pais, reles. Uno de onos es de tipo dact6 come elemento de juicio
general, en idioma ingles, .de previo para la programacifn
seis meses de duraci6n, y en y publicaci6n del Plan Naciofin de estudiar, precisamente,
el que se tocan todos los as- nal de Desarrollo Economico
ppetos del, desarroflo econ6- y Social.
la politica agraria. Atn no
ha sido emitido el informe
-io
vendriamos nosotros
mica. Asisten al mismo altos
funiricinribs pertenecmentes a aqui -afiadi6 el director del y, por tanto, nada puede adelos paises )niembpos que se institute- en viaje de estu- lantarse sobre el particular.
-Es natural que en estos
hallan en perfodo de desarro- dios, si opinframoc que el
lo. Al final del curso efectdan desarrolo espaffol es un fra- 'viajes -habl6 tambien Mr.
un viaje a otro pais que, na- caso. En otros tkrminos, te- H. Adler-, por ser de estuturalmente, se encuentra en nemos una gratisima impre- dio y de prActicas, la preocuiguales circunstancias. El que si6n aeerca del yrogreso eco- pacidn del Instituto ea Ilevar
a sus alumnos a los lugares
ahora hemas efectuado a Es- nmico de Espana.
Preguntamos, -luego, a Mr. donde puedan aprender algo
pafia es el tercero de tales
John H. Adler acerca de la nuevo. En este sentida, todos
viajes.
-LC6mo ve l situaci6n de situaci6f de la agricultura y tienen gran interds par los po.
Espata respecto del Banco
de la necesidad de mis re- los de desarrollo y par las
gadias, un tema que si- en poligonos industriales.
Mundial? -le preguntamos.
-LPuede decirnos qu6 paicualquier parte de Espafia
-Existen relaciones muy
puede ser apasianante y de sea de los represenitados en
cordiales -dijo- en. l actualidad, entre el organismo
enorme interds, lo es muchisi- el grupo que compone la mifinanciero mundial y las auto.- ma mAs parc Arag6n, limitin- si6n se hallan en una fase de
dose a contester que, hace desarrollo similar a la de
ridades espafolas. ,
Al hablar de esto, Mr: John
meses, visit6 Espafia una co- Espafla?
H. Adler aludi6 il informe del
misi6n mixta del Banco Mun-Sin dudalguna, Israel y
dial y de it F. A. 0., con el Yugoslavia, paises que, adeBanco Mundial que un grupo

Fernando BinChi.

mis, tienen bastante semejanza en cuanto al clima y las
condiciones fisicas en general.
Cierto que.no quiero decir con
esto que los dos paises citados sean los finicos a quienes
interese estudiar y ver c6mo
marcha el Plan de DesarroHeo Econ6mico de Espaia.
Asi, par ejemplo, y de manera

especial, l India se preocupa
par el problema de la distribuci6n de nucleos industriales, para el cual puede ser
una respuesta el polo de promoci6n y desarrollo; y en lo
que afecta a China, tambiin
estf muy interesada en estudiar los procedimientas que
emplea.el Estado pare Ic concesid6n de beneficios a los solicitantes.

S. fONZAL1M.

l'wmZX

RFAKARKS PREPARED FOR PANEL DISCUSSION
ON
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY REFORM AND DEVELOMNT
of the
STANFORD LAW SCHOOL SYMPOSIUM ON
I WNW-4,

UWTAT

2ra~-2k

A LAW AND ECONOMICS

2-3,

When I received the invitation to take part in this panel I pointed
out that on institutional and professional grounds I felt that I would not
be competent to make a significant contribution to the discussion of the
relation between international monetary reform, or reforms, and development.
But since I did not want to miss the opportunity of visiting Stanford, I
suggested to Professor Gants and Professor Meier that I should like to direct
my remarks to a corollary set of issues which by their nature frequently fall
between the two stools, or academic chairs, of foreign aid on the one hand,
and international monetary problems on the other.

It may be useful (1) to

throw some light on the grey sone between long-term aid and capital movements,
and monetary reforms, and (2) to bring into the discussion the institutional
changes in the credit structure of developing countries.
As to the first item on my agenda, I think I am on safe grounds if

I

start with the assertion that an improvement in the functioning of the
international monetary system is a matter of major interest to the developing
countries.

Most economists will agree, I suggest, with the proposition that

attempts to stimulate economic growth by public policy are bound to run up
against the constraints of balance of payments rigidities both on the export
and on the import side.

(One might even go so far as to assert that a

developing country which is not up against balance of payments constraints
is not doing enough for its own development.)
Many developing countries derive an uncomfortably large proportion
of their export earnings from the sale of one or two or a few primary
cemmodities, the demand for which does not respond readily to price changes.
Moreover, even if the physical volume of exports of these comuodities expands
in response to the growth of income in export markets, export earnings are
likely to fluctuate widely as a result of violent and rapid price changes.
Although I believe some descriptions and analyses of The Commodity Problem
may have overstated the depth and the range of the problem and, as a result,
have come to erroneous conclusions regarding the export prospects problems
for a number of countries, the problem does exist and requires, at least in
the case of some commodities, international attention and action.

And the

problem is only mitigated but by no means eliminated by export diversification
which, as the recent experience of a number of countries has shown, offers
distinct possibilities.
On the import side, the implementation of any development program,
however flexible and "realistic", does imply a certain level of import
requirements, not only of capital goods, but also of other inputs such as
fuels, fertilisers, raw materials and spare parts.

It is obvious that in

view of the uncertainties besetting export earnings and the cost of import
requirements, developing countries need international reserves to overcome
unexpected, and frequently unforeseeable, changes in their balance of payments
position.

It is in this connection that the changes in the policies of the

International Monetary Fund to provide easier access of developing countries
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to its resources under the Compensatory Finance Scheme is of major relevance.
The Supplementary Finance Scheme which has been the subject of a study which
the World Bank has undertaken at the request of the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development goes beyond the objectives of the Fund's Compensatory
Finance Scheme.

Its objective is not only to mitigate short-term fluctuations

in export earnings of countries adversely affected by a decline in export
earnings, but also to permit the maintenance of the flow of imports essential
for the implemeltation of a development plan agreed upon, and vetted if
like, by the agency which is to administer the Soheme.

you

In some sense the

Supplementary Finance Scheme is supplementary both to the export earnings
of a developing country and to the resources made available to it under the
Fund's Compensatory Finance arrangements.
In order for the Compensatory Finance Scheme to become fully
effective, it

is essential that a growing volume of long-term development

assistance in the forr of hard and soft loans and grants be assured.

It

is

in this connection that the uncertainties regarding international monetary
arrangements assume added significance.

Some of the major donor and

creditor countries contributing to the flow of financial resources to
developing iourtries, including the United States and the United Kingdom,
ar* concerned lest foreign aid aggravates their balance of payments
difficulties.

Rightly or wrongly, they take the position that their develop-

ment assistance from public sources and capital movements from private
sources to developing countries must not threaten their balance of payments
position.

While maintaining their commitment to assist the developing

countries they find it necessary to "defend" their balance of payments by

limiting the amount of aid and capital transfers from private sources and
by insisting on tying loans and grants to procurement from national sources.
The limitation on the volume of aid and the tying of aid adversely affects
the flow of resources available to developing countries.
Although it

may be misleading to confuse balance of payments

difficulties of a particular country or group of countries with the broader
issues of changing international monetary arrangements, it

is clear that

any modification in these arrangements designed to permit wider and longer
swings in the balance of payments would go a long way toward eliminating or,
at least, mitigating the constraints on the flow of capital from public and
private sources to developing countries.
*******

**

The efficiency and effectiveness of international monetary arrangements depends to a considerable extent on the efficiency and effectiveness
of the financial institutions and of the structure of the capital markets
and the inter-action of capital markets with fiscal and monetary policies
pursued by public authorities.

Partly as a result of the development

efforts of the poor countries, and partly in connection with the flow of
external assistance, the system of financial institutions in many underdeveloped countries have undergone significant changes.

These changes have

been, by and large, gradual and piecemeal and, therefore, have gone virtually
unnoticed.
Ten years ago, Professor Shaw and Professor Ourley, two economists
who now make Stanford their base of operation, called attention to the
proliferation of various types of financial institutions which have changed

the American credit structure fundamentally in the last 50 years and have
had profound effects on the working of the monetary mechanism in this

country.

The changes which in recent years have taken place in the insti-

tutional framework of the money and capital markets of many developing
countries may be compared with these changes in American institutions or,
at least, they may be considered as a beginning of an evolution in the same
direction.
Some 10 or 15 years ago the network of financial institutions in
most underdeveloped countries was made up entirely of commercial banks.

In

many of them the credit operations of these banks were confined largely to
the financing of international trade transactions, frequently in cooperation
with correspondent banks in the financial centers of the world.

Because of

the nature of their operations, many banks performed essentially a service
function for the foreign trade sector and were engaged in the business of
credit creation to a limited extent only.

Changes in the structure of

production and particularly the reorientation of production toward domestic
markets rather than foreign markets have brought important changes in the
operations of commercial banks.
but much more important than this development, which in itself is
significant, has been the creation of new institutions, both in the public
and the private sector, which specialized in the provision of long-term
credit for industry, of short- and medium-term credit in agriculture, and in
some countries of such activities as mining and tourism.
financial instituns

In the case of

specialising in industrial credit and investment in

industrial enterprises, and to a lesser extent in the case of agrioultural
credit institutions, the new institutions have become an important device for
channeling foreign capital and foreign aid into industry and agriculture.

In passing it

may be of some interest to note that the first

devalopmemt banks in the public sector were established in Latin America
with the help of long-term loans from the Export-Isport Bank.

In the

period since the end of the war these long-term credit institutions have
gone a long way to supplement the system of commercial banks.

According

to one informed observer there are now at least 300 of these institutions
in developing countries and their number is growing constantly.

An

indication of the importance of the financing which these institutions
provide may be gained from some figures pertaining to 19 development banks
or development finance companies which received financial support and a
great deal of technical assistance from the World Bank and its affiliate,
the International Finance Corporation.
At the end of last year the Bank and IFC had made loans amounting
to $528 million to these institutions and they in turn had lent to industrial
enterprises and invested in them the equivalent of $1,250 million.

On the

basis of this admittedly biased sample and allowing for the operation of
institutions in the public sector which finance industrial enterprises both
in the public and private sector, one may guess that the annual flow of funds
of this new type of financial intermediaries may be somewhere between
$1 billion and $1-1/2 billion.

If this estimate is half-way correct, it

means that these new institutions account for approximately one-third of
total investment in the industrial sectors of developing countries.
In the context of a discussion of international monetary arrangements and development there is no room for a discussion of the contribution
which the operations of development banks and development finance companies
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make to the development efforts of poor countries.

But it

may be useful to

point out the broader and more long-run implications of this important
addition to financial institutions to the mobilization of domestic savings,
to the development of national capital markets and, because of their
frequent use as a channel for foreign capital, to the international transfer
of capital.
If development banks and development finance companies continue to
obtain support through foreign aid and private capital, either in the form
of loans or equity investments,, they not only constitute an important
element of diversification and sophistication of the institutional credit
structure, out they also have important effects on the external relations
of an

national monetary system.

The existence of specialised long-term

credit institutions may help to make monetary policies more effective and
permit monetary authorities greater flexibility to adjust their policies

to variations in the balance of payments without interfering with long-term
investment.
The lines of external credit and the institutional relations which
development banks and development finance companies maintain with foreign
institutions may be considered in a very general way as a secondary
international reserve and thus help to overcome intermittent foreign exchange
stringencies.

It

goes without saying, however, that the promising development

of long-term financial institutions, particularly for the industrial sector,
does not eliminate the need for other measures, including the Compensatory
Finance Scheme of the IF, the proposed scheme of Supplementary Finance and,
above all, an expanding flow of development assistance.

John H. Adler
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

March 1, 1967
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED ABOUT DEVELOPMENT?
John H. Adler
[ Public policy can stimulate and sustain economic growth. Crucial
areas are: capital formation, balance of payments, public management, private entrepreneurship, education, and population. Project
planning and modernizing agriculture have proved to be particularly
difficult; many questions about education policy remain. ]
The tenth anniversary of the foundation of the
Economic Development Institute has been an occasion for reflection on whether, in the last ten, fifteen, or twenty years-since the advancement of
the less developed areas of the world has become
a matter of major concern for the world as a
whole-we have learned something about the development process that we did not know or were less
sure about then. Since my professional background is that of an economist, my subject is perhaps best confined to: What Economists Have
Learned About Development. However, I would
not expect everybody to agree with my list of the
major pieces of knowledge which economists claim
in the field of development economics.
Underdevelopment, the poverty of nations, is
not preordained and immutable. Economic development can be stimulated and sustained by deliberate action. We may still argue about the superiority of one set of measures to promote development
over another set, but economists as a group have

John H. Adler is Director of the Economic
Development Institute, established by the
International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development to make specialized training
in planning and development available to
specialists from less developed countries.
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learned that there is always something that can be done to foster and
promote and cajole economic growth.
There is a negative and sobering corollary to this activist view:
that the process of development is complicated and fraught with unBut in spite of these and the feelings of frustration
certainties.
which plague their efforts, economists have enough of the courage of
their convictions about economic development to come up with a series of assertions which they find generally valid and useful in their
application.
Capital Formation
The first one, which the experience of the last twenty years has
proved over and over, is that capital formation is an indispensable
It is, of course, incontrovertiingredient of economic development.
ble that the creation of productive facilities is one measure, one
means, of stimulating economic growth. Some woujd go so far as
to say it is economic development.
The rate of capital formation seems to be paramount because
something can be done about it-which is not true of many other ingredients of the development process. The emphasis on capital formation provides not only a convenient point of departure for an
analysis of the process of development, but also give us a useful
There is much that policystarting point for development policies.
makers can do to stimulate savings and to allocate investment in a
rational fashion.
Balance of Payments
The second thing that we have learned about development is that
the balance of payments is a matter of major concern. International
trade and capital movements, foreign investments, and the availability
of foreign aid are important ingredients of the development process.
The greater a country's export earnings and the smaller its dependence on imports for consumption, the better are its prospects for development. It is quite clear that the size of the export earnings of a
country, together with the size of the debt-service obligations prevailing at any given time, are important factors governing the pace
of development.
Constant vigilance and concern about the external
balance of an economy are essential if the development process is to
go forward at optimum speed.
There is something very special about the international transactions of any country, particularly of a developing country. It is erroneous to measure the contribution of foreign capital, or foreign
investment, or foreign aid, simply in terms of the addition which
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The contributions
these make to the total of available resources.
that foreign resources make to a development process are disproportionately important because they permit some leeway to policymakers and to the anonymous forces at work in the economy. They
make it possible to forget about the production of some things which
a country cannot produce except at exorbitant cost, and to obtain
from abroad things that the economy really wants and needs for less
effort than it would have cost to produce them.
PlaAning
The third lesson of experience is that planning and, more generally, good and intelligent economic management can improve the
performance of an eqconomy, particularly with respect to capital formation and to the balance of payments. I believe that nowadays most
economists would agree that planning is essential in making a develPlanning involves some stock-taking,
opment effort fully effective.
to see where an economy stands, what resources are readily availIt
able, and what resources are likely to be available in the future.
also involves a deliberate attempt to explore systematically what is
likely to constitute the most efficient and effective use of those resources. All these things have come to be accepted as ingredients
of the planning process, as a task of any responsible government,
irrespective of the government's or the country's political orientation.
Much progress has been made in recent years in aggregative
planning (i. e., planning for a country as a whole). By contrast, the
identification and selection of specific development projects, and
their subsequent preparation and economic evaluation, are subjects
in which, unfortunately, progress has not been widespread.
The
limit on the effectiveness of aggregative planning is generally determined by the degree of the planners' familiarity with the techniques of project evaluation.
Agriculture
Contrary to expectations fifteen or twenty years ago, it has
turned out that industrial development is much easier than the expansion of agricultural production. The countries which have made
most progress in development in all the continents have made this
progress largely in industry, while agricultural production has

lagged.
I am not suggesting that agriculture should have increased as
much as industrial production; because of the changes in the structure of demand and supply associated with the development process,
one would expect a lower rate of growth. But it is a sad fact that
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today the most serious limitation on human welfare the world over
is that, for a variety of reasons, agricultural production has not
risen as much as had been expected and hoped for.
The importance of agricultural production is further enhanced
by the fact that most developing countries are now coping with unprecedented rates of population growth. In the last few years, many
countries have become aware that they have a major agricultural
problem on their hands.
One of the reasons for the neglect of agriculture, and of misunderstanding of the role which agricultural production must play in the
development process, is that the leaders of many underdeveloped
countries underestimated the importance of agriculture and therefore tended to misunderstand the emphasis placed on it by development experts from advanced countries.
Some people in developing
countries seemed even to resent this emphasis as forming some sort
of a conspiracy to keep the underdeveloped countries tied to their
farms and plantations, leaving industrial production to the more adThis is nonsense, just as it is nonsense to think
vanced countries.
of economic development simply as a process of industrialization.
One of the lessons of the events of the last ten or twenty years is that
economic development does not mean industrialization alone, but demands an expansion of agricultural production (any many other things)
as well.
The Role of Government

*

*

*

Another matter on which our understanding has deepened and
This
widened is the role of government in the development process.
inevitably results in the government's taking responsibility for the
creation of such economic infrastructure as power and transportation
(including port installations); the government is also bound to take
responsibility for social infrastructure, particularly in connection
with rapid urbanization.
Schools, hospitals, sewers, and water supplies are facilities which government must provide if the transition
of society from that of an essentially primary-producing economy to
a more advanced economy is to take place smoothly. Government
also has to make a contribution to capital formation by increasing
public savings ind stimulating private savings. It does not follow
from this that the government must emerge as an all-powerful authority. But government certainly has to assume many new tasks-tasks
which go much beyond the maintenance of law and order.

The five points that I have mentioned-the role of capital formation, the importance of the balance of payments, the significance of
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the planning process, the re-emerging emphasis on agriculture, and,
finally, the enhanced role of government-are the things that I think
most economists would point out as those factors which, in the last
decade or two, have emerged as being prime determinants in the development process. But I think economists have also learned that
there are certain factors which go beyond their customary field of
professional competence but must nevertheless be reckoned with if
their advice and guidance are to be accepted.
Population Growth
One is the importance of population growth. Recently I spent
some time at the Second World Population Conference, from which
there emerged broad agreement-with a surprisingly small number
of dissenters-on four issues.
First, the importance of slowing down the growth of populations
arises not so much from the fear of famine as from the need, when
population is rising rapidly, to devote a larger proportion of resources to consumption and to allocate a large share of investable
resources to what economists call the widening of productive facilities. If there are more children, the community needs more
schools, larger houses, more factories to produce clothing for
them, and so on. This leaves less capital for "deepening" productive facilities-to install more machines per worker or, more gen-

erally, to have more productive facilities per capita.
Second, means for family planning are now available at a cost
which even the poorest can afford.
Third, there remains, nevertheless, a major, not to say overwhelming, organizational problem: how to bring these technical
improvements in family planning to the large masses of population
at all social levels and in all parts of a country, particularly in
rural areas.
Fourth, perhaps the most important and most difficult aspect of
the population problem is to convince people of the wisdom of family
planning and to persuade them to have smaller families.
Enterprise and Management
The next point is the importance of enterprise and management
skill in the private sector and the need for improved competence of
administration in the public sector of developing economies.
Many
economic historians have emphasized the importance of entrepreneurship-the willingness and the ability to seek out investment opportunities and to run an enterprise successfully-in the development
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process.
Even if one does not accept the argument that entrepreneurship is more fundamental than capital because capital formation
is the result of entrepreneurial activity, one must recognize that entrepreneurship is of prime importance.
Equally important, on the
public side, is the competence of civil servants and the managers of
state enterprises.
Good public administration is essential for bringing about
smoothly the many structural changes which are an integral part of
the development process. Moreover, the competent management of
state enterprises, quite aside from its implications for allocation
of resources to their most effective uses, may set an important example to the private sector. In practice, it is often the other way
around-it is the private sector which has to set the example of good
administration to the entrepreneurial activities in the public sector.
Education
My last point likewise goes beyond the narrow framework of economics, but I would think most economists would readily accept it as
one of the major lessons of the experience in countries all over the
world: education and the provision of new skills, or perhaps a new
mix of skills, is indispensable for development. The problem is actually deeper than this. In many developing countries, the kind of
education now given may only impart traditional concepts unrelated,
or even inimical, to a country's development needs. It may, for
example, make its recipients feel that the work most needing to be
done is beneath them.
Unfortunately, we still do not know much about the relation of
education to economic growth and have not yet come to grips with
the practical problems of education and educational planning. How
many people have to be educated? For what skills? What should be
the proper content of education? What is the best mixture of general
knowledge and specific knowledge? All these are important questions
in the field of education for which answers still have to be sought.
There is, moreover, the very important and very vexing problem of
the high cost of education in terms of financial resources and in
terms of competent manpower.
This, I believe, exhausts my list of what economists have
learned about economic development.
The list is not long, but with
good reason: there is no country with a development problem, but
only countries with a great variety of cevelopment problems. It is
this diversity that makes development, and particularly the practical
problems of development, so challenging and stimulating. An understanding of development does not come easily-either to the analyst
or to the practitioner of what some are daring enough to call the
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science of development, although others call it an art.
is, it is boring only to those who are afraid of change.

Whatever it
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ALLOCATION OF INVESTMENT
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Three Problems
My subject is the allocation of investment. To set the framework
for my topic, let me distinguish three problems of investment allocation.
These will help relate my topic to the broad macro-economic or social-science
approach developed by Mr. Kamarck.
The first one is purely a matter of macro-economic analysis. What
proportion pf the gross national product is to be invested? This obviously
depends on the flows of domestic savings and foreign savings. Some people,
especially "pure" macro-economic planners, assume that the prime determinant
of the rate of growth is the rate of investment and thus, the determination
of the rate of investment exhausts their interest in the subject.
I do not
have to repeat Mr. Kamarck's remarks that this is not necessarily so. The
"translation" of investment rates into growth rates involves the other two
problems also.
The second problem is the allocation of total investment resources
by sector. This is as much a political and social decision as it is economic -- not only because governments allocate resources to various departments or ministries through their budget procedures, but also because a
country, as in the case of Brazil, may have special regional growth problems. Therefore the slicing up of total investment into sectors is not only,
perhaps not even prevalently, an economic policy decision but has to be
based also on other, non-economic, factors.
The solution of these two sets of problems - of determining total
investment and of allocating investment resources to the various sectors of
the economy -- form what has been called a country's development strategy,
which frequently is expressed in the form of a development program. In
essence a program consists of two parts: a reasonably exact quantitative
plan of public expenditures and revenues, and perhaps more importantly, a
framework of fiscal, monetary and commercial policies for the operation of
the private sector and for investment decisions within the private sector.
The formulation of these policies requires the application of macro-economic
concepts. I shall not deal with these two subjects here.
The Economic Analysis of Projects
The third subject, related to investment allocation, which is my
topic, is closely related to the first two but is conceptually and operationally different. It deals with the composition or the pattern of investments and the efficiency or the rationality of resource allocation.
For
this purpose the analysis is essentially micro-economic, concerned with individual economic units, individual enterprises, and specific projects. The
recognition of the interdependence of projects and their coordination plays,
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or at least should play, a major role in project planning.
Thus, an
essential link is formed between macro- and micro-economic analysis.
The subject of project analysis is timely and important, especially for Latin America. Thanks to the efforts of economists from Santiago
to Mexico, aggregate planning has progressed substantially in the last
fifteen or twenty years. But despite the existence of development plans
and the major efforts at program-making in Latin America, very few of the
programs have been carried out effectively, and inevitably great gaps have
developed between what the economy does and what the economy has been expected to do. One of the reasons for this failure, though not the only reason, has been inadequate attention to economic criteria in allocating investment, namely, the failure to select those projects which give the highest
social return. It is always annoying to read that a program was good but
its implementation bad. Frequently this is a piece of social-science fiction. What has usually happened is that the macro-economic framework was
rather good, but there was very little to implement because very few projects had been fully developed and appraised, or the wrong projects had been
chosen.
No plan is better than its building blocks, the projects which
make up an essential part of any plan. The preparation of a plan, as distinct from a pure aggregate planning exercise, is what operation analysts
call an operation with a heavy feedback.
On the one hand the size of and
the direction of aggregates such as public expenditure, monetary policy and
fiscal policy, have a direct bearing on the formulation and evaluation of
specific projects. On the other hand the selection and evaluation of specific projects determine the size and composition of public and private
investment expenditures.
Methodology
The methods used for the evaluation of investment projects are
simple and straightforward. Their application, however, is complicated,
difficult and uncertain.
The most useful methods have been cost-benefit
analysis and especially discounted cash flow analysis, of which a more recent variant is present value analysis. Without going into a technical
discussion of these techniques and the differences between them, it may be
sufficient to point out that a discounted cash flow analysis averages costbenefits ratios over time, taking account of the true pattern of the flows
of costs and benefits. The advantage of the discounted cash flow method
is simply that there is no bias from the choice of a discount rate, because
the rate of return or, more exactly, the internal rate of return is, so to
speak, the end product of the analysis. The rate tells us whether a project
is "good" or "bad". However, once we say "good" or "bad" we imply some kind
of cutoff rate and so introduce the notion of a minimum satisfactory rate of
return through the rear window.
The internal rate of return is based on the simple notion of time
preference. Early returns are better than late returns, not only because
they increase the flow of total goods sooner, but also because -- and this
is important from a fiscal point of view -- they are likely to enhance the
flow of investable resources in the future, if the return is positive and
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high. Investment in projects with a high rate of return thus becomes a selffeeding, self-reinforcing process.
At this point is may be worthwhile to bring out one difference
between social return and private return. The difference is fairly simple;
from the point of view of the economy as a whole one must be concerned with
the return on capital, and not merely on equity capital. Private investment decisions are obviously based on the expected rate of return on equity
because this is what matters from the point of view of the private entrepreneur, or investor. From the point of view of the economy as a whole
there is no loan capital; all capital is equity in the sense that it is a
part of the total available resources. Projects in both the public and the
private sector absorb the "equity resources" of the economy as a whole.
Another point to remember when discussing project evaluation
methods is that total capital includes working capital, because it is absorbed in the production process.
The Rate of Return
Turning now to the elusive question as to what should be considered
an adequate rate of return we enter into either a grey zone of knowledge, or
an area of preconceived notions. There has been much discussion in the
literature, and in the Bank, as to whether one should expect the social rate
of return on capital in the less developed countries to be higher than that
in the advanced countries. It has always been argued that capital is scarcer
in the less developed countries and that therefore capital flows from the
rich to the poor countries. Obviously, this is an over-simplification because what matters is not the absolute scarcity of capital but the scarcity
of capital relative to the supply of all other factors of production. Therefore one can also argue that the rate of return may be lower in a developing
country than in the advanced countries because the supply of all other factors of production is also limited and perhaps even more limited than that
of capital.
On this issue the Bank has steered a sensible middle course. By
and large, it has not insisted that the rates of return on Bank financed
projects be significantly higher than those in the advanced countries; but
it has insisted that rates of return be high enough to cover the financial
costs of capital and, if at all possible, leave a margin. For example,
the Bank likes to see returns on the order of 8 per cent or 10 per cent for
investments in utilities where risks are smaller than in most other industries, or agriculture. Some of our colleagues think these rates are too
low, while others consider them too high.
The position which one should take on the question of the right
rate of return depends in the first place very much on what kind of animal,
what kind of economy, you are dealing with. One of our colleagues who has
spent a good deal of time in Africa, argued in his rather interesting book,
"Planning without Facts", that in planning Nigeria's development program he
was willing to accept any project with a positive rate of return; as long
as it was not a losing proposition he was happy with it. For my own liking
he, has gone a bit too far with this assertion. I think the decision as to
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whether the rate of return should be high or low, depends on one's view of
the ability to mobilize and to organize the cooperant factors. And I was
pleased to find so much support in his book for the idea that the supply of
cooperant factors also should be encouraged and fostered. Not necessarily
on a national scale, but certainly on a specific project scale, it always
should be possible to increase the supply of the cooperant factor in order
to achieve a respectable, not to say high, rate of return.
What to Include in Costs and Benefits
Experience shows that fundamentally, it is fairly easy, or relatively easy, to estimate costs, not only capital costs, but also recurrent
costs, assuming a fair degree of monetary stability. However, even inflation does not bother me in this connection as long as there is no discrepancy between the effects of inflation on costs and those on benefits. If
these grow the same way, the problem becomes simple. The real difficulties
of applying methods of project analysis arise on the benefit side. In the
case of commodities and certain services, a good deal of the problem can be
overcome by thorough, intelligent and technically competent market studies.
In the Bank we have a commodity division which tries to give the project
analyst informed estimates -- some may call them guesses -- of the future
trend in commodities.
But you still do not have a well-appraised project if you just
have a good market study.
Many other aspects enter into project appraisal,
largely as a result of inevitable technical uncertainties. Any economist,
or for that matter, a member of any other profession, who claims that he is
an expert in project analysis, should be fired immediately. Project analysis takes a good deal of field work and a good deal of reliance on the
technical competence and the imagination of other disciplines, frequently
the natural sciences as well as the social sciences.
Two other questions are:
(1) what to include in the benefits, and
(2) how to establish a closer connection between a given investment activity
and a flow of benefits. Let me take them one at a time. First of all,
where do you draw the line in defining a project? This is relevant for the
definition of benefits. I ran into this problem for the first time some
ten years ago when the Economic Commission for Latin America produced a
text on project evaluation.
One of the authors insisted on including everything from the original development of the raw material base to the final
consumer product in the definition of benefits. In my opinion this goes
much too far because it excludes the idea that you operate in a market
system. You purchase certain inputs in a market, not only raw materials
but also labor, and you sell the output as your product.
If you then attribute the total increase of the national product to the flow of benefits,
from the ingot to the razor blade, you obviously are prone to engage in
some sort of double counting because you do not take account of the costs
which are involved. Therefore, I suggest a general rule of thumb which, I
am afraid, works to nobody's satisfaction but nrr own. The rule is: you
analyze benefits from market to market, from the input market to the output
market. You do not necessarily focus on a single output, but you trace the
final benefits from the sale forward until you hit a market. This is simple
for the case of a cement factory where clearly the final product is a bag of
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cement. It is much more difficult for certain economic overhead projects,
for instance, irrigation. The actual output of irrigation is the water
supply, but the water supply itself does not have a free market. You do
not sell the water in a free market, although you may try to approximate
its free market price when stipulating certain water rates. Therefore
when estimating the benefits, you take the increase in the output of the
agricultural commodity which stems from an increase in the input of water
as an indication of benefits. However, you then must also include in your
cost all the improvements made on the farm and the increased cost of labor,
and the cost of any other increased input which enters into the production
process between the flow of water and the increased output.
Many people have made much about the inclusion of so-called
secondary benefits. The distinction between primary and secondary benefits
is not, I think, very useful. All benefits which can be clearly identified
are part of the flow of benefits, irrespective of who obtains them, whether
it be the enterprise itself or, say, a farmer in the case of irrigation,
must be included. In some circumstances it does make a considerable difference whether you include only the benefits accruing to the enterprise itself
or whether you also include the benefits accruing to the users of the goods
and services produced by the enterprise. This is, of course, one of the
major differences between the social return and the financial return analyses. The financial returns are only those which accrue to the enterprise
itself.
Frequently one cannot determine adequately the benefits from only
one particular project. In today's complicated world we are often dealing
with joint projects and therefore we have a coordinated set of projects
rather than a simple well-defined project itself. The Bank has financed
farm-to-market roads in many parts of the world, particularly in Latin
America. These roads have certain costs and certain benefits, and although
there is no direct financial return, a cost-benefit analysis or a discounted
cash flow analysis can be made. But whether this is a good project or not
depends on the response of the farmers to the availability of the new roads.
Here, to use the technical term, the supply elasticities are relevant. If
by chance the farmers are prepared to increase production or to change over
to more valuable crops just because the farm-to-market road becomes available, that is fine. But in most instances it does not happen that way. As
a consequence the rate of return on the farm-to-market road will be very
poor. In order to make sure that farmers respond to the new roads, you have
to supplement the farm-to-market projects with a regional or local agricultural development project. Then it becomes a question of not just analyzing
one project but considering it as a part of a joint project, taking into
account not only the increased flow of benefits but also the increased flow
of cost.
The second problem in determining benefits is the question of
attribution. Let me give you a practical example. The Bank was the Executing Agency for the United Nations Development Programme in a major transportation study in Argentina some years ago. As Executing Agency the Bank hired
some consulting firms. They reported that in order to improve its network
of railways Argentina would have to invest several hundred million dollars,
to lay off some uneconomic lines, to replace the present unsatisfactory
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management of the railways, and to fire approximately one-fifth of the total
labor force working for the railways. If all these proposals were fulfilled,
the rate of return on the new investment together with a substantial increase in freight and passenger rates would amount to something on the order
of 5 per cent to 6 per cent. One of our colleagues who was asked to comment
on the report proposed an alternative way of developing the railways. What
would happen, he asked, if you laid off the uneconomic lines, fired that part
of the management which was inefficient, and laid off the redundant workers?
If you did that you would end up with zero investment and therefore an infinite return.
I still do not know, (and, as far as I know, nobody else does)
whether the consulting firms or our colleague were right.
The consulting
firms were right if the proposed reorganization of the railways could not
have been undertaken without the investment; our colleague was correct if
the reorganization could be undertaken without the investment, or a smaller
amount of investment than that proposed by the consulting firms.
The example of the Argentine railways, inconclusive though it is,
is an extreme example of the problem of attribution. More frequently the
problem arises in a somewhat different form, i.e. in the determination of
the optimum size of invegtment. Some years ago, the Bank was asked to make
a loan for a major project to improve port facilities in Ecuador.
Our
technical experts and economists looked at it and discussed it with the
people there and concluded that they did not need 14 million dollars to
build a new port. All they needed was 2 million dollars to buy some new
port equipment, a complete overhaul of the administrative structure of the
port and an increase in port charges. With these improvements, they could
handle the cargo expected in the next few years.
The saving on capital expenditures was very substantial, and certainly the rate of return was much
higher. If all these improvements could be obtained by investing $2 million
rather than $14 million, the $12 million "saved" could be put to better use
elsewhere in the economy.
Financial Benefits
Social returns pertain not only to the benefits which accrue to
the owners or operators of a specific project but also to the benefits which
accrue to the users, or as you might call them, the secondary beneficiaries.
They are the most important determinants in the allocation of investment.
Nevertheless, financial returns are also a matter of major importance and
of major concern. They are of particular importance for projects in the
public sector and for projects in the private sector which derive special
benefits from public policy, for example, in the form of subsidies, low
interest loans and special import licenses. The problem of aiming at a high
financial return does not arise when total return -- social returns -- are
high. In those cases the government or the government agency responsible
for a public investment project should be able to cover all its costs and
still leave the users a substantial free benefit. For example, the social
return on quite a number of Bank financed irrigation projects -- I am thinking particularly of one irrigation project in Mexico -- has been as much as
20 per cent or 27 per cent, depending on how the farmer's time and the cost
of farm labor were valued. In that case the government has no difficulty in
recovering its costs through water charges and increased collection of export
taxes.
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The situation is difficult, however, when you are talking about a
lower rate of return. Under some circumstances it is difficult for a government to recover cost fully and still leave a margin necessary to induce the
effective use of the services it provides. A few months ago the Bank published a book written by one of our colleagues, Mr. John de Wilde, on
African agriculture. I think it is a very import and useful book. One of
his findings is that, given a choice between a marginal increase in income
and more liesure, the peasantry in many parts of Africa favors more leisure.
In order to induce an African farmer to make effective use, say, of an addition to the water supply or of an improvement in the organization of agriculture and in order to have a high rate of return on a project it is necessary
to leave the farmer a very substantial financial margin.
In that case the
government clearly cannot collect the financial benefits directly from the
farmer, though it may be able to do so indirectly.
This is a case in which a redistribution of income leads to an
increase in total output quite different from the more frequently discussed
situation in which a redistribution of income is posed as an alternative
to an increase in total output. Thus it is important to keep in mind that
there are conditions 8nd circumstances in which the government should promote a redistribution of income because giving someone something for nothing
leads to an increase in total output and therefore benefits the economy as
a whole.
Arguments for Full Cost Pricing
Aside from these cases, of which there are unfortunately very few,
practical consideration favors a policy of full cost pricing: i.e. the
policy of the agency financing an investment should be that the consumer
cover all the costs. If a government or a government agency does not recover full cost then an investment decision problem becomes a fiscal problem
or a financial problem. Moreover, whenever an investment does not pay for
we are likely to encounter adverse repercussions on the functioning
itself,
of the economy as a whole, and we may end up with less investment rather
than with a constant growth in total investment.
The main argument for full
cost pricing is that full cost pricing by its very nature leads to the
optimum allocation of resources. While subsidized pricing, or pricing at
less than full cost, induces the additional use of public services and of
commodities produced in the public sector, this does not make for a flexible
economy in which the allocation of total resources is at least approximately

at optimum.
The problem of financial returns arises again when a government
decides to give special benefits to private investors in order to encourage
new investment activities, particularly the setting up of new enterprises.
As a result of such special favors as subsidies and tax exemptions, these
investments are likely to have a high rate of private return. Against these
high private returns must be set the negative return which accrues to the
public lending agency. One case in point, which is encountered commonly
and frequently in Latin America, including if I may say so, Brazil, is that
a public lending agency provides long-term fixed capital or working capital,
at a rate which, because of inflation, ends up to be negative. Clearly,
under these conditions, a redistribution of income takes place -- resulting
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in some form of "subsidized capitalism". This is a transfer of resources
from a poor taxpayer or consumer to an investor who is usually a man or a
.group of men of means.
One must be aware of this whenever the social return is significantly lower than the private return. This does not mean that arrangements
of this sort are generally without value; you still
might end up with a substantial total social return, in which case this kind of policy might be
perfectly rational or reasonable. But I wonder whether this kind of subsidization through a fixed rate of interest (even if it is high), over a long
period of inflation does not lead to a substantially less than optimum allocation of resources. Certainly in some Latin American countries industries
have been developed which do not really belong there because of the combination of their factors or the size of their market. They are profitable only
because there is a very substantial redistribution of income from another
sector of the economy to the industrial sector.
Shadow Prices
I now come tz the last point. It is about time to relax the
assumption that existing prices reflect with reasonable accuracy the real
scarcity or the opportunity cost of the factors of production. It is generally argued that the less developed a country, the less developed is its
market, and therefore the less accurate are the price signals in such a
market. Economic theory states that if prices do not reflect relative
scarcities or opportunity cost one must simply adopt a shadow price or an
accounting price. Of course, no one has ever figured out exactly what an
appropriate shadow price should be for anything. Some years ago there was
an interesting controversy between Professor Tinbergen, who was one of the
intellectual fathers of the notion of shadow prices, and Ragner Frisch, the
eminent Norwegian economist, who pointed out that if you change one price
in an equilibrium system you have to change all the others as well. This
is undoubtedly correct; the trouble is that this is not easy.
What does the use of shadow prices really come down to? Three
categories of shadow prices are relevant in this discussion but only one
has major operational significance. These three categories of prices are
the cost of capital, the cost of foreign exchange, and the cost of labor.
I have already dealt with the cost of capital. One does not really have to
determine what the appropriate return on capital ought to be as long as one
has a general notion of what the cutoff rate should be. The cutoff rate
should be reasonably high, certainly substantially above the rate at which
international loans are made and, more generally, the higher the better.
The problem of shadow prices versus market prices arises again for
the cost of foreign exchange. For a variety of reasons countries frequently
have an exchange rate which does not reflect the relative scarcity of foreign
exchange. I believe that although it may be very difficult or look impossible to determine an equilibrium exchange rate, a consensus can be reached
fairly easily when the prevailing exchange rate in a country is out of line
and when therefore the import content of capital and the export content of
output should not be valued according to the prevailing exchange rate. I

know of one project in India, which has not led to a loan, where Bank engineers and economists evaluated the rate of return on a fertilizer project.
Since this involved imported material on the one hand and was an importsaving project on the other hand, the question of the right exchange rate
came up. Their computation showed that if you assumed that sooner or later
the exchange rate would have to be devalued you would have a good project,
while if the exchange rate were unchanged the project would be at best a
marginal one.
India has since devalued.
In the light of these events the
project now looks good -- and so do our engineers and economists.
Michael Bruno, an Israeli economist, has developed a fairly simple
scheme for looking at a project. First you have to stipulate a cutoff rate
of return, then you determine at what exchange rate a project becomes viable.
This is simple for some projects while for others it involves reference to
a fairly complex input-output table, because the exchange rates are reflected
not only in the output and direct inputs but also in the intermediate inputs.
To put the same proposition in somewhat different'terms: in the case of an
import substitution project you try to determine the minimum degree of protection necessary to make it viable while in the case of an export project,
the objective of shadov pricing is to determine the minimum degree of subsidy necessary to make it viable. Given a certain amount of investable resources, you then allocate the resources to those projects for which the
deviation of the shadow exchange rate from the market rate can be kept to a
minimum, and you determine the cutoff rate in such a way as to absorb all
the investable resources.
This is obviously an oversimplified explanation
of a more complex scheme. But it indicates the line of reasoning one should
apply in practical situations.
The last application of the notion of shadow prices is to wages.
A number of economists have suggested that since unemployment or underemployment is widespread in developing countries, the marginal productivity of
the unemployed is zero. If you then attribute an opportunity cost of zero,
you find that a very large number of projects become attractive in terms of
social return -- and so in effect this is not much help to you. But, I am
not sure that the formulation of investment projects is the cheapest and the
most efficient way of dealing with the problem of unemployment.
As
Mr. Friedman pointed out, you may have to choose between full employment
and maximum growth. If you focus just on the unemployment problem itself
it may be better to pay unemployment insurance. You may get away cheaper,
since a dole may cut into investable resources less than the development of
industries which by their very nature are likely to be unprofitable for a
long period of time.
One additional point is that shadow prices could be used for other
purposes, mainly for reflecting certain non-economic preferences.
For
instance, a government investment bank might be more lenient in interest
charges or in project evaluation for industries established in one particular
region. This is a perfectly legitimate way of taking account of priorities.
The problem of priorities is always how you put them in a balance sheet, how
you quantify them. But irrespective of how this is done, one should not lose
sight of the fact that by giving some sort of priority rating to some investment the second best solution rather than the optimum solution is being
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sought. One cannot really determine an economic basis for regional preferences. But one can show the cost of the non-economic second best project by
comparing it with the same kind of a project which has not a non-economic
priority.
Social Benefits
I have not spoken about the special problems which arise in the
evaluation of education and health projects.
Here the difficulty is how to
determine what the output is. Even if a man learns how to read and write
he may not contribute to economic development; but he may enjoy greater
welfare. In other words, so much of education really is a final good and
not an input. If you consider education, all education, as an input, you
may as well pursue this line further and argue that an increase in the food
supply, in caloric intake is an important input of the labor force. This
is undoubtedly so; there are many cases where an improvement in diet can
make a major contribution to economic development. But I shudder at the
idea that we would be short-circuiting the whole reasoning of economics by
taking this line of argument.
Since I am here among economists I can say
that economics has mae more progress than sociology and social anthropology
and for a very simple reason. We have adopted a double entry system; we
have supply and demand, cost and benefit, and production and consumption.
Once you say, well, after all consumption is an essential of production, you
destroy the whole fabric of economic reasoning. And this, as a man conceited
enough to like my profession, would not suit me at all.
But far be it from me to argue that education is unimportant, or
that the Bank should not finance educational projects. Quite to the contrary; there is no need to offer statistical proof that education is an
essential ingredient of all sustained development. I say "sustained" advisedly because the returns are usually quite slow. What I am really concerned with is the technique of analysis to evaluate education projects.
There are essentially two techniques now in use. One, developed at Princeton and at the United Nations, is based on projection of manpower requirements. If for example the rate of industrial growth is 8 per cent or 10 per
cent per annum, the demand for foremen, or for workers who are able to read
blueprints or to carry out written instructions, will be of the order of
12 per cent. This percentage is used to find out how many people will be
needed in skilled occupations over the next 15 or 20 years and how many
people will need training for them. This kind of demographic approach has
severe limitations, (a) because of the uncertainty of the underlying assumptions and (b) because specialized skills, such as those of blueprint readers
and perhaps even those of nuclear physicists, can be learned on the job.
In the United States where conditions are clearly different from those in
most Latin American countries, 90 per cent of the industrial labor force is
trained on the job and the question of highly specialized education does
not arise. This does not necessarily mean that there is no need for specialized education in developing countries, where conditions are different
and the industrial base necessary for training, which is simply built into
the industrial sector of the United States, does not exist. There are good
reasons for trying to measure the actual and potential demand for higher
skills and for paying close attention to secondary and vocational education.
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The second technique, which-may be called the University of
Chicago approach, evaluates education projects according to the differences
in incomes for different levels of education. Professor Schultz used this
argument in his book on investment in human capita. Professor Harberger is
now one of the main proponents of this technique.
Some useful work has been
done with it, particularly in Chile. The difference between the present and
the projected earning powers of the people who will benefit from certain
additional educational expenditures is considered as a benefit.
Perhaps
this is as intelligent a way as you can find to go about it.
But I doubt
whether it really gives you the right answer.
In the first
place, the demand for skills may be quite different in the future. As long as certain
skills are scarce, they are likely to be at a premium.
If their supply
increases because of more and better education, the benefits of education,
measured as the difference in income between different levels of education,
may become much smaller. But my real objection to this way of looking at
education and investment in education is twofold.
In the first place, I
found it difficult to concede that education should be considered an input
rather than an output. I would rather stick to the non-economic, philosophical concept that education is a final good in itself. Education does not
necessarily have to cqptribute to an increase in output; if it does, all the
better for the people enjoying the benefits of education and for the economy.
Professor Sir Arthur Lewis, now at Princeton, concluded in a
seminar that the "development demand" for secondary education in Africa
and in the Caribbean was not larger than 3 per cent of the total labor force.
He had fairly good statistical evidence for this because in countries, such
as those in Africa, where the level of secondary education has reached 3 per
cent of the labor force, imported labor, e.g. European foremen, are no longer
needed, and local labor is sufficient. Anything over 3 per cent is "consumption" and does not directly contribute to development. But if you get
more than 3 per cent, education is still a very good thing, even though its
contribution to development may decline. But this does not mean that education is something which one can neglect.
Yy second objection to the economic benefit and manpower projection approaches is that both focus on easily identifiable quantities to the
neglect of that which is presumably the most important aspect of education,
namely its content. What kind of curriculum is most valuable to developing
countries? What sciences should be taught? What is the contribution of
liberal arts, natural sciences and social sciences that is most conducive
to the development process? What curriculum, what teaching methods, what
structure of the educational system, will produce minds which are open to
change and prone to exploit the opportunities which a dynamic society offers?
These are the really hard questions to which not enough attention has so far
been paid.
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ALLOCATION OF INVESTMENT
John H. Adler
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Programming and Budgeting Department
Three Problems
Ny subject is the allocation of investment. To set
the framework
for my topic, let me distinguish three problems
of investment allocation.
These will help relate ry topic to the broad macro-economic
or social-science
approach developed by Mr. Kamarck.
The first one is purely a matter of macro-economic
analysis. What
proportion of the gross national product is to
be invested? This obviously
depends on the flows of domestic savings and
foreign savings. Some people,
especially "pure" macro-economic planners, assume that the prime
determinant
of the rate of growth is the rate of investment and
thus,
the
determination
of the rate of investment exhausts their interest
in the subject. I do not
have to repeat Mr. Kamarck's remarks that this
is not necessarily so. The
"translation" of investment rates into growth rates
involves the other two
problems also.
The second problem
the allocation of total investment resources
by sector. This is as much aispolitical
and social decision as it is economic -- not only because governments allocate
resources to various departments or ministries through their budget procedures,
but also because a
country, as in the case of Brazil, may have
special regional growth problems. Therefore the slicing up of total
investment into sectors is not only
perhaps not even prevalently, an economic policy
decision but has to be
based also on other, non-economic, factors.
The solution of these two sets of problems - of
determining total
investment and of allocating investment resources
to the various sectors of
the economy -- form what has been called a country's
development strategy,
which frequently is expressed in the form of a
development program. In
essence a program consists of two parts: a reasonably
plan of public expenditures and revenues, and perhaps exact quantitative
more importantly, a
framework of fiscal, monetary and commercial policies
for the operation of
the private sector and for investment decisions
within the private sector.
The formulation of these policies requires the application
of macro-economic
concepts. I shall not deal with these two subjects
here.
The Economic Analysis of Projects
The third subject, related to investment allocation,
which is my
topic, is closely related to the first two but
is conceptually and operationally different. It deals with the composition
or
ments and the efficiency or the rationality of resourcethe pattern of investthis purpose the analysis is essentially micro-economic, allocation. For
concerned with individual economic units, individual enterprises,
and specific projects. The
recognition of the interdependence of projects and their
coordination plays,
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POVERTY AMIDST WEALTH:

TRENDS IN THE WORLD t S ECONOMY

The daily headlines about the balance of payments problems of the
United Kingdom and the United States, the occasional news about one
developing country or another, and, more recently, the reports from the
Second United Nations Conference on Trade and Development in New Delhi,
form a thorougily inadequate basis for trying to present an objective view
on the growth of the world economy over the last 15 or 20 years.

To be

sure, it is only natural that close attention is paid to the day-to-day
movements and the swift changes in the international scene because it is
essential to react to them quickly and effectively.

But there is much to

be said for taking time out from the preoccupation with day-to-day events
and to sit back and try to assess the accomplishments and the failures of
the world economy over the last two decades and to grope, however tentatively,
for the lessons which emerge from such an assessment.
The two most important findings that emerge from a study which some of
my colleagues at the World Bank and I have started are:

first, in the 15

years from 1950 to 1965 the world economy grew at an unprecedented rate.
World production just about doubled and per capita income increased by more
than 50 percent.

Second, all parts of the world took part in this growth.

By far the more significant finding is the second, because, as far as we
know from the record of the 19th and of the first half of the 20th century,
it is the first time that economic growth was not confined to some countries,
or to one area, but was truly world-wide.

Despite the uncertainty of the

-2data and estimates on which this conclusion is based, this finding should
go a long way to put to rest the contention that the economic development
efforts of the poor countries, and with it

development aid, have failed.

Our study also reveals however that the gains in production and
income have been distributed rather unevenly among countries and regions.
It

is disturbing, though not surprising, that the poorest countries in

the world, those with an annual per capita income of

l.25 or less, have not

done well and that the countries in the lower half of this income bracket
show a growth record which is substantially worse than that of the rest.
Included in this group are, of course, most of the countries of Africa and
South Asia, countries which started poor and, with all their accomplishments,
are still poor by any standards.
On the other hand, countries in the middle income group, with a per
capita income from E125 to 500, have done remarkably well.

The average

income has increased at a rate of 7% per year, or almost tripled.

The

record of this group, which include such diverse economies as those of
Japan, several countries on the Mediterranean, several behind the Iron
Curtain and a few in Latin America, is thus much better than that of the
rich countries of Europe and North America.
The picture is getting considerably worse, and gloomier, if, instead
of comparing the rise in total production and income, we focus on income
per head.

The most disconcerting aspect of the record of the world economy

since 1950 has been the high, and rising, rate of population growth.

This

is not, of course, a new discovery; the alarm about the population explosion
was sounded some years ago and thoughtful demographers worried and warned
about it for at least 20 years.

But what is new in the picture is the heavy

concentration of high rates of population growth in the poorest countries
in the world.

The current rate of population growth of 2-1/2% per year,

which the poor countries of the world have experienced in the last five
years, implies that their population, now close to 1,500 million people, will
increase to over 3,000 million before the end of the century.

Incidentally,

these figures do not include estimates for Mainland China because for that
country we have nothing but vague guesses for both present population and
population growth; according to some estimates the 700 million people of
Mainland China will increase to 2,000 million by the year 2000 if the basic
estimate is correct and if the growth rates of recent years continue.
These growth rates are alarming, not so much because of the Malthusian
threats of mass starvation and epidemics which they evoke, but because of
the limitations which they impose on economic advancement.

If we compare

the growth of population income in the poor countries with that of the middle
income countries, we find that there is an inverse relation between population
growth and growth in total as well as per capita income.

This, I suggest,

is prima facie evidence that income growth in the poor countries would not
be adversely affected and, to the contrary, may be enhanced by a decline in
population growth.
example:

To put the same proposition in the form of a numerical

a reduction in population growth rates in the poor countries by

1/10 of 1% is equivalent to an increase in capital formation--or foreign aid
--of L250 million per annum.

So when we speak about the burden which high

rates of population growth impose on the poor countries, we are not just
talking about marginal adjustments, but about a major factor which bears
directly on their growth prospects.

The growth data and other indicators of economic performance which
cover some 75 countries provide us also with some rather conclusive
indications of the essential characteristics of the process of economic
growth.

Although countries which show the widest possible differences in

culture, social arrangements, political institutions and natural endowment
are included in the study, certain broad conclusions emerge.
The first is this:

The rate of capital formation is an important

determinant of the rate of growth:

the higher the rate of investment that

is, the betten the prospects for economic advancement.

I am not saying

that investment is the sole determinant of economic growth.

We know by now

only too well that it takes much more than investment to accelerate growth.
But there is clear evidence that those countries which somehow, by their
own savings, or through development support from abroad, manage a high rate
of investment also seem to achieve a high rate of growth.
Another conclusion:

Countries which by luck, or by wise policies,

or by a combination of the two, manage to increase their exports also
manage to have a high rate of growth.
Third, contrary to expectations, industrial development has turned
out to be relatively easy, and agricultural development the more difficult.
This is an important part of the explanation for the slow economic growth
in the poor countries and the fast growth in the middle income countries.
The economic advance of the latter was largely based on rapid industrialization,
to which the social and institutional framework was readily adapted.

In the

poor countries industrial development also proceeded at a rapid pace, but,
starting in many countries with an insignificantly small base, it could not

move the rest of the economy.

This was so because agriculture, which in

most of the poor countries accounts for 1/2 of total production and provides
a livelihood for as much as two-thirds of the population, expanded at a
slow pace and remained susceptible to the vagaries of climatic conditions.
A fourth conclusion is that the path of economic growth over time
is not straight, but winds unevenly and haltingly through ups and downs;
several years of acceleration are usually followed by years of slow growth
or stagnation--until growth picks up again.

There is no evidence that the

developing comntries as a rule move easily from a slow start into a period
of self-sustaining growth; I am sorry to say there is nothing in the record
to support the so-called theory of the take-off.
It is not too difficult to discover specific reasons why the growth
performance of virtually all countries is so uneven over time.

Sooner or

later economic advancement runs up against constraints either within the
economic system itself, or in the broader social and political setting.
A typical example of economic factors limiting growth are the constraints
imposed by the flow of export earnings.

Breakdonis of law and order, and

civil strife frequently halt, or even reverse, economic advancement and so
do military ventures.

One cannot simply assume away these constraints as

the builders of economic growth models are prone to do.
Finally and more generally, the experience of the post-war period
shows the complexity and many-sidedness of the process of economic development
on the one hand, and how little we know and how much we still have to learn
about it, on the other.

This becomes embarrassingly clear if we get away

from the neat and simple averages which the various groups of countries
reveal, and try to explain why some countries have overcome the limitations

and handicaps of their own poverty and moved ahead faster than the rest.
It is obviously not enough to explain the success stories of development
experience of the last 15 or 20 years in economic terms and on the basis
of readily quantifiable information.

We must look to the social structure

and to cultural traits to find even the beginnings of an explanation as to
why some countries, with the same economic features as others, have moved
ahead.

There is no point in hiding our ignorance by inventing new terms

such as the "propensity to develop" and to pretend that we can explain what
remains essentially unexplained and baffling.

And it would be foolhardy to

insist that the development of all countries can be accelerated because
some countries have set good examples which can be readily followed by
others.

But it would be equally wrong to assert that the experience of the

last 15 years shows that any and all attempts to speed the process of growth
are bound to fail.

There is no question that some policies and some

development strategies--to use a fashionable term--are more conducive to
growth than others and that improvements in policy formulation and
performance are possible.

What then does the future hold for the poor countries of the world?
On the basis of the conclusions which we have just drawn, it would be rash
indeed to make any predictions.

Instead, it may be more useful to enumerate

and evaluate some of the factors which bear directly on the prospects of
development and which have changed and are likely to change.
We can list at least three positive factors.

The first is the

increase in the rates of investment and capital formation which has occurred
in the poor countries as well as in the countries in the middle income group.

-7To repeat:

a rising rate of investment alone does not assure a rising rate

of growth.

But it may be argued with a good deal of justification that we

may look at the rate of investment not so much as a prime mover of growth,
but as a leading indicator and a measure of the absorptive capacity of a
If this is so--and I

country for domestic savings and foreign capital.

believe it is--we may expect that the growth of the poor countries may be
somewhat faster than it has been until now.
The second factor on the positive side is the increasing awareness,
in the poor countries themselves, of the importance of agricultural
development in the growth process.

The days when development and

industrialization were considered synonyms are over; the political leaders
of the poor countries no longer frown when it

is suggested to them that they

should pay more attention to their agriculture.

Moreover, as developments

in the last two or three years in Pakistan, in Turkey, in Taiwan, and, more
recently, in India indicate, the agricultural revolution which went
hand-in-hand with industrial revolution in Europe and North America, is
finally coming to the poor countries of the world.

It is coming in the

form of improved seeds, through the rapidly expanding use of fertilizers and
insecticides and in the gradual but perceptible changes in techniques of
agricultural production.

The expectations of some observers may be too

sanguine when they predict that in the next few years a number of countries
who now rely heavily on food aid will produce exportable surpluses.

But

even a modest and gradual acceleration in the growth of agricultural
production will go a long way toward speeding the pace of development.
The third positive factor is the possibility that population growth
is slowing down.

Some demographers are hopeful that the rate of population

-8growth in the poor countries has reached its crest and that the prospects
for a gradual decline in population growth are good.

Again it would be

wrong to expect a sudden and precipitous decline in birth rates.

But, as

I indicated before, even a moderate downturn could set free sizable
resources and thus make for faster growth.

A final wor d about the implications of all this for the cooperation
of the rich countries with the poor.

In recent years the flow of development

aid and technical assistance from the rich countries of Europe, North America
and elsewhere has amounted to L2,500 million net of repayment and another
L1,600 or 1,700 million has come to them in the form of private investment.
There is ample evidence that these flows have materially contributed to the
development of the poor countries.

Data which we have assembled at the

World Bank indicate that in the last five years about one-fifth of all
investment in the poor countries has been financed by resources obtained
from abroad.

If it

had not been for foreign aid and flows of private capital,

income growth would have been substantially smaller and balance of payments
difficulties much more severe.

If effectiveness is a valid argument in favor

of continuing foreign aid, the rich countries of the world have every reason
to continue and even increase it.
But one must also realize that even with sustained development aid
and technical assistance, the problems of the Poverty of Nations will be
with us for a very long time.
otherwise.

John H. Adler
World Bank

March 4, 1968

There is little

to be gained from pretending

Though the prosperous nations have been implicated in the problem of the
third world for a number of years,
India's plight has scarcely been alleviated. John H. Adler,
Senior Adviser of the World Bank, discusses what can still be achieved.
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India's agony must be ended
After twenty years of independence,
fifteen years of econonmic planning
and billions of dollars in foreign aid,
India is still an underdeveloped country on the brink offamine. Some have
called it a desperate case. Do you
share this opinion?
In India and tropical Africa progress
has been less marked than elsewhere
because these countries started off at
a much lower level than the Latin
American or Mediterranean countries.
It must not be forgotten, either, in the
case of India, that the very size of the
country and its vast population create
problems of an altogether different
scale from those in other developing
countries: the only other country at all
comparable is China.
A few figures will make this clearer:
India now has a population of nearly
500,000,000, and this total is growing
by some 10,000,000 every year. There
are 500,000 villages. This means that
if the same methods of agricultural
modernization are to be employed here
as in other underdeveloped countries,
500,000 rural leaders have got to be
trained. This gives some idea of the
scale of the problems. Another point
that is often overlooked is that the
economic aid given India is modest indeed compared to what most other
developing countries have received:
India's average receipts of foreign aid
amount to no more than $1.50 a year
per capita.
It is no use pretending that economic
development is something that happens
overnight. People had far too many illusions about underdevelopment when
the question first became acute after
the war. Even today, many people still
do not understand that there is no shortterm solution, that one just cannot obtain immediate and spectacular results
like those of the Marshall Plan, operated as it was in a Europe which, though
shattered, still had all the infrastructure
essential for rapid reconstruction. Five-

year and ten-year plans are too short
to mark the stages of the third world's
economic growth; it can really only be
measured in generations. In the advanced countries several generations
were needed to reach a satisfactory
standard of living. The rate of progress
will be slightly faster for the developing countries now because we have a
better understanding of economic
phenomena, and in particular we are
able to avoid, or at any rate to circumscribe, world crises, which formerly
halted development completely for
years at a time. But still, we must get
rid of the idea that development can
ever be a rapid process.
Do you think that India is doing everything she can to speed up progress?
I remember that just after the war, when
we were beginning to concern ourselves
with these questions, my colleagues
and I used to say: "Southeast Asia-in
particular, India and Pakistan-are not
likely to present any grave problems.
They inherited a highly competent,
experienced administration from the
British Civil Service." We imagined
that, because of this, economic problems would be solved more easily and
more quickly in India than in other
countries. But we failed to take into
account the size of the problems or
the importance of time. We came to
realize that a good administration was
not enough to create a modern state.
Situations like this cannot be judged
on superficial impressions. In a few
years' time, when India's progress will
be more evident, people will be saying:
"If only the other developing countries
had such a good administration as
India." Fashions change fast.
The situation in Pakistan really was
desperate after independence. For ten
years the country lived almost entirely
from foreign aid, and there seemed very
little prospect of the situation improving. Today Pakistan's economy is on

the move, and there no longer appear
to be any insuperable problems. India,
on the other hand, got off to a fairly
brilliant start. In spite of considerable
political difficulties, the survival of
feudal princes and the existence of
seventeen official languages, the country made remarkable progress.
Then came the wars with China and
Pakistan, which largely disorganized
the economy; and-for the first time
in a century-drought struck for two
successive years, which meant that
the country's agricultural production
was completely wiped out in 1965 and
1966. This has led to the present situation: a state of famine, and a drop, for
the first time in fifteen years, in the
national income.
The present situation is thus the result of a conjunction of unfortunate
events; it is certainly not something
which would have happened in the
normal course of things. And, so long
as there are no further wars or droughts,
India will forge ahead again next year.
Indian economists reckon that the
national income should increase by
20 to 25 per cent over the next five
years, and, personally, I consider this
estimate reasonable.
What do you think India should do to
ensure this rate of growth and to prevent so many people dying of hunger
in the next drought?
India must do three things. She must
brake the population growth rate,
modernize agriculture, and orient her
industries more to export. The population is increasing at the moment at a
rate of 2.5 to 3 per cent per year.
(In 1950 the growth rate was 2 per cent.)
Population growth must first be stabilized at the present rate, then reduced. This, too, will require time; how
much time, no one can forecast. For,
till now, there, has been no measurable
success in population control. The
major problem of the
continued

next fifteen years .will be to absorb
another 10,000,000 to 20,000,000 persons into the economy every year.
The agricultural problem is now
being looked at with a fresh eye. Experts have gradually come to realize
that, contrary to expetations, development was proving far easier in industry
than in agriculture. I remember that as
recently as fifteen years ago one was
always seeing articles describing the
difficulties of setting up a factory in a
developing country-of recruiting labour and training management. In fact,
it has proved to be much easier than
had been expected, particularly in the
case of India, where there has been a
certain amount of industry for over
seventy years.
It is the development of agriculture
which has proved the most problematical. Agricultural modernization consists essentially in transforming the
independent marginal subsistence farmer into a kind of farm manager who will
buy good quality seed, fertilizer, raw
materials and machines, and transform
them into agricultural produce. This
technical outlook so necessary to modern agriculture is signally lacking in
India. But in any process of economic
development, it is inevitable that there
should be certain sectors which lag
behind, that the makeup of the international income should be modified,
that certain regions should be more
favoured than others.
It has long been thought that economic development means first and
foremost industrial development, and
that growth takes place in the towns.
Today in New Delhi you can see an
industrial zone which did not exist
twenty years ago. And there has been
remarkable industrial progress in Bombay, Bangalore, Poona, and in a couple
of dozen other towns.
But it has also become clear that the
increase in national income produced
by the industrial sector does not necessarily lead to similar progress in the
agricultural sector. Although this problem has been recognized in India for
some time, all efforts to solve it have
been unsatisfactory, and it is now
being tackled with renewed vigour.
India's industries must be reoriented
towards the export market and this for
two reasons: firstly to attract convertible currency, vital for development.
Funds flowing into India as foreign aid
are not-sufficient; the Indians must try
to earn more convertible currency by
their own devices, which would at the
same time make them slightly less dependent on the vagaries of aid. Second,
it is now a commonplace that overseas
trade is a very effective instrument for
making an economy more efficient and
competitive. A study we have just

completed shows that economic growth
has always been more rapid in countries that have made the greatest efforts
to boost exports.
If India perseveres in these three main
directions you have mentioned-population control, agricultureand exports
-how long do you think it will be before inhabitants can hope to have a
decent standard of living?
It is no use deceiving ourselves about
this. For many decades to come India
will remain a very poor country. At
the moment the annual per capita income is about $90 or 33. If an annual
economic growth rate of 5 per cent can
be attained, and if the population
growth rate can be stabilized at around
2.5 per cent, the increase in per capita
income will be of the order of 2.5 per
cent per year. Thus it will take twentyeight years to double the income of
each Indian and so bring it to $180
per year by 1995. One can assume that
the next generation will again double
this figure, thus bringing the annual
per capita income up to $360 around
the year 2025.
Do you think the Indians-and the
other underdeveloped peoples in a
similar position-will be prepared to
wait and to accept the idea that, in
fifty years' time, their standard of living will hardly have reached a fifth of
the present level in the industrialized
countries of the world?
But what other alternative do they
have? One often hears it said that the
most serious problem in the world
today is the gulf between the developed
and underdeveloped countries. Personally, this seems to me a purely intellectual argument put forward by people
used to seeing problems through statistics. The real problem is the possible
rate of growth of a given economy: what
is important for the average Indian, the
average Egyptian or the average African
is for him to have the feeling that his
condition is improving. If the per capita
income is successfully doubled in a
generation, children will have a standard of living twice as high as their
parents had, people will notice that
things are getting better. Of course,
certain precautions must be taken, for
instance, to ensure that there are not
too many inequalities within any one
country. The people of the third world
will attach far less importance to the
difference between their income and
that of rich countries than to the steady
improvement of their own individual
standard of living.
Do you think that India can ever
achieve the status of a modern industrial country without accomplishing a

profound changein the Indian mentality
and the social structureof the country?
I know that people often try to explain
the slow development of certain countries by their supposed innate incapacity
to adapt to modem techniques. But
when you actually visit factories in
developing countries, as I have often
done, you come away amazed by the
speed at which people with no training
or experience of handling modem tools
develop the necessary technical mentality. How many European farmers
understand the exact effect of the
artificial fertilizers they use? Usually
all they know is that you have to put so
many hundredweight of fertilizer on a
field to improve the crop yield.
If one can succeed in convincing the
Indian or the African farmer that he
ought to put fertilizer on his land and
that his crops will be better, that is
all that is needed. Of course, technical
education is very important for the
progress of a country, but it is not true
to say that it is an indispensable condition for development. In the last century, when the Western countries carried out their industrial revolutions,
most of the workers could neither read
nor write and had had no kind of technical training.
As far as social structure is concerned, I must say, as an economist,
that our sociologist colleagues have so
far not been much help. The point is
always made that social structures must
change, but no one has explained to us
how it is to be done. I believe myself
that social structures change as a consequence of economic development,
and that this change cannot be made
into a condition for economic development. This has, in fact, been proved by
the evolution of the industrialized
countries over the last century.
Do you think that a socialist government with authoritarian state planning
would be better for Indias economic
development than the present Congress
Party government?
No, I don't think so. Japan has eenrged brilliantly from underdevelopment
with a liberal economy. Israel, South
Korea, Pakistan, Puerto Rico, Jamaica
and Ivory Coast have all recently
achieved notable economic successes
without detailed state planning.
What can the rich countries do now
to help India?
Continue to send aid. First, technical
assistance must be increased to support the Indians' own efforts in the
struggle for population control and
the modernization of agriculture. Next,
food should immediately be sent every
time a disastrous'drought threatens to
cause a famine.
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lonely labourer, the Indian farmer must accomplish a spectacular increase in crop production to overcome the famine.

cording to John Adler, this should be possible: with newi seeds, hydraulic pumps, special fertilizers and tractors.

*ern
tion.
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A pathetic legacy of famine, the child above is one of hundreds in the Bihar region suffering from the effects of the two
Years' catastrophic drought. Along with agriculturalreform, the government is trying to control the population explosion.

Lastly, and above all, financial aid
must be increased. Aid from the rich
countries to the third world is at present passing through a difficult stage:
the ending of the cold war has made aid
less of a paying proposition from the

political point of view; ill-informed public
opinion in the donor countries has started
to show impatience at the apparently
meagre results of aid; and, finally, a number of industrial countries, notably the
US and Great Britain, have been having
difficulties with their balance of payments. Whereas, for fifteen consecutive
years, the volume of aid increased reg-

ularly, it has now levelled out, and, in

proportion to the income of the wealthy
countries, it is even tending to diminish.
In this situation, it is important for
India to know what share of available
world aid she can hope to receive. The
Indian Aid Consortium, which was founded in 1960 on the initiative of the World
Bank to coordinate the financing of the
Third Indian Plan and in which ten industrial countries participate (the US,
Great Britain, France, West Germany,
Japan, Canada, Italy, Austria, Belgium
and the Netherlands), fixed the volume
of aid to India for 1967-68 at $900,000,000,
the same level as last year. To this sum
must be added $380,000,000 worth of food
aid-the cost of wheat shipments, which
the United States has insisted be shared
equitably among the ten members of
the consortium.
It is impossible to calculate the exact
amount of aid which India will need in
the years to come, or to say for how long
the country will be dependent og foreign
aid for its economic development. But it
is estimated that to maintain the country
on its present course, the rich nations
will, have to grant it a minimum of
$20,000,000,000 over the next fifteen
years. This gives some idea of the effort
that remains to be made.
END

3/19/68 AJ Jeplied & enc'd Atlas; said 'Mr. Adler
has provided part of the preliminary draft of the study
on indices of economic development he mentioned in the
BBC broadcast. As this study is still in preparation
would you please note that the draft enclosed herewith
is not for attribution."

University College London
Gower Street London W C1. England

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
Publications Department
1818 H Street
N W
Washington D C

20433 U S A

11 March 1968

Dear Sirs
I would be eager to obtain two of your documents. The first one is a
World Atlas of Economic Development issued a couple of years ago and
giving population and per capita income of all countries. The second
is a recent study on indices of economic development since 1950 which
was referred to by Mr J H Adler, Senior Economic Adviser to the World
Bank in a talk broadcast by the BBC Third Programme on Sunday 10 March
Yours faithfully

D A Turin
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1965

1965

1965

GNP pdr c6ita

GNP

Population

$)($

million)'

(million),.

GROUPI

GNP per capita up to $1L0:
*Malawi
Burundi,
Rwanda
Upper Volta

40

156

3.94
3.21
3.11

47
49
52

151
152
253

Ethiopia
Lesotho

54
54

1,214
45

22.60
0.84

Somalia
Botswana

54

57

135
32

2.50
0.56

Mali
Dahomey

61

279

4.58

62

147

2.36

*Burma
Laos

64
64

1 586
169

24.73
2.63

*Congo,- Dem. Rep. of

4.86

65

1,010 -

15.63

Afghanistan

66

1,034

15.65

Chad

66

218

3.31

Nepal

66

667

10.10

Mozambique

67

463

6.96

68
68

15
713

0.22
10.51

70

306

4.40

Niger

71

236

3.33

Guinea

73

257

3.50'

Gambia
Central African Rep
*Nigeria

76

25

0.33

77

104

1.35

78

4,512

57.50

Malagasy Rep.
*Indonesia
*Kenya

79

508

85

85

0,884
800

*Pakistan

85

9,709

*India

88

43,000

Comoro Islands
*Tanzania
*Haiti

Yemen
Viet-Nam (North)
Angola
Togo

6.42

,104.50
9.36
113.87
486.81

88

440

90
91
93

14140

9.00

470

5.15
1.664

95
101

1,290
756

13.54

Cameroon
Viet-Nam (South)

106
108

554
1,748

5.23
16.12

Congo (Brazza.)
*Thailand

116
117

97
3,594

0.84
30.59

Sudan
*Ugandaj

153

5.W

7.55

-
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Table 1 (Continued)

1965'
GNP per capita
($

" X965,

1965

GNP
($ million)

Population
(million)

728
3,47
276
324
1,569
4,718

6.11
28.38
2.15
2.37
2.1.23
32.34
3.70

GROUP I (Continued,
119
121
128
137
140
146
148

*Cambodia
Korea (South)
Papua & New Guinea
Sierra Leone
*Ceylon
**Philippines
Bolivia
Total 47 countries and
territories

89

(Mainland China)
* Included in sample in Group I
*
Incladed in sample In Group II

(86)

99,262 (5.6%)
(60,537)

1,120.61 (43.2%)
(700.00)

GROUP I
GNP 2er -cE51~a7151-30a:

151
151
168
179
184
185
188
191
191
198

159
4,457
588
2,379

*Honduras
*Paraguay
*Tunisia
**China, Rep. of
Saudi Arabia
**Algeria
Ivory Coast
*Jordan
St. Vincent
Grenada

201
.201
'201
203
207
211
212
218
218

458
409
888
2,520
1,397
2,500
814
430
19
21

,219

1.05
29.60
3.49
13.32

1

19
198
970
2,310
1,013
735

1.07
5.15
12.10
5.30
3.71
2.28 ,,

2.03
4.43
12.43

6.75

.

11.87
3.83
1.98
0.09
0.10

French Guiana
*Rhodesia

220
221

8
940

0.04

*Iraq

223

1,828

8.18

*Brazil
Mauritius

224
225

18,388
167

82.22
0.74

*Ghana

226

1,752

7.74

*Iran
Dominica

226
231

5,594
15

24.80
0.07

4.26

!

- aurltanl-a
**U.A.R.
- Senegal
*Morocco
St. Lucia
Liberia
*Ecuador
Korea (North)
*Syria
*Zambia

Table 1 (Continued)

1965
GNP per capiti
GROUP IIT (Continued)
*Dominican Rep.
*Turkey

Swaziland
El Salvador
St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguia
Gabon
Trust Territory of the Pacif.
Fiji Islandf
***Colombia
*Nalaysia
Guyana
Antigua

Albania

$t e($

2965
GNP

million)

1965

Population

(million)

234

847

234

7,276

3o62
31.15

235

88

0.37

249
250
253
254
260
262
262
279
283

730
15
117
23
121

2.93
0.06
0.46
0.09

4,734
2,467
180
17

18.07
9.40
0.65
0.06

547

1.86

293

0.46

Total 41 countries and
territories

214

68,138 (3.9%)

317.89 (12.3%)

* Included in sample in Group II
*

e*

Included in sample in Group I
Included in sample in Group III
GROUP III

GNP per capita $301-600:

*Guatemala

301

*Pe305

1,336

3,549

4.44'
31.65

525
2,511
35
114
3,379
91

1.65
7.63
0.11
0.33
9.20
0.24

*Nicaragua
Cuba
British Honduras
Surinam
*Portugal
Barbados

317
329
333
341
367
373

*Costa Rica

387

544

1.43

Mongolia

388

428

1.10

French Somaliland
Ryukyu Islands
Guadeloupe

406
410
420

33
382
133

0.08
0.93
0.32

434

18,521

42.69

436
436
447

140
8,296
1,076

0.32
19.03
2.40

447

833

1.86

451
461

1144
575

0.32
1.25

*Mexico
Martinique

**Romania
Lebanon

Singapore
Malta
*Panama

Table 1 (Continued)

1965

1965

9

GNP per Capita

GNP
million

Population
(million)

GROUP III (Continuedd)
Jamaica
**Yugoslavia
**Bulgaria
**Chile
Libya
Hong Kong
South Africa/l

829

468

19.51

489

9,135
3,923
4,159
791

497

1,835

3.69

9,636

18.44

'478
:484
f

:523
549

Uruguay
American Samoa

1.79

1464

21

,,1

.

6.20

8.59
1.62
2.71

560

14

0.02

*Spain ..

575

18,181

3l.60

*Greece

597

5,104

Total 31 countries and

territories

462

97,743 (55%)

211-70 (8.2%)

* Included in sample in Group III
(:. ** Included in sample in, Group II

Included in sample in Group IV

*

Including South West Africa

/

GROUP IV

GNP per capita 7601-1,200:
Trinidad & Tobag o

*Cyprus

616

600

1!638

379

r.0W.59,.

*Argentina

1,764

17,084

22.35

765
793

74,981
24,979

97-96
31.50

828
830
869
898
905

7,225
2,386
8,822
79
12,810

8.72
2,87;
10.15

962
987
10000
1,063

49,618
2,598
230,700
221
7,808
109

51.58
2.63
"230.60
0.21
7.25',
0.10

**Japan
*Poland
*Venezuela
Ireland
*Hungary
French Polynesia
*Czechoslovakia
*Italy
Puerto Rico
*U.S.S.R.
Netherlands Ant;Lles

*Austria

1,079

Guam

1,124

*Israel

*
*

l,076

Brunei

L*129

Total 18 countries and
territories
915
Included in sample in Group IV
Included in sample in Group III

86

2,894

443,379 (25.0%)

.D97

0.

14.16

0.08

2.56,

484.37 (18.7%)
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Table 1 (Continued)

1965
GNP per Capita
$

1965
Population
(million)

1965
GNP
($ million)

GROUP V

ONP per capita $la201-2,400:
New Caledonia
**Germany, Dem. Rep. of
*Netherlands
*Belgium
*Finland
*United Kingdom
*France
*Norway
4*xGermany, Fed% Rep. of
*Iceland

1,220
1,255
1,360
1,536
1,548
1,550
1,615
1,618
1,625
1,630

111
21,365
16,721
14,539
7,139
84,642
78,999
6,025
95,971
313

0.09
17.03
12.29
9.46
4.61

*Denmark
*Australia
*New Zealand
Luxemburg
Virgin Islands (U.S.)
*Canada
*Sweden

1,735
1,754
1,794
1,819
2,093
2,100
2,127

8,254
19,925
4,737
602
90
41,171
16,449

4.76
11.36
2.64
0.33
0.04
19.60
7.73

*Switzerland

2,150

12p781

Total 18 countries and
territories
*
**

54.59

48.92
3.72
59.04
0.19

5.94

1,638

429,83h (243%)

262.3h (10.1%)

3,240

630,457

194.57

Included in sample in Group V
2ncluded in sample in Group XV

GROUP VI
GNP per capita $2,401 and over:

*U.S.Ai
Kuwait

1,554

Total 2 countries

3,241

_.70.272

632,011 (35.7%)

195.04 (7.5%)

*4.$,A. constitutes sample in Group VI
GPA.TD TOTAL

1,770,307 (1005)

57

2571.95

n-nd b,7 adjustinC-'

resiits

1.~

7q

-

'

Source: International Bank for Reconstruction and Development- 3aec
obtained from various public and private national and intern. inm1 se
The estimates are for gross national product at factor cost (exclu
,ect taxes net of subsidies). The, were originally computed E'
'onverted into U.S. dollars at 19P64 exchange rates. adjusted Kere
,or major under- and over aluations. The 1965 e,,ies e'e
applying to the 1964 estixnates the e ':W7ted re' gcTh

